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Since learning is the key factor in the actualizing
of psychological potentialities, teachers need to know what

learning is and how it can be facilitated.

Although we

expect teachers to assist children to become competent
learners, the nature of learning receives only superficial

treatment in most teacher preparation programs.

The Anisa

Model is an exception, as the nature of learning constitutes the bedrock upon which this emerging competency-

based system for training teachers is being organized.
The learning competence paradigm in the Anisa

Model represents

a

unique synthesis of all the extant theo-

ries of learning and serves as

a

superordinate conceptual

framework for understanding the dynamics of learning.
The purpose of this dissertation is

(1)

to amplify

the processes underlying the learning competence paradigm

of the Anisa theories of development, curriculum, and

pedagogy and

(2)

to indicate how the paradigm serves as

conceptual foundation for teacher preparation programs.
vi

a

.

The successful attainment of these two objectives provides

more scientific basis for training teachers, thereby

a

establishing two levels of greater accountability:

at

(1)

the teacher training level and (2) at the trainee per-

formance level.

Accountability in teacher preparation programs
depends upon the establishment of

a

scientific base in

a

body of theory that is coherent, comprehensive, and adequate in practice.

grounded in such

a

Having

a

learning competence paradigm

body of theory means that educators can

systematically find out what works, why it works, and
thereby increase the degree of predictability in teacher

performance and its effects on children.

The purpose of

this amplification of the learning competence paradigm is
to assist teachers to understand the nature of learning.

Presumably, when they understand how the processes work,
they can teach them to children in an effective manner.
As children are guided to understand how the processes

work, they can then facilitate their own learning, and in
this way,

take charge of their own destinies as competent

learners
This dissertation also identifies

a

number of

problems that hamper the effectiveness of teacher pre-

paration programs.

First, the trainers of prospective

the
teachers are confused about the purpose of education,
be
nature of teaching and learning, and the relationship

vii

.

.

tween the two.

Second, the absence of an explicit compre-

hensive theoretical foundation, which characterizes most
teacher training programs, virtually guarantees that very
little use of the extensive literature on human growth and

development will be made by teachers.

Salient issues re-

lated to these problems are discussed as well, followed
by a discussion of the Anisa Model as

a

context within

which the relationship between teaching and learning and
the implications for curriculum development can be unders

tood

Finally, the distinctive features of

a

teacher

preparation program based on the Anisa Model are adumbrated.
The focus on learning competence and teaching competence

differentiates and integrates the art and science of
teaching

viii
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READER'S GUIDE TO THE DISSERTATION

Historical Development of the Anisa Model

Conceptual Framework of the Anisa Model.
Unpublished Manuscript, 1972.)
(From Jordan $ Streets.
Figure

1.

xiii

The Anisa Model is

a

tional system that covers in

blueprint for
a

a

comprehensive manner,

every aspect of human growth and development.

primary reason for undertaking such
is

new educa-

a

The

massive project

to help the education profession to solve its prob-

lems of fragmentation,

hensiveness.

incoherence, and lack of compre-

An organizing principle has been found

by which to classify and to categorize the vast know-

ledge available about human growth, development, learning, and behavior and to put it into forms suitable

for a variety of training programs.
is organized,

science can emerge.

When knowledge
The Anisa Model

lays the conceptual foundation for the emergence of

education as

a

science.

Experimental work on some aspects of the Model
was carried out initially under the auspices of the

Institute for Research in Human Behavior at Indiana
State University and is now continuing as the main work
of the Center for the Study of Human Potential at the

University of Massachusetts.

In 1969,

a

$50,000 grant

from the Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education
was used to study compensatory education (primarily

Title

I

ESEA programs) in the Commonwealth.

This study

demonstrated that if the "educationally disadvantaged
are to be effectively served,

instruction must be indi

vidualized and emphasize the development of processes
xiv

underlying learning competence.

A $76,000 training and

technical assistance grant from the Office
of Child
Development, Region I, enabled members of the
Center
to experience directly the needs and
problems of Head

Start children, their parents and program staffs.

Such

field experiences had an important inductive influence
on the development of the Anisa Model.

The most produc-

tive period of our work began in 1971 when the New England

Program in Teacher Education, Durham, New Hampshire,
granted $242,000 to the Center for the Study of Human

Potential to complete the conceptualization of the Model
and to initiate the development of a teacher preparation

program based on it.

A team of scholars comprised of

faculty and graduate students was assembled to formalize
and extend the philosophical basis of the Model, refine
the body of theory concerning development,

teaching,

curriculum, administration, and evaluation derived from
the philosophy, and prepare the teacher education materials.

Implementation of the Model in selected sites

began in 1973 with the assistance of grants from Title III
ESEA funds through two school districts, one in Hampden,
Maine, and the other in Suffield, Connecticut.

Funds were

also received from the Office of Child Development and
the Ohio Valley Regional Development Commission for in-

service training programs for the staffs of preschools
and day care centers.
xv

At present, faculty and graduate students engage
in research,

keep abreast of new developments that have

implications for Model refinement, supply on-site, inservice teacher training to help teachers translate theory
into practice, design new specifications to support the

teacher training program, collect and analyze data, teach
classes, conduct seminars, participate in local, regional,

national, and international conferences, workshops, institutes and meetings to disseminate information about the

Model and aspects of its implementation.

Dissertations written about various aspects of the

Anisa Model serve as major reference documents for preand inservice teacher training.

Each dissertation attempts

to synthesize the knowledge contributed by theorists and

researchers in the area under investigation.

An extensive

review of the literature aids each investigator to formulate positions on important issues related to the philo-

sophy and theories underlying the Model.
1973)
topics have been addressed:
following

Since 1972 the

Philosophical under-

pinnings for the unification of psychological theory and

educational practice (Shepard, 1972); Science curriculum
for preschool

1974)

(Baruch,

1973); Teacher training (Blodget,

;

Volition and its role in human development (Conway,

;

Cooperation and its implications for moral develop-

ment (Theroux, 1974); The Anisa theory of administration
of
and its role in releasing the collective potential

xvi

a

social system (Walker, 1975); Pre-numer ical thinking in

young children and its implications for parent training
(Waite,

1975); Symbolization and learning (Marks,

1976);

A comprehensive approach to child health through parent
and teacher education (Bowen,

1976); Learning competence

and teacher preparation (Carney,

1976).

Graduate students (master's and doctoral candidates)

in the Anisa program strive to gain a fuller under-

standing of the nature of human potential, and to apply
that ever-increasing understanding to the needs and problems of education.

XVII

,

Figure

1.

Anisa Logogram

The word Anisa refers to

plant or tree.

a

flowering, fragrant

It connotes qualities of beauty,

grace,

nurturance, shelter, and cycles of perpetual fruition.

trademarked logogram serves as

a

The

constant reminder of the

significance of the above qualities for an organismic conception of education and symbolizes all of man's aspirations
for life.
In depth discussions of the tree as symbol may be

found in Merleau-Ponty (1962)
and Cook (197 4)

.

xviii

,

Straus (1966)

,

Dublin (1971)

PREFACE
am convinced that the time is ripe for educators

I

to set in motion whatever processes will move
education on
to a scientific foundation.

magnitude
tific,

We can no longer ignore the

the quality or the rapidity of changes in scien-

,

technological, cultural, and economic arenas which

make such

a

move imperative.

Many examples can be cited.

For instance, recent

research on the human brain (including lateral dominance,

biological correlates of learning- -particularly the role
of nutrition in cerebral development)

is

destined to in-

fluence educational policies and practices in significant

ways in the near future.

Models designed by systems

theorists delineate relationships among phenomena with such

clarity that

we
r

can now understand how complex systems must

function in order to survive.
how action in one part of

a

Moreover, these models show

complex system affects the

entire system in its long- and short-term goals.

education

is

a

Since

complex system, it stands to benefit from

these new insights particularly in reference to organi-

zational structures and to the distribution of resources.

On-going research in genetic epistemology, language development, communications, information theory and data processing
is

likewise advancing new information which has implications

for education generally and for the teaching profession

2

specifically.
a

It is not difficult,

therefore, to see why

comprehensive, coherent conceptual framework around which

we can organize and systematize old and new knowledge is
long overdue.

Such a conceptual framework is absolutely

necessary if the teaching profession

is

to make sustained

and systematic use of an ever expanding body of information

about human growth and development.
can emerge only after

lated

a

A science of education

conceptual framework has been formu-

.

A science of education, as

I

envision it, must

clarify its assumptions about the nature of man as
step.

In addition,

a

first

it must have process evaluation built

in so that modification and refinement occur, not as after-

thoughts, but as

a

dynamic function of self-renewal and

comprehensive accountability.
A multidisciplinary team effort to make

a

break-

through in providing for the teaching profession the

beginnings of
Model,

a

a

science of education has produced the Anisa

comprehensive plan for educational renewal.

My

experience of serving as an in-service teacher trainer for
the implementation of the Model in pre-school, kinder-

garten, and early elementary classes in public and private

schools during the last three years has convinced me of the

effectiveness of the Model in the field.

Ihis experience

the key
has also exposed the need for an amplification of

paradigmcomponent of the Model--its learning competence

3

so that it can be applied more effectively.

My dis-

sertation elucidates this paradigm and shows how it must
constitute the foundation for competency-based teacher

preparation programs.
Let me now explain the order and format of the

dissertation.

It

is

divided into six chapters.

Each of

the last five chapters has an introduction and a summary.

Chapter One sets forth

dissertation as

a

a

complete rationale for the

whole, makes claims for its significance

and delimits its scope.

Chapter Two is

a

review of literature which iden-

tifies basic problems and issues related to teacher pre-

paration.

The literature is not merely cited, but ana-

lyzed and weighed, using

a

criterion of comprehensiveness

to ascertain whether the arguments offered as solutions to

the problems are adequate to do so.

frequently cited is the lack of

a

Since the problem most

clear conceptual frame-

work, this review of literature furnishes an appropriate

context and background for Chapter Three which addresses
this problem in

a

comprehensive way.

Chapter Three establishes the rationale underlying
the development of the Anisa Model, with a focus on the

definition and function of an educational model, the purpose of establishing

a

philosophical base for model develop-

ment, the nature and function of theory construction, and

those aspects of the Model that have

a

direct bearing on

.

4

the preparation of teachers.

The Model has required in

the course of its development an extraordinary
analysis,

synthesis, and interpretation of data pertaining to human

development from multidisciplinary perspectives.

Since

much of this has been documented elsewhere, no attempt

is

made to substantiate every proposition in exhaustive detail.
is

The new terminology required to explain the Model

defined clearly and is presented in subsequent chapters.

Although the development of the Anisa Model has
been directed by one individual, certain aspects of its

development and implementation are the product of
effort.

a

team

Consequently, the investigator puts forth the

team approach as

a

reasonable, legitimate, and necessary

way of dealing with educational problems.

In this con-

nection, reference is made to those efforts that have

preceded mine, thereby justifying to some degree the use
of the pronoun "we" throughout this chapter and where

appropriate, in subsequent references to the Anisa Model.

Chapter Four elucidates the learning competence

paradigm as defined in the Anisa Model.

Examples for the

elucidation cut across many domains in order to demonstrate
the adequacy of the paradigm in explaining the nature of

learning
Chapter Five, with an elaboration of the Anisa
teaching competence paradigm, closely parallels Chapter
Four.

Teaching competence cannot be considered apart from

.

5

learning competence in our schema.

Therefore, inter-

relationship between these two paradigms receives considerable attention.

Chapter Six discloses and summarizes the dis-

tinguishing features of

a

teacher preparation program based

on the Anisa Model and its competence paradigms.

completion of this chapter is but

education on

a

a

The

beginning to help set

scientific foundation.

An educational model, no matter how deep its

philosophical roots, how sound its theoretical propositions,
how comprehensive its scope, how inspirational its language,
how exalted its vision, can affect the lives of children
only to the degree that teachers are attracted to it,

understand it, and are able to translate it competently
into practice.

To this end the following thesis is

written

I

.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study
In order for a basic discipline to
serve as a foundation for a practice,
such as medicine or teaching, the
definitions, categories, and other
basic structures of that discipline
must be prescr iptively fruitful for
the practice for which it is a
foundation (Smith, 1966:39).
If education is conceived of as a discipline which

serves as

a

foundation for the practice of teaching, then

one expects its prescriptions to be fruitful in practice.

However, as current assessments show, many educational

prescriptions are unfruitful in practice because those who
prescribe are conceptually unclear about "definitions,
categories, and other basic structures" which guide their

performance
One group of prescribers are teacher educators

whose conceptual confusion has created

a

great chasm be-

tween the way teachers are prepared for their jobs and the

basic requirements of those jobs.

The chasm exists because

the trainers of prospective teachers are confused about
(1)

the purpose of education,

and (2)

the nature of teaching

and learning and the relationship between the two.

A

legacy of these unresolved issues in teacher preparation

7

programs is the reason for undertaking this dissertation.
The UNESCO Institute for Education in Hamburg,

Germany, hosted an international conference for teacher

educators in January 1969 on The Education of Teachers.
The conference was organized because of "widespread dis-

satisfaction concerning the present arrangements for the
education and training of teachers (Yates, 1970:13)."
The experienced professors of education attending "agreed
that present forms and methods of preparing future tea-

chers for their duties are generally of doubtful value
(Yates,

1970:9)."
In response to mounting worldwide disillusionment

with the results of schooling, the Hamburg Conference had
several goals.

One was to encourage the efforts of those

who seek to refine the objectives and to improve the

methods of teacher education by the use of rigorous,
critical analysis and, where appropriate, the techniques
of empirical research.

After lengthy deliberations it

became clear that to undertake more rigorous research on
the nature of teaching is useless without

a

clear, con-

ceptual framework.
The general comments and recommendations recorded
in the report,

though adequate on the surface, reflect the

lack of "deep structure" to guide future endeavors.

For

example, the most critical issue was almost missed as the

following comments show:

8

we have begged one significant
question. ... a major need if this kind
of research is to be more serviceable in
the future- - is that an effective means of
assessing a teacher's competence has not
yet been devised.
Looking back at most of
the proposals for study and research that
we have put forward in this report, it is
clear that a crucial requirement is some
measure that w ill serve as a criterion
against which to judge the adequacy of
W’hat ever aspect of teacher education is
under review. And for the most part, the
obvious criterion is that of professional
competence (Yates, 1970:70).
.

.

.

r

The ability to assess teacher competence pre-

supposes knowing what it is

when he is teaching.
equivocal.

teacher is supposed to do

a

The literature on the subject is

For example, in

chapter titled "The Assess-

a

ment of Teacher Competence," in the Second Handbook of

Research on Teaching (1973)
",

.

.a

,

a

teacher is defined as

person engaged in interactive behavior with one

or more students for the purpose of effecting a change in

those students."

The limitations of this definition

clearly preclude its use in any assessment of
competence.

a

teacher's

Obviously, further questions must be raised:

What is the nature of the interactive behavior?
the nature of the intended or anticipated change?
the change to be accounted for?

What is
How is

What kind of change--in

Would the "interactive

what direction, for what purpose?

behavior" effect the same change in all students?

Even

these questions are inadequate because the fundamental
issue has not been dealt with in

a

thorough and systematic

9

fashion.

Peck and Tucker (1973:970) get closer to the main

issue when they say that
it simply is not good science, nor
good empirical practice, to recommend a
way of training teachers without knowing,
in fact, how it will affect those teacher's
students.
That, after all, is the only
criterion by which the ultimate worth of
any educational system can be measured.
.

.

.

The Hamburg Conference (1969) also noted that past

researchers had failed to differentiate among kinds of
teaching and types of teachers.

It

questioned whether the

same measure of teaching competence could be employed with

equal validity when one is teaching youngsters to read, to

solve quadratic equations, or to use principles of literary

criticism.

During the conference, efforts to deal with

this particular aspect of teacher competence raised two

interrelated problems:

(1)

where to find

a

comprehensive

theory of learning, and

(2)

where to find

a

comprehensive

theory of teaching.

In an air of desperation and hope-

lessness conferees saw no immediate solution:
have come to recognize
Psychologists
that there must be a number of theories of
learning each adequately accounting for the
variety of different activities that may be
In the remote
subsumed under this heading.
have
theories
such
of
range
a
future, when
Einstein
psychological
been formulated, some
may well perceive some unitary meta-theory
within which they might all be accommodated
1970:72).
(Yates
.

.

.

.

,

Concomitantly, anguish about past empirical research
conclude
on the nature of teaching led the conference to

10

that future research "must start from and return to

theoretical base.

.

.

.

a

clearly we must now accept that if

we are to discover an adequate way of measuring com-

petence in teaching we must first discover what the
activity of teaching basically involves (Yates, 1970:73)."
If the teachers of prospective teachers are be-

wildered about the nature of the teaching process, their
programs of teacher preparation will reflect the same confused state and fail to bridge the chasm between

a

teacher's

training and what he is expected to accomplish in practice.
One of the purposes of this dissertation is to offer

a

comprehensive resolution to this problem.
That
is

a

chasm exists in teacher preparation programs

acknowledged by parents, teachers, children, and some

educators in schools of education.

Moreover, there is

consensus among them that the problem resides within the

institutions of higher learning and professional schools
of education.

The undeniable and distressing prospect is

that no significant change in educational practices is

possible unless teachers are trained differently.
The White House Conference on Children (1970)

represented by parents, youth, teachers, other professionals and lay persons reported:
High on our list of 'old business' is the
overhaul of teacher education from top to
The continuing debate over the
bottom.

11

value of methods courses, whether to
have
fewer or more of them and how to regulate
teacher education by legislative fiat only
reveals the poverty of our approaches to the
problem.
Shuffling courses about is not
the answer.
Required are change strategies
which take account of the fact that preservice teacher education, inservice teacher
education, and the schools themselves are
dependent, interrelated and interacting
components of one social system, albeit
a malfunctioning one (Report to the
President,
White House Conference on Children, Washington,
D.C., 1970:82).

Although the conference assessment

is

accurate in

noting that an efficient "overhaul" in teacher preparation
depends on

a

proper understanding of the "interrelated and

interacting components" of the entire social system, nothing
has been done to effect the desired change.

Such omission

and neglect suggest another serious problem, namely, that

sub-systems of the educational enterprise constantly work
at cross -purposes

.

Education committees in state legis-

latures, state certifying agencies, schools of education
as well as

liberal arts colleges are often isolated in

a

way which precludes the kind of restructuring that is

necessary for bringing their collective talents and resources to bear on the problem of teacher preparation.
Lansing (1973:31-39) cites absence of forthright,

informed leadership as

a key

teacher education programs.

factor in the weakness of

Weak leadership is manifested

in the absence of a comprehensive philosophy within schools

of education to guide their administration and to provide

.

12

a

logically consistent curriculum.

Incoherence in the

curriculum of teacher preparation programs contributes
to
the incompetence of future teachers who may
leave their

training disorganized, disoriented, and disillusioned.

There is little wonder that education courses make no

positive difference in the lives of children who are the
victims of poorly trained personnel.

Haberman and Stinnett (1973:257) agree that
federal and private foundation officials are unanimous in
their view that schools of education will neither change

themselves radically nor bring about significant change in
other educational institutions."

While this pronouncement

may be true, federal agencies and foundations are equally
culpable in the ways they contribute to the incompetence
of those entities that deal with teacher preparation.

They

cannot see beneficent results because they do not have nor

require a clearly delineated conceptual design and plan

before they dispense funds.

That the funds and the pro-

jects evaporate without appreciable effects is to be

expected
While much space is given in the literature to
fixing the blame for the present problems, only

a

few

r

efforts have been made to propose comprehensive solutions.
A proposal advanced over 18 years ago by Harold
Rugg (1957:86)

is becoming an acceptable alternative to

traditional teacher training programs.

More than any
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educator of his day, Rugg was aware that teacher
prepa-

ration programs were outmoded for the new age.

constantly for

a

"Promethean consensus--a boldly original

philosophical framework for
a

He pleaded

a

dynamic civilization."

Such

framework, he believed, could be supported by the works

of "the modern philosophers of organism- - Bergson

,

Lipps,

James, and Whitehead."
A philosophic framework that addresses the reality
of things requires further elaboration in theory building,

Rugg’s basic concern.

He was impatient with his colleagues

who kept rehashing Bode, Kilpatrick, and Dewey.

Instead,

he wanted them to fashion new theories for the new age,

although he cautioned that they not ignore the lessons of
history.

He called upon them to,

Build theories of curriculum, teaching
and administration from the study of the
culture--its development, current changes
and problems- -and from the study of human
behavior, growth, learning and creative
expression.
In doing so, we should bring
the consensus of the world's most validated knowledge and thought (Rugg, 1957:80).
The thrust called for by Rugg remains unanswered

because to fashion
struct

a

a

philosophical framework and to con-

body of theory on the basis of that framework

means that

a

philosophical- theoretical stand be taken.

Even

though the stand may be open ended, that is, it may be

modified on the basis of new information, it

is

attain universal acceptance of firm positions.

difficult to
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However, without an explicit philosophical base
and

a

compatible body of theory, educators have no way to

discover precisely what the world’s most valuable knowledge is, and no means to make use of it.

Even worse, if

contemporary educators are uninterested in validating their
own work, in the absence of theoretical foundations future

teachers will not be able to know what works, or why it
does or does not work.

Theodore Brameld (1971), one of the foremost spokes-

men for the reconstructionist thrust in education today,
advocates theory-building from

a

culturological context.

By culturological, he means that "culture is to be regarded
as

the fulcrum of effort to interpret the meaning of man,

his existence and his actions."

To disregard where man is

in his evolutionary development is to ignore what has made

him what he is.

That is why culturological underpinnings

need adequate examination to see what they may contribute
to theory-building.

Since learning is the ubiquitous

process by which each generation receives, modifies, and
even transforms the culture, it plays the key role in the

advancement of civilization.
a

Teachers can, therefore, make

most significant contribution to the advancement of

civilization by guiding children to understand the nature
of the learning process.

Tyson and Carroll (1972:441) put the aforementioned
thesis in perspective when they say,
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Our place in society in this age is secure
only to the degree that we increase our
competencies so that we can meet the full
responsibility of teacher education. We
can open the door to new knowledge by
accepting the fact that we lack insight
into instructional theory, the backbone
of teacher education.
To have insight into instructional theory is to

understand the nature of teaching; to understand the nature
of teaching is to understand the nature of learning.

If

this much of the backbone of teacher preparation programs
is disjointed,

it is no wonder that schools and society

are crippled.

The purpose of this study is to help put the "back-

bone" into teacher preparation by presenting the conceptual

design for a system of training teachers which bridges the
chasm between the training they receive and the demands of
the modern classroom.

Bridging the chasm is possible be-

cause the basic questions are comprehensively addressed
by the Anisa Model.

learning?

These questions include:

What is teaching?

What

What is curriculum?

the relationships among teaching,

is

What are

learning, and curriculum?

What is theory construction and how can it effect teaching
and learning?

How can conceptual clarity about teaching,

learning, and curriculum effect the move toward competency-

based teacher preparation?
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Significance of the Study
The significance of this study resides in the

conceptual clarity brought to bear on the nature of
learning and teaching and the relationship between these
two processes.

Moreover, as conceptual clarity illumines

these two processes, other closely related, relevant

issues such as

(1)

life-long learning,

zation of educational opportunity,

teacher preparation,

countability, and

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

the equali-

competency-based

prerequisites for teacher ac-

evaluation

(a

key to perpetual im-

provement) are likewise elucidated and thus heighten the
impact they can have on teacher preparation programs.

Each of the above issues, as topics discussed in

educational literature, yields such
phases and explanations that

a

a

diversity of em-

comprehensive conceptual

scheme (as presented in this thesis) is needed to unite
these divergent views and thus make them more fruitful in

educational practice.

(See Chapters III-VI.)

Scope and Procedures
The approach to this study is conceptual rather

than experimental for two reasons:

(1)

of the urgent needs in education and (2)

it addresses one
it provides

an

opportunity to ascertain whether the theoretical positions taken about the nature of learning and teaching
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are congruent with the best available
conceptual and

empirical studies.

A conceptual approach such as the one

announced here appears to be

a

reasonable one at this

juncture, prior to launching

a

full-scale teacher pre-

paration program based on

a

new educational model.

The investigative procedure is to examine liter-

ature related to the topic--the nature of learning and its

relationship to specific theories of development, curriculum, and teaching -- and to extract from it philosophical,

theoretical, and empirical examples that elucidate, amplify, and support the learning competence paradigm as de-

fined in the Anisa Model.
The citation of examples, which cuts across many

domains, extends the current definition of learning com-

petence (Jordan, 1974:60) and facilitates the understanding of it by educators, especially pre- and inservice
teachers and those engaged in teacher preparation.
I

have been emboldened to proceed with this con-

ceptual discourse by Chein (1972:336) who hopes that "those

who are so inclined

.

.

.

will be encouraged to pursue

long-range programs of conceptual analysis, freed from

obsessional hounding and badgering to produce premature
and inappropriate empirical validation of their work."

CHAPTER

II

TEACHER PREPARATION:

STATE OF THE FIELD

INTRODUCTION

When one examines literature in the area of
teacher preparation, one is struck by three related

characteristics:

(1)

virtually no new knowledge is genera-

ted in spite of a proliferation of books and articles;

(2)

appeals for reform seldom connect with other aspects of the

system that must likewise change; and,

(3)

specific propo-

sals for future courses of action fail to be comprehensive
and, more importantly, fail to allow time for careful,

serious, long-range planning.

Systems theorists tell us that characteristics,

such as the ones listed above, prevail in social systems

because policy-makers have

a

propensity for dealing with

symptoms rather than causes of problems.

In most in-

stances, action taken to solve problems without an analysis
of fundamental causes often increases the range and in-

tensity of those problems.
as

This is likely to be the case

the cause may be remote in time from its effects and if

this temporal factor is ignored,

actions may not generate

a

immediate policies and

viable future for

a

social sys-

tem such as education with its complex of interrelated net-

works, each of which interacts reciprocally with the others.

Actions currently being taken by the educational

.
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hierarchy to restore public confidence in its educational
institutions by way of legislated accountability measures
also tend to treat symptoms and not the malady.

The basic

problem is that we do not now have the means to predict
that what teachers are trained to do with children will

guarantee that those children will emerge from the system
as competent learners.

This particular aspect of accounta-

bility will be discussed in greater detail in this chapter
and we shall see how policies in teacher preparation pro-

grams have far reaching consequences within the programs
and for agencies, communities, and children in more remote

settings
The redundant theme in this chapter is that no

over-arching conceptual design exists to guide policy or
practice at any level of the educational hierarchy.
if there were such a conceptual framework,

Even

consensus would

be difficult to achieve because educators are buffeted

about by various kinds of prevailing winds (many of them

social and political in origin) that sometimes reach

hurricane velocity and thus prevent the search for integrative threads that could lead to consensus.

Prognostications for the decade ahead in teacher

preparation are weighted toward the achievement of qualitative goals.

On the surface these projections appear

reasonable and attainable until one probes for what

is

needed to make the match between promise and performance.

:
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Difficulties in Generating and in Making
Use of New Knowledge
Lack of Consensus about Purposes and Goals
It is difficult to generate new knowledge about

something as complex as teacher preparation when there
no agreement about its purposes and goals.

is

This state of

affairs prompted Lynch and James to write the following

description
Teacher education is a semi-deliberate,
semi- traditional activity within which
a wide variety of theoretical crosscurrents and experiments co-exist.
The
criteria for teacher education are largely
intuitive distillations of common expectations within a culture about what
teachers are and what they should do.
It
does not advance us far to say that the
general purpose of teacher education is to
enable teachers to develop the skills and
qualities that will increase their professional effectiveness, but this does
point us towards fundamental questions about
These
the aims of the educational systems.
aims are rarely explicit in any detail or,
if they are, they are more likely to be
prescriptive than operational principles
(Lynch § James, 1973:53).
The description above magnifies the complexity of relation-

ships, especially when explicit statements are not available to replace implicit assumptions.

Since purpose

dictates function, two related questions must be asked and

reviewed systematically:
education?

(2)

(1)

What is the purpose of

What is the relationship between the

purpose of education and the training of teachers?

In

opinion of Rabinowitz and Travers (1971:216), "American
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educators have, in defining desirable goals toward which

education might aspire, contributed little to the clarification of teacher effectiveness

.

.

.

the objectives

of education tend to be vague, ephemeral things.

They cite

.

probable cause as "the magnitude and com-

a

plexity of the task."

However, the fact remains, "assess-

ment and prediction (of
a

.

a

teacher's competence) require

rigorous specification of what

predicted."

is

to be assessed and

And that specification depends further on

a

study of relationships- - the primary element for generating
and making use of new knowledge.

Spaulding's (1951:175)

insight supports this conclusion:

"Relationships

.

.

.

the

more completely they are understood, the more completely
the nature of anything understood."

is

And one must ask

questions then, about the nature of human development,
environment, teaching, and learning in order to fully

understand what the relationships are that affect the

preparation of teachers.
Because teacher preparation is undertaken without
the context of an over-arching purpose that delineates

relationships, one senses the incoherence and fragmentation
of teacher preparation programs as described by Gallegos

and Meredith respectively:

traditional teacher- training programs
can best be summed up as programs
about educational philosophy, social,
foundations, evaluation, and audio-visual
aids, with a traumatic, learn-by-doing
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

,

.

,
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finale called student teaching (Gallegos
s
1972:43).

’

There are plenty of systems of teachertraining, based mainly on traditional
philosophies of education, a smattering
of arbitrarily selected psychological
findings and a miscellany of rule-of-thumb
recipes (Meredith, 196 5 X)
:

Other cogent assessments of the inadequacies of teacher

education that derive in part from lack of consensus about
purposes and goals may be found in Lieberman (1960)
Koerner (1963)

,

and Lewis

(1971)

.

The prescriptive aspects

of these assessments, however, seldom affect in

a

substantial

way the programs of teacher preparation because the agencies
that influence and control them often work at cross -purposes

making consensus more difficult to achieve.
That teacher preparation programs have been de-

veloped in an ad hoc fashion may account for the lack of
consensus about how such programs may be organized and

Anderson’s comments tend to substantiate this

implemented.

view
the teaching profession has
developed in a piecemeal fashion, so
also has the means of preparing individuals for that profession.
Advancement in the training of teachers
has to proceed on many fronts without
coordination and without any over-all
Progress
or commonly accepted plan.
it
whenever
or
wherever
made
be
had to
adjustments
whatever
with
could be made
in program or practice were made
necessary by the demands of specific
local or institutional situations.
The net result has been the emergence
of an almost multitudinous variety of
.

.

.

t

)
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professional training programs. And,
to date, no crucial or overr iding~se
of ideas or circumstanc es has appeared
which could lead or force teacher
education in the direction of a "greater
degree of standardization of program
(Anderson 1962 141)
(Emphasis mine
,

:

.

.

Glimmerings on the horizon, however, suggest that
the era of ad hoc planning of teacher preparation may be at
an end.

Joyce (1970:83) reports on an effort sponsored by

the United States Office of Education to conceptualize

models of

(1)

the teacher,

(2)

training systems, and

(3)

management, evaluation, and redevelopment systems with the

assistance of ten institutions of higher education.
project, with ten teams approaching

a

This

similar task simul-

taneously with similar basic goals, represents the first of
its kind in the history of education.

The direction of the

project towards conceptualization activity represents
positive, forward step.

It is

a

interesting to note, however,

that the child was not the immediate subject of that con-

ceptualization even though models about what

a

teacher does,

how training and evaluation programs operate, presupposes
some understanding about the nature of the child.
the hasty conclusion of this conceptual phase

Moreover,

(eight months)

maximizes the possibility that faulty decisions will be made
regarding all of the training programs.
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Lack of Comprehensive Theories
In the

late 1940's and early 1950's Harold Rugg,

among others, concluded that teacher training programs

failed to make use of new knowledge made available by the

technological age and thus stifled the potentialities of
thousands of citizens and left them ill-prepared to take

advantage of opportunities provided by the new era.

Rugg

(1952:149-50) goes further to cite the lack of motive

power as

a

reason for the apparent inertia.

In order to

get the motive power, he recommends that "we move out onto

frontiers of theory, for difficult tasks of imagination
are demanded of us.

It is a conception of wisdom,

and focused, that we must now command.

organized

The cue is in the

building of great theory."

The priority and first task as

Rugg sees it is "to develop

a

theory."

dynamic and comprehensive

"Only then," he says, "can we organize our wis-

dom and provide the motive power to put it to work."
The strength of Rugg's perspective rests on the

assumption that theory construction facilitates the organization of knowledge and thus makes it possible for one to
see more logical connections among related phenomena.

One

might argue that the incessant call for comprehensive
theory in education represents

integrat ion-

-

a

a

basic human drive for

search for connections and relations that

help to order and to structure the universe.

Educators, particularly those interested in human

:
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development, learning, curriculum, and teaching
claim that
we need a wide range of theoretical concepts
to explain
relations that are already known to exist but which
are
not clear.

In the area of human development,

explanatory

theory is inadequate as Mussen, Conger, and Kagan
(1969:16)

testify

There is no single comprehensive theory
encompassing the vast body of accumulated
data in the field of developmental psychology.
A complete theory would have to include
explanatory concepts accounting for the
origins, as well as the mechanisms of development and change, of all aspects of psychological functioning- -motor cognitive, emotional,
and social.
It may be impossible to construct
such an ideal theory; certainly no one has
accomplished it yet.
,

Neither is there

a

unified science of learning.

Although learning theory literature
a

is

vast and has existed

long time, it has not benefitted teachers and children

in any great degree.

Spence, an experimental psychologist,

explains why educational psychologists and educators were

mistaken in assuming that useful connections could be
extrapolated from the laboratory to the classroom.
He says:

those of us engaged in this endeavor
have been under no illusions as to the
applicability at the present time of our
theoretical formulations to the practical
The fact of the
problems of education.
matter is that we so-called learning
theorists particularly those of us whose
research has been conducted mostly with
animal subjects have not been interested
in the practical aspects of learning
for many years (Spence, 1959:85).
.

.

.

.
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Lack of interest in the practical
applications of experimental research in learning
accounts for one small aspect
of the problem.
Spence (1959:86) thinks that investigators like himself would be restricted
severly
in the

kinds of variables that could be
manipulated in the
"great complexity and heterogeneity of
the behavioral

situations represented in the school."

In his opinion,

then,

the best that learning research can
hope to achieve

is

catalogue of many specific low order laws that
will

a

remain quite unrelated unless

...

we analyze or fraction-

ate these complex events into simpler aspects
and then

investigate these aspects with

a

view to discovering more

abstract (theoretical) concepts that will provide for the

possibility of integrating the specific low order laws."
The reduction of complex phenomena to discrete

parts as

a

method that may finally lead to comprehensive

learning theory is for Spence and other logical behaviorists
the most feasible approach to pursue.

In an earlier paper,

Spence (1957:102-03) clarifies the position taken here.
As scientists we are interested in discovering and formulating a body of knowledge
concerning the behavior of living organisms
that is continuous with and has the same
properties, empirical and logical, as the
knowledge sought in the other natural

science
Since the attainment of such knowledge
requires methods of observation that
assure publicly verifiable concepts, we
have naturally insisted on the use of
such techniques.
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Wh
on the meeting of this
iuV? S1 ? tencerequirement
methodological
has been one
actor determining the particular
aspects
of behavior that we have chosen
to investigate, the primary criterion that
has
guided us
any priorities that we have
given to various areas of psychological
has been our estimate of the likei
lihood
of successful accomplishment of
our aim of discovering scientific
laws
about the phenomena.
Being guided by such
purely scientific objectives, and not
aving any special interests, humanitarian,
religious, social betterment or otherwise,
no particular area of human or animal
behavior is seen as more important than
another.
We have chosen to investigate
simpler phenomena first because we are of
the belief that progress in the formulation
of psychological laws and theories will be
more rapid in this area than in the case of
more complex behavior.
We also believe that
many of the variables and laws isolated in
the study of simpler forms of behavior will
be operative in more complex instances,
interacting presumably with the additonal
factors introduced into these more complex
situations.
If such is the case it would
appear to be more efficient in the long run
to investigate the simpler phenomena first.

m

The rationale, as specified here, explains why educators may not expect higher-order explanatory theories

about learning from this particular quarter.

First, there

is observation about an assumption that the methodology

applicable to physical phenomena may be equally valid for
the examination of psychological phenomena.
is no

Second, there

acknowledgement that "purely scientific objectives"

are highly value-laden by virtue of the choices

a

scientist

makes about what phenomena he observes, how he arranges the

environment to observe them, and what conclusions he

.
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(subjectively) reaches about those
data.

Third, since there

is no

hierarchical significance given to
organisms, the
direction of research may not yield a
coherent body of
"laws." In fact, we now have hundreds
of unintegrated laws
about learning, most of them falling
short of
the ideals

set for adequate theory (Hill,

1963:229).

The curriculum field has fared little
better.

In

this area as in learning and teaching,
basic terminology

lacks precision and without precision at
this basic level

nothing emerges that is conceptually clear.

The following

statement by Goodlad (1958:391-92), still represents the
current need for

a

broad-based theory of curriculum.

Nowhere in education is there greater need
for a conceptual system to guide decisionmaking than in the field of curriculum.
By
conceptual I mean a carefully engineered
framework that performs the following
functions:
identifies the major questions
to be answered in developing any instructional
program; reveals the elements that tie these
questions together in a system and the elements
that separate questions from one another;
identifies them properly in relation to major
questions; reveals the data-sources to be
used in answering the questions posed by the
sys.tem; and suggests the relevance of data
extracted from these sources. The system must
be an evolving one; new research findings
should suggest orderly changes in the system
itself

Goodlad admits that,
This is a tremendous burden of demands to
be borne by a theoretical structure.
But
the burden is no greater than that carried
And education,
by any scientific system.
like other social sciences, must become
scientific if it is to provide for the

;
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systematic solution of its own problems.
He even dares to suggest that the
problem of determining

educational objectives must be guided by
theories about
the nature of man.
Undoubtedly, theory of vast explanatory
power is needed to elucidate Goodlad's
conceptual
scheme.

Likewise, theory of the same magnitude is called
for to clarify the nature of teaching.

While there is

a

surge of interest in theory construction, Ryans
(1956);

Bruner (1963)

;

Gage (1964)

;

Newsome (1964)

Walton (1966); Strasser (1967); DeCecco

$

;

Travers

(1966)

Crawford (1974);

some workers despair at the complexity of the task.

After examining key conceptions about human
learning from behavioristic, psychoanalytic and humanistic

psychologies, and seeing how these concepts relate to
teaching, Mathis and McGaghie (1974:49-50) conclude that:
The propositions of each theory of
learning result in contrasting theories
for teaching.
Each may possess validity
on its own terms, but extrapolation beyond their singular theoretical frameworks lead to interpretive danger.

task of formulating a theory for
teaching based upon a theory of learning
must for the present be a tentative
exercise.
The belief that any individual
outlook is authoritative, given the complex
nature of educational processes is unwarranted.
The.

Teaching and learning are such complex
phenomena that to expect from any one
system of behavioral analysis all the
answers which a theory for teaching/
learning will of necessity await the
concentrated and cooperative efforts of
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scholars in the many disciplines
which
define the study of education.
Excursions into this realm of consensus
have occupied the life of the
scholar
too few instances.
A theory for
teaching/learning awaits a reordering
of priorities in academia.

m

Most learning theories are too narrowly
conceived
to specify the relationship between
teaching and learning
and for that reason one cannot ’’extrapolate"
beyond them.
To dismiss teaching and learning as "complex
pheno-

mena" does nothing to move us nearer the goal of
developing
that needed "viable" theory and

a

science of education.

Haberer (1975:130) says that "one of the probable factors
in the drying up of the theoretical imagination is the

paralysis engendered by the perception of problems in terms
of their vastly increased complexity."

Such

a

mind set

stands in the way of the formulation of comprehensive theory

"that might become the ordering principle enabling us to

better master the very forces that create that complexity."
Without the benefit of theoretical insight, many
19th and 20 century innovations have been dismissed as

"fads."

McNeil lists

a

number of one-time abandoned

programs and projects:
In 1882 the St. Louis plan was devised to
to break the lock-step system imposed by
annual grading of all pupils. Attempts
to
to individualize instruction (1888)
set up separate tracks for brighter students
to promote brighter students when
(1893)
ready (1895), and to ’enrich’ the program
for talented individuals (1898) were all
efforts to fit the educational organization
,

,

.
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to the new society.
The twentieth century
has likewise had its share of
educational
experimentation and alterations. The
work-study-play-programs (1900), the Platoon
Schools (1908), Burk's plan of
individualized
instruction (1913), the Detroit X-Y-Z plan
of
grouping (1919) and team teaching
Were
'Patches placed atop Ppatches'
aA^-i
(McNeil, 1964:237)
.

These experiments floundered largely because
there

was no basis for distinguishing what could
or would work
under given circumstances.
Each of these experiments tried
to address

the need for individualizing instruction.

That

educators today are still baffled is an indication that
such
issues are not easily resolved without the assistance of

theory
It is

equally difficult for teacher preparation

programs to benefit from new knowledge generated by research and development centers.

educational research

is

the studies undertaken

Aside from the fact that

grossly under-capitalized, many of
(50 percent)

are of the "one-shot"

variety consisting of surveys and routine data gathering
practices.

Furthermore, many of the studies lack con-

ceptual clarity because theoretical supports are missing.

"Basic research, designed to develop and test fundamental
and potentially broadly applicable theory, is as neglected
as

its vital counterpart,

approaches in

a

the continued testing of different

variety of situations.

Taken together,

these conditions militate against systematic, cumulative

research and careful theory construction (Levit, 1966:158)."
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In far too many instances
educational research re-

flects the interest of the researcher
rather than the field
problems that are faced by classroom
teachers.
Other
researchers care not whether their work is
useful to the

training of children, and still others lament
the fact that
years of research in a given area make no
difference in

classroom practices.

In any case,

a

prospective teacher

can make little use of research findings unless
some means
are available for making use of the findings in day
to day

interactions with children.
arises again.

The issue of relationships

This time the question is:

How can we

ensure that relevant research findings influence classroom

practices?

At some point classroom teachers need to be

involved, even during the pre-service training period.

Perhaps researchers and teachers could collaborate on

problems of mutual concern.

Levit (1966:158)

thinks that

comprehensive theories would pave the way for united inquiry.

He states the case thus:

powerful and comprehensive theor ies - - 1 ike
relativity theory or the theory of evolution-arise from the conceptual merging of formerly
separated disciplines.
For a long time and for
many reasons, integration of theories in the
social sciences has lagged behind achievements
in the other major realms of scientific inquiry.
Yet, in the interests of a comprehensive, consistent, and reasonable vision of education, of
what exists, of what is possible, and what is
desirable in the conscious development of man,
we must increasingly weave together relevant
threads from the rather fragmented social
and from social philosophy.
sciences
.

.

.

,
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Levit's summation underscores the
need for ( 1 ) a
superordinate theory to integrate
disciplines that would be
useful to education, and
(2) the need for educational
psychologists and researchers to halt their
interminable
either-or debate about basic versus applied
research and
the relative merits of each as they
relate to education

(Wittrock, 1967; Ebel, 1967).
The authors of the chapter "Research on Teacher

Education" in the Second Handbook of Research on
Teaching

,

1973, call attention to the work of regional educational

laboratories or research and development centers.

They

conclude that "the needed next step is to put large resources

(concentrated, by implication) into theory-based,

comprehensive programs of research and development in
teacher education."

If such a recommendation becomes a

reality, no doubt far more conceptual clarity can be brought
to the competency movement.

Definitions and descriptions of

phenomena can be made precise so that researchers find their
efforts rewarding and productive.

Their facts and empirical

findings, then, will not reflect what James describes as
"buzzing, booming, confusion."

According to Woodruff

(1973:243)

Many programs begin with inadequate basic
Identidata on the phenomena involved.
fication must surely precede description,
which must precede program formulation
This,
based on what has been described.
of
a
in turn, must precede engineering
program, which must precede evaluation.

a

.

3 4

.How can anyone conduct controlled
experimentation with processes that have
been inaccurately described, let
alone
isolate one variable and control the
rest.
.

.

To have some sense of conceptual
order for evalu-

ation strategies is only one aspect of
the problem.
The
other more fundamental one for the competency
movement is
that of formulating theory that accounts
for the basic

phenomena involved in the teaching- learning process.
Broudy's

(1972) Critique of Performance-Based Teacher

Education echoes the same concern.

The January 1974 issue

°f Phi De lta Kappan likewise cites a growing recognition

that competency/performance-based programs lack

a

solid

conceptual foundation and are therefore unable to fulfill
a

great need.

Even though

a

number of programs in research and

development have survived, none offers

a

comprehensive

plan for teacher education, largely because they lack

precise conceptual pre-planning, long-range commitments
and high quality research and evaluation activity.

Suppes (1974:9) summarizes the need for comprehensive theory in education on behalf of practitioners and

researchers.

He says:

want to see a generation of trained
theorists and an equally competent band
of experimentalists to surround them
who can articulate a theory that
will be shown to work and who can make
explicit the reason why it works or
fails
I

.

.

.
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It takes great effort
to believe that once
theory
is understood,

there is an infinite variety
of poss ible

approaches, techniques, and methods
of instruction that can
be devised and made consistent
with the proposition s of our
theories about development, learning,
and teaching.

Transmission and Transformation of the
Culture
Finally, as long as teacher preparation
programs

adhere to the age-old, standard pattern
of merely passing
on or transmitting the cultural heritage
unexamined, new

knowledge will not be generated and consequently
made use
of.
Brameld (1970:62) contends that the transmission
fallacy is reflected in the belief that:

Education’s primary task has always been
and must always be to perpetuate the customs,
attitudes, practices and institutions that
prevail from generation to generation.
This
dominant characteristic, although not always
explicitly rationalized, is maintained not
only by many educators but by remarkably
large numbers of psychologists, sociologists,
and anthropologists.
Terms familiar in this
context include 'adjustment,' 'socialization,'
encul turat ion
and 'transmission.'
,

'

'

It follows from this statement

that the task of

teaching is to assure that the customs, attitudes, practices,
and institutions of

a

society are transmitted in perpetuity.

Though education, formal and informal, does provide for
cultural continuity in both literate and non-literate
cultures, it is by Brameld's account "rarely if ever re-

ducible to mere transmission."

Education also has to
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provide the impetus for on-going examination
of the culture
so
(2)

(1)

that error and supersition may be deleted
from it;

that citizens be competent enough to deal
effectively

with an accelerated process of change affecting every
sphere of life; and

(3)

that transformation occurs which

increases the quality of life.
If we assume that one of education's new tasks is
to transform the culture,

each generation must cope with

the unknowns inherent in change.

One way to assist the

process of transformation, then, is to make sure that the
citizens are competent learners.

The significance of this

point lies in Whitehead's (1967:93) explanation that
in the past the time-span of important
change was considerably longer than that of
a single human life.
Thus mankind was
trained to adapt itself to fixed conditions.
.

.

.

Today this time-span is considerably shorter
than that of human life, and accordingly our
training must prepare individuals to face a
novelty of conditions (Whitehead, 1967:93).
The professional training of teachers must more

systematically make use of relevant new knowledge so that
pre-service teachers are better prepared to deal with
"novel conditions."

Incorporating Relevant Research Findings into
Teacher Preparation Programs
We can,

indeed, extend the boundaries of what we

know by seeking ways to apply the new knowledge in solving
old and new problems.

The human brain, for example, is

a
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vital source of relevant, new
knowledge.
Katz (1975.13) characterizes
the human brain as "the
chief organ of adaptation underlying
both the evolutionary
potential of the human species and
the current technological
dilemma." The successive adaptations
the human brain has
made as we evolved from simple
speech communication to

written codes that are transmitted over
distances and time
have required enormous flexibility.
Obviously, new cognitive
processes and styles were activated over time
in order for

humans to interact with and to negotiate
increasingly novel

environments.

As our technological environment becomes more

complex, we are confronted with questions about how
the brain

accommodates these new conditions.
Scientists are particularly interested in cerebral

dominance and the role of the corpus callosum in mediating
the two hemispheres

1972);

(Kumar,

1969);

(Sperry,

(Bogen,

1973);
1964;

1969

(Levy,
1969;

;

1969;

1970);

1973)

;

1972;

(Geschwind,
1974);

1965;

(Smith,

(Zangwill, 1963).

Through the work of these scientists and others, we know
the differential functioning of each hemisphere.

(1975:15-16)

summarizes the differences thus:

The left side of the brain is involved
generally in logical, analytical, linear,
and sequential (especially time-bound)
thought processes and specifically in
mathematical and linguistic abilities.
The right hemisphere is involved in
spatial relations, musical (tonal
qualities), artistic, simultaneous (not
and holistic
constrained by time)
,

Katz

of
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thought processes (Katz, based upon
work of Bogen, Sperry and others).
Kumar (1973:62) has investigated the nature
of conceptual processes in the right hemisphere of
commissurotomy

patients and found that information processing
of an analytical nature is possible. A concept formation

test was

developed for lateralized tactual presentation to the

patient's right or left hand.

A set of sixteen wooden

blocks varying in shape, height, width, and weight was prepared.

Over

a

series of trials, the patient was expected

to sort the blocks

only:

into four categories of height-width

tall-wide, tall-narrow, short-wide, and short-narrow

He was asked to group the blocks in these four categories

represented by four squares, each of
a

a

different color, on

sheet of paper kept in free vision of the patient.

Results showed that left hand/right hemisphere

learning is much faster and grows in monotony.
left hemisphere learning is slower.

Right hand/

The patient's right

hand sorts the blocks by shape, and the shape variant

probably interferes with progress in conceptualizing height
width combinations.
such interference.

The left hand seems to suffer from no

Thus information processing appears to

be possible at the conceptual level of mental function in
the brain's right half if the task is spatial and non-

verbal

.

While experiments with split brain patients have
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information about a variety of differences
in right-left
sensory and motor behavior, questions
remain about

how the

hemispheres communicate in

a

coordinated fashion.

Katz

(1975 16) surmises that, "depending on
the activity,
:

normally the brain selectively uses one or
the other hemissphere more or less during the performance of
various motor
activities.
In a sense, while we are carrying out
one

activity, we may be selectively screening out another.

At

some point, though, particularly during flashes of
insight,

both hemispheres function in

a

coordinated fashion, fusing

both intellect and intuition.
How does

a

broader understanding of brain phenomena,

such as what goes on in each hemisphere as well as the in-

tegrative capabilities of the two sides, encourage us to
include such information in teacher preparation programs?

Primarily, such information may help us to fashion the kinds
of experiences that release the dormant energies in our

left side and our right hemisphere.

While Kumar and other scientists are probing the

neuroanatomical structures of the brain, anthropologists
are collecting extensive cross-cultural data relative to

asymmetric functioning.

In fact,

the data suggest further

research for neuroscientists to test their hypotheses about

hemispheric functioning.
Katz (1975:21) has developed

a

list of dualities

associated with handedness and/or sides of the body.

His
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data suggest the following distinctions:

Associated with the left (the right cerebral
hemisphere) are the symbolic, ritualistic,
mystical, mythical, omnipotent, transcendental, supernatural, evil, profane, not
subject to direct verbalization, that is, not
easy to describe and linguistically variable
and foreign or alien.
The right hand and
side of the body are associated with the
social order, politics, organization, social
system, morality, goodness, sacred, explicitly
verbal mathematical, and ordered.
Katz wishes to explore the ways in which different societies

interpret and explain their world to see whether these in-

terpretations and explanations confirm or contradict our
current, scientific understanding of hemispheric function.

An interdisciplinary approach here may lead to

a

greater

understanding of the human mind and hence to more efficient
ways of mastering the complexities of the life we create.

Teachers, moving into cultures other than their own, may

benefit from knowing how to cull from belief systems

hypotheses to test scientifically.
The work of Epstein (1974:207) on what he calls

"phrenob lys is" or special brain and mind growth periods,
though somewhat tentative, opens other possibilities for

understanding brain phenomena and mental processes.

The

central idea is that if we can match brain growth spurts

with developmentally appropriate learning experiences, we
may facilitate learning when it would at trough periods be

more difficult for

a

child.

Any developmentally based training program may, at

.
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some time, make use of findings
in Epstein's work.

Mal-

nutrition and its deleterious effects
on brain development
is claiming the attention of
many scholars throughout the
world.
Four hundred million of the world's
children suffer
from malnutrition.
Levitsky (1976:20) states emphatically
that
of all the ills of poverty, malnutrition
is perhaps the cruelest, for it robs the
child of one of the most precious characteristics of the young - - and possibly one
of the most important for the ultimate
attainment of his intellectual potential
--the hunger to learn.

Learning problems arising from nutritional deficits
often get improperly diagnosed and likewise improperly
treated.

Consequently, human potential is grossly suppressed

first by an unresponsive uncaring environment and second
by misjudgment in diagnosis.

Shneour (1974) and others have shown the effects of

pre-natal malnutrition on brain development, which makes
the problem more critical than realized earlier.

Teachers

in training need to know precisely how to arrange learning

environments for children who manifest signs of suffering
from malnutrition.

Moreover, they need to know how to

assist parents and other agencies working to eradicate the

problem
We now know much more about the deleterious effects

of artificial food flavors and colors on children and their

consequent impairment for learning.

(See Bowen,

1976.)

,
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It appears

likely that the decade of the
80’s will

lend a new impetus to the sharpening
and refinement of the
human brain.
We now turn our attention to another
area of re-

search relevant to teacher training, namely
bio- feedback
and discern in it possibilities for
continued refinement
of the human brain.

The term bio-feedback comes from engineering and

refers to "those systems that operate by their ability
to

detect changes in the environment of their operation, then
to make internal adjustments so that their functions remain

both optimal and continuously appropriate to the demands of
the environment

(Brown,

1974:4)."

Bio-feedback allows man to "sense signals of his
own internal body activities and then to translate these

signals into outward signs that he can observe to learn

what is going on inside himself (Brown, 1974:5)."

To be

attuned to the interactions in one's own body necessitates
learning how to bring those data under conscious control.

Brown (1974:367) claims that "The majority of bio-feedback

experiments whether learning to control heart rate or
single muscle units or skin electrical resistance or brain
waves, all indicate that complex learning takes place on

a

pre- or subconscious level, and that this learning is

orderly, symbolic, specific and highly discriminating.
The implications of bio-feedback for education and
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teacher training are numerous.

We may be able to teach the

techniques to children so that they
can detect and interpret
their own inner states of being before
illness or emotional
upsets take charge of their bodies and
minds.

,
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The Nature of Appeals for Reform
Teacher Preparation Programs

m

Resolution of

C onflicts

within the Education Complex

The appeals for reform in teacher
preparation programs remind one of the blind men who were
called upon to

describe the reality of an elephant.

Each one felt some

part of the elephant's anatomy on which he
based his view.

Because each one felt only

part of the animal, his per-

a

ception of the elephant not only was incomplete, it

differed significantly from the others.

Though teacher

preparation is, in many ways, the mutual concern of parents,
prospective teachers, inservice teachers, teacher trainers,
school administrators, certifying agencies, state depart-

ments of education, and local committees and systems, there
is an enormous

lack of consensus about the kinds of reforms

that would make significant qualitative differences in it.
In fact,

Friedenberg (1973:39) sees

genuine conflict of interest among the
cadres that constitute the schools' constituencies:
pupils, faculty, administrative s taff- - local downtown, and in
the state or provincial capitol--and
parents. Assistance directed to the
benefit of one cannot usually be channeled
through the agency of another.
This is
especially true of assistance intended to
improve the lot of pupils, the weakest and
most vulnerable of the schools' constituencies, yet the one on which the legitimacy
of the entire enterprise rests, and whose
continued acquiescence must be insured at
a

,

all costs.

Lack of agreement about the purposes, goals, needs
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concerns, emphases in education,
then, preclude significant
and long-lasting improvement in
teacher preparation programs and whether that improvement
will benefit the entire
community.
Since no one entity views teacher
preparation
as a holistic enterprise, the
suggested reforms sometimes
address specific areas of the program,
while leaving other
related areas to chance.
In my view, before reforms in

teacher preparation are acted upon, they need
to be con-

sidered in the context of the entire educative
process.
None of the literature produced within the last decade
has

presented

a

within such

comprehensive scheme for teacher preparation
a

context.

The following appraisal reflects

the despair so characteristic of the era:

The problems of public education are not
going to be solved by new methods of teacher
training, any more than they were solved by
new curricula, bigger buildings, etc.
The reason is not hard to seek
the system as a whole, will not, cannot work.
It is an anachronism
the problems that
arise from the present structure cannot be
solved within it.
The structure itself and
the system (and those who maintain it) constitute the problem, instead of being the
solution (Bremer, 1973:13).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Convinced that the educational system cannot make
itself viable, Bremer cites as evidence the fact that technically, teaching is not

a

profession because teachers do

not themselves set their own professional standards.

Since

this important function is conducted by politicians and

bureaucrats

who know very little, if anything about edu-

cation, what teaching requires, and what standards need to

.
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be met when one is certified
to teach, chances for the
extensive changes needed appear slim.

His hopelessness notwithstanding,
Bremer makes a
number of appeals for reform. Among
them is one that calls
upon the training institution to commit
itself to firstrate teacher training by first delving
into an investi-

gation into the nature of teaching.
a

Bremer does not make

strong pitch for an investigation into the
nature of

learning that, logically, must be included in any
study of
teaching.

He does, however, recommend that the training

institution find ways to collaborate with and to serve the
local school districts and communities.

Especially, the

trainees need to be involved with children from the beginning rather than at the end of their training.

Bremer's other proposal for reform calls for
teachers to be certified by those who best know the pros-

pective teacher and his qualifications rather than agencies
in state departments of education that are isolated from

the realities of the teaching experience.

taken do not guarantee that one is

a

Since courses

competent teacher,

alternative methods and criteria for certification must be

developed
Sarason and colleagues (1962) challenged critics
who proposed reforms that proved to be untested assumptions

with no power to generate new knowledge about the problem
of teacher preparation.

The critics proposed that if
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teachers had

a

solid liberal arts and science
background,

they would be competent teachers.

This assumption and

others like it have never been tested
systematically and
therefore teacher preparation is still an
"unstudied

problem."

Sarason and his colleagues (1962:32) raise
fur-

ther questions designed to get beyond mere
assumptions.

They say,
What evidence warrants the conclusion that
strengthening the background of teachers
in the liberal arts and sciences will increase their effectiveness in communicating
with children or in recognizing and adopting
procedures to the range of individual differences found in any classroom?
If we could observe a variety of teachers
coming from a variety of different teachertraining programs, would we find that the
effective teachers, however defined, come
only from certain types of educational backgrounds?

Their study led them to conclude that "the ability
to recognize and cope with individual differences is,

unfortunately, not highly related to the degree of background in the liberal arts and science (1962:34)."
over,

More-

teacher preparation programs fail to provide the kind

of training that enables prospective teachers to become

competent diagnosticians and tacticians capable of diag-

nosing and prescribing experiences to match the developmental needs of children.

Following are characteristics of teacher preparation

programs that militate against helping teachers to become
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competent to deal with individual
differences:
(1) lectures on the subject of individual
differences as the primary exposure to the issue is no
assurance that the knowledge or the accumulation of information
can be applied
by the student; (2) the observational
process, so critical
to the art and science of teaching, is
rarely a focus in

teacher training programs;

(3)

practice- teaching experi-

ence rarely involves training in the problems of
obser-

vation and individual differences- -emphasis
on lesson planning and classroom management.

is most often

And this is

because teachers have little training in the supervision of
student teachers.

Taken together, these characteristics

indicate that more than

a

subject-matter knowledge is

needed to manage competently the task of teaching.
Sarason's (1962) proposal to develop observation

seminars as

a

vital part of teacher preparation is designed

to strengthen the diagnostic and prescriptive abilities of

teachers.

Observation, as

a

part of the practice- teaching

ritual should go beyond speculation about what children do
and include an anthropological and socio- logical view of
the school as an institution.

doubts that such

a

Friedenberg (1973:36)

program will be encouraged because it

poses a threat to the existing power structure in the system in that such scrutiny is certain to expose dysfunctions.

Because the rite de passage of practice teaching
largely an initiation into the outmoded status quo,

is

.
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Friedenberg (1973:37) thinks it

is

"counter-productive"

and would substitute it with "encounter
groups" so that
the members of the profession could be
candid about their

feelings on educational matters.

Various proposals for reform often reflect

a

socio-

political orientation growing out of the disintegration
of

time-honored positions, solutions, and institutions.

For

example, the over-supply of the kinds of teachers gradu3-tcd

en masse demands a review of this practice especially

when we can know what certain needs will be

a

decade hence.

Vociferous recommendations coming from all quarters call
for a restructuring of teacher training to include an

integration of related public service roles.

Blanchard

(1972:69-70) says:

Because of urbanization and the need for
broader planning of larger geopolitical units,
public services are likely to become more
integrated.
Relationships between education,
housing, welfare, health, and employment are
growing closer, and further cooperation between the divisions of public service seems
inevitable
What this proposal calls for is

a

merger of the

functions of the various divisions and departments within

universities so that each can see the interplay of forces
operating on the same phenomenon.

health and public education in

a

To isolate public

way that allows each to

proceed as though the other sector does not exist
less.

is

mind-

The strength of this proposal has implications not
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only for schools of education
and teacher preparation
practices per se, but for the organization

of the uni-

versity as

a

whole.

For one thing,

a

university is in the

business of education and yet departments
within it look
condescendingly at the professional school
of education.
In fact,

most departments within universities want
to be
as far removed from schools of
education as possible.

Though there may be some justification for
this position,

universities should be at the forefront in showing how
the
interrelationships of the various disciplines affect the

whole of education and in providing the impetus for such

demonstration to take place.
Preparation for Diversity

Another proposal for reform growing out of the
current social-political tempest focuses on the need to
train teachers and administrators from minority backgrounds
in increasing numbers.

The political stance that encourages

local personnel to handle local problems has not been

a

successful one because proper training has been lacking.
Of course, training for transdisciplinary public service
jobs requires both technical and field experience.

Those

persons who have the technical knowledge, but lack the field

based internship in the local setting are just
as

as

miscast

those who are community oriented without technical skills

Harold Howe

II

(1973:58-59) advocates appointing

e

.
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personnel from the local community
to offset a one-sided
approach to educational problems by
professors of education,
trained in one discipline, who seldom
if ever involve themselves in the life of the community.
Howe's ideal school
of education would include:

Officers from the police department who
are regular ly in contact with young
peoplesocial workers who are in and out of homes’
that produce the toughest problems of
schools court officers and probation agents
of various categories who deal with juveniles
problem situations; workers from the
recreation department of the city and the
parks department, businessmen
painters,
poets, musicians, actors, television producers, lawyers, doctors, craftsmen of all
kinds
;

m

.

.

.

To integrate the human resources represented in the

above array requires

re- definition and an extension of

a

the concept and process of education.

In turn,

some re-

organization is called for in order to accommodate diverse
perspectives on the same problem.

Moreover, the inte-

gration of these diverse perspectives needs the most com-

prehensive conceptual scheme available.
There is

a

growing number of reformers who view the

inability of institutions to respond to necessary changes
as a sign of such encrusted obsolescence that they propos
a

fresh start with new institutions and new personnel,

functionally located in the heart of the school community.
The problem with such
goes into

a

a

proposal is that little thought

thorough examination of its underlying assump-
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tions.

The renewal centers concept,
sponsored by the U. S.
office of Education is a case in point.
The basic assumption is that new experiments in learning
can be launched

m

field settings and in-service activities
directed to
specific improvements in education without
the need of
theory.

McCarty (1973:236) contends that this basic

assumption is erroneous for teaching cannot be reduced
to
a

mere craft.
is

"The distinction of craftsmen," he says,

that they have

predetermined end.

a

The carpenter

knows what he is making; the navigator has to get the ship
into port.

The difficulty with teaching is that the ends

are mysterious.

.

what he is doing.

.

.

even the best teacher does not know

If he did know,

the remedy for poor

teaching would be technical or skill instruction."

McCarty’s harsh assessment is

a

reminder that the relation-

ship between theory and practice is easily misunderstood.
The implication is that theory is not practical and what is

practical is devoid of theoretical content.

In part,

the

misunderstanding occurs because teacher training institutions frequently do not integrate the two.

Lieberman

(1960:115-116) says that "Teacher - training institutions

must put aside the notion that they can teach theory in one
course, practice in another, and have the prospective

teacher splice them together properly during
student teaching."

a

period of

A reasonable alternative to this

:
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practice

is

(1)

to have the same professor who
teaches

theory demonstrate and supervise
practice and
nate theory and practice on a daily
basis.

(2)

to alter-

In other words,

there should be as little time lag as
possible between

discussion of theoretical principles and the
application
of those principles in practice.
CQ-l la b or ation

Be tween Teacher Preparation Institutions
~
and Local School Systems

Given the context cited above, the current practice

teaching internships are
intern in

a

misnomer.

If the student must

public school system, chances are that the

a

system is not attuned to the university training program.
Under such circumstances, the intern program is
at the outset.

a

mismatch

Lieberman (1960:123-124) proposes an

alternat ive

... a community might sign a contract
permitting a teacher training institution
to operate a particular school, paying the
institution what the community would
ordinarily pay to operate that school. A
community which needs a new school might
make an agreement with a teacher- training
institution whereby the latter built and
operated the school with some reimbursement from the community.
In either case,

the teacher- training institution would have

the necessary control to make practice teaching or the

internship

a

meaningful experience.

in Lieberman's view (1960:124),

who have

a

"Teacher education,"

"needs

a

corps of teachers

high degree of theoretical training and who can
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also do the demonstration teaching
in elementary and
secondary schools.
These teachers must be key members
of
the university faculty.”

It

is

too much to superimpose

teacher preparation responsibilities on
teachers whose
primary responsibilities lie with a school
system.
Furthermore, the practice of having university
personnel spending
a day in different schools, with
different student teachers,
and different regular teachers must be stopped,
according
to Lieberman.

He recommends that "supervising professor-

teachers be devoted to teacher education on
basis.

a

full-time

The load for such persons could be one demon-

stration class and one class of student teachers, with
the rest of their time devoted to research and experi-

mentation (Lieberman, 1960:124)."
Some appeals for reform have long-range impli-

cations.

For example, Sizer’s

(1973:51-52) proposal for

the creation of "an invisible college of educators devoted
to the reformulation of formal education" would ultimately

emerge with

a

comprehensive approach to education focusing

upon children's learning.
the same idea.

Woodruff (1973:243) supports

He says:

For the major gains in conceptualizing
the whole educational enterprise and for
developing operational examples of such
concepts, we may be helped by dedicated
educators who make that effort their lifetime personal concern.
In order for such a proposal to survive,

allocation

.
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of resources needs to be independent
of changes in personnel
in local, state, national
governments and foundation

agencies
The several appeals for reform
presented in this

section merely sample the ferment related
to teacher

preparation programs.

The proposals take on more signi-

ficance when viewed in the context of current
trends in
education.
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Trends
Education:
Their Impact on Teacher
Preparation

Mounting Uncertainty in Higher
Education
The Fall 1974 issue of Daedalus

,

Journal of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
was devoted to the
theme, "American Higher Education:
Toward an Uncertain
Future." The overall tenor of the
papers conveys a sense
of frustration and hopelessness.

Frustration arises be-

cause there is an excess of identification
of problems
and hopelessness because there is a paucity
of solutions
to those problems.

Though educators generally agree that

professional competence is the primary aim of an educational program, they do not agree on
this aim.

because

a

model to accomplish

The "educated whole-man" has become more elusive
the range of knowledge in the arts and sciences

has expanded in so many directions that it is hard to

identify

a

common core that can be generally accepted as

fundamental to every educated person (Bok, 1974:159-160)."
The dilemma posed by Bok has two facets.

First,

educators have not defined for themselves the nature of

man and second, knowledge will continue to expand, making

selection of

a

"common core" even more difficult.

How can

educators, then, direct the business of education if these

fundamental questions remain blurred?
In addition to uncertainty about the purposes

and goals of both graduate and undergraduate education,

"

,
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higher education grapples with the
issues of excellence
and equality.
Can we have both when we move
from a system
of education for the elite to a
system of education for
the masses? Historically, we have
not articulated clearly
what standards of excellence are to
be achieved,
nor have

we provided the means to achieve them;

Moreover, we have

typically identified "equality" with "sameness,"
negating
the need to have professionals trained to
deal with

"differences

.

While traditional systems of higher education are

slowly awakening from their obsolescence, they find their

institutional autonomy disappearing or at least
of it.

a

diminution

New institutions are evolving to break the con-

ventional schooling patterns and practices based on time,
space, and age constraints.

Higher Education expressed

The Carnegie Commission on
a

view on this matter:

Society would gain if work and study
were mixed throughout a lifetime, thus
reducing the sense of sharply compartmentalized role of isolated students vs.
workers and of youth vs. isolated age.
The sense of isolation would be reduced
if more students were also workers and
if more workers could also be students;
if the ages mixed on the job and in the
classroom in a more structured type of
community; if all the members of the
community valued both study and work and
had a better chance to understand the
Society
flow of life from youth to age.
would be more integrated across the lines
that now separate students and workers
youth and age (The Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, 1972:1-2).

.
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Tune, space, and age constraints
are being broken
th increasing rapidity as the
number of community colleges,
open universities, universities
without walls, teaching/

learning centers grows.

These institutions are also

offering curricula that reflects
and humanistic interests.

a

meshing of materialistic

In the long run,

such an em-

phasis may mean that a trend may develop
that allows for
the creation of new occupations and new
goals for those

occupations
Higher education is plagued by recurring financial
crises of one sort or another, which hinder its effectiveness.

The major problem here, as

I

see it, devolves upon

the leadership of institutions of higher education to

initiate on-going comprehensive programs of evaluation to

ascertain where scarce resources ought to be allocated.
"Ought” implies that decisions be made about priorities
based upon institutional purposes and goals.

"Ought" also

implies that institutional purposes and goals be evaluated

periodically to keep them on the cutting edge of the
growing complexities of human society.

Spreading the Web of Power
If Bok's

(1974:159-160) assessment that the purposes

and goals of graduate and undergraduate are unclear, it

follows that learning experiences generated in such an

environment of ambiguity are likely to cause more frus-
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tration and disenchantment,
particularly if those experiences fail in the end to make the
recipient competent to
execute tasks that confront him.

Haberman and Stinnett (1973:252-253)
conclude that
teachers, many of them disenchanted with
the training they
have received, are creating a schism
between the college
and the public school system.

They say that "the growing

group identity and organizational power among
teachers will
lead to an increasing estrangement between
classroom

practitioners and teacher educators on college faculty."
The intensity of this cleavage will force schools
of

education to seek alternative ways of giving prospective
teachers practical training for local school systems no
longer wish to bear the burden of internships, the bene-

ficiaries of which they will not be, anyway.
By McCarty's account

(1974:243), most individuals

who will be teaching for the next twenty years are now
in place.

The need in the future, therefore, will be for

inservice education of practitioners.

Since most of them

are already wary of the training they received,

a

re-

education process has to take place on many levels.

Pro-

fessors of teacher education at the colleges "must try to

establish relationships between the courses and the

criteria of competent performance in the profession.

If

these criteria of competent performance are to be con-

sidered valid, they will need to be associated with the
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learning of children (Lomax,
1972:316)."

A rapprochement

between inservice practitioners and
school of education
faculty depends, in part, on the
degree to which the
training program relates teaching and
learning.

An outgrowth of the widening schism
between school

systems and colleges of education reflects
another trend-a competition for state, federal
and foundation
funding.

Apparent inadequacy of programs operated and
controlled
by outside agencies including schools of education,
has
led to a policy of allocating funds to local
communities

and their school systems, all under local control.

various funding agencies are caught in

a

bind.

The

Since they

have no comprehensive criteria by which to judge whether
or not a program merits funding- -and continued funding

for at least a five to ten-year period--they tend to

sprinkle funds around rather than heavily endowing the most

promising ones.

Wholey (1973:31-42) documents the widening

gap between federal funding policies and decisions and the

effectiveness of local programs.

The staggering sums we

have invested in all kinds of intervention programs may
have been wasted since positive effects are hard to discern

Unresponsiveness to the real need for having comprehensive
training programs that utilize what we know about human

development causes the public funding coffers to dry up
and public distrust of the educational establishment fester
The web of power is no longer centralized in

a

.
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single entity.

Within institutions, power is
dispersed

from central administration to
faculty and students, often
with resistance and insistance.
New policies about governance and grievance show a greater
proportion of influence
being exerted by faculty and students
today (1976) than ever
before

Teacher memberships in professional
associations
are increasing.

Many of these organizations in turn nego-

tiate for benefits in contracts, lobby for
legislation and
in other ways influence the policies and
practices of those

who once administered with an iron hand.

Implemen ting Alternatives to Traditional
Education Programs
The apparent schism between local systems and pro-

fessional schools of education pales into

a

minor concern

when one considers that deep ideological cleavages prevent
educators from reaching agreement on ends and means in
education.

For example, public education as managed today

in the United States is creating a "caste society,

stratified by race, and economic status (Hauser, 1975:19)."
If one examines the stratification,

the inner city child

receives the third or fourth-rate education, the child on
the periphery second-rate,

nearly first-rate.

and the child in suburbia, more

No one can deny that where one lives

determines the quality of education he receives.
we have forgotten that--

Apparently

.
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the principal, original reason
for
moving America to a system of education
that would be public in purpose,
public in
access, public in control, and public
in
support was to help create and maintain
a
democratic political community in a society
made up of diverse ethnic, religious,
and
cultural groups (Butts, 1974:177).
.

.

.

Those who in any way administer education,
public
or private, must at some time come to terms
with the issue

of human diversity in all of its ramifications.

This

unresolved state of affairs affects teacher training programs adversely.

Historically, educators have not been on

the cutting edge of change.
a

Therefore, we can expect only

proliferation of slogan- filled

,

crash programs that in

the long run seldom render any solutions to the real

problems
Because educators still are ranked lowest on the

professional totem pole, even if they venture
solution to

a

a

viable

problem, the powers that be tend to pay little

attention to it.

Given this state of affairs, some teacher

educators will attempt to train teachers to accommodate

diversity by providing alternative classes and learning
environments.

These optional alternatives include

a

number

of arrangements that operate under such labels as open

schools, schools without walls, learning centers, continu-

ation schools, multicultural schools, free schools,
schools within schools (mini - school

,

satellite school).

The common objective of these alternative environments is
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to provide a comprehensive,

flexible, responsive curricula

with the aim of meeting the needs of
the local citizens.
Although there is evidence of some
successes with these
programs, already the need has arisen for
"alternatives"
to the alternatives.

It

can be shown that the fundamental

element necessary for individualizing instruction
is

missing and before successful programs get
a

a

chance to make

lasting impact, the public and educators will abandon
yet

another set of innovations.
From any perspective one takes, the decade ahead

portends

a

continuation of trial and error education.

Current problems will remain unsolved.

For example, at

the teacher preparation level there is need to raise the

quality of general and pre-professional experience to meet
the exigencies of the present and future.

There is new

knowledge to be acquired and assimilated from the disciplines, new methods of teaching to be tried out and evaluated; an increase in the cultural diversity of children

enrolled in public education and

a

greater desire among

teachers to understand and educate them; new curricular

integrations to be made that require the collaboration of
scholars in liberal arts and the professional schools in
the design of curriculum materials.
At the level of state accreditation and certi-

fication

a

rapprochement needs to be reached about the

requirements for certification from one state to another.
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As long as states insist on
granting certification on an

arbitrary selection of

a

pre-determined course list, the

problem of certification will persist,
unsolved.
At the level of community
involvement in educa-

tional matters, union spokesmen will
negotiate for salaries
and fringe benefits.
Presumably, an increase in wages and
benefits, coupled with a reduction in
workload, will in-

crease the quality of instruction children
receive.
fact has yet to be demonstrated, however.

This

As public dis-

content with the quality of schooling increases,
more and

more strikes are imminent.

And the benefits that are to

accrue to children being served by the system, may be too
little, too late.
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The Role of Futuristic Thinking
in Teacher Preparation

An Image of the Future
The central thesis of Toffler's "Psychology
of the

Future" is that "All education springs from
some image of
the future and all education creates images
of the future
(Toffler, 1974:3)."
or not,

is

a

Thus all education, whether so intended

preparation for the future.

Unless we under-

stand the future for which we are preparing, we may do

irreparable damage to those we teach.

Furthermore, unless

we understand the powerful psychological role played by

images of the future in motivating or discouraging

a

learner, we cannot effectively overhaul our schools, be

they elementary or secondary schools, colleges, or uni-

versities, no matter what innovations we introduce.
Even though the future arrives with increasing

velocity, Heilbroner (1959:193-204) reminds us that inertia
also plays its role in the historic social condition of man.

Inertia is manifested in

new social ideas.
functions:

(1)

a

stubborn reluctance to embrace

Fundamentally, inertia serves two

it protects and stabilizes a community so

that it does not heed the constant prating of Pied Pipers
and

(2)

change.

it warns us against overestimating the effects of
In other words,

to equate reform or change with

progress requires an understanding of what happens at the
level of "deep structure"

-- in

the individual lives of
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human beings--not in surface
structure alone. While there
is urgency to keep pace with
the acceleration of change in
sociological dimensions of existence
(family life, marriage
and divorce patterns, child rearing,
mobility, divisions of
labor, urbanization, ethnic, cultural,
and international
relations), someone needs to examine
whether or not these
changes are increasing the quality of
survival for the

human species.

Designing

a

Preferable Future

Thus, to design teacher preparation programs for

tomorrow requires not only an image of the future, but also
a

design for

a

preferable future, marked by evaluation

schemes along the way.

In this way,

learners do not merely

adapt to change, they personally effect change.

Toffler

(1974:13-14) says that:
To function well in a fast- shifting environment, the learner must have the opportunity
to do more than receive and store data; he
must have the opportunity to make change.
When we introduce change and, therefore, higher levels of novelty into the
environment, we create a totally new
relationship between the limited reality of
the classroom and the larger reality of life.
As the rate of change alters technological, social and moral realities, we
are compelled to do more than revise our
abstractions: we are also forced to test
them frequently against the realities they
are supposed to represent or explain.
.

.

.

.

.

.

One way that forces a testing of reality would be
to have children participating in the work world of the

"
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community as they grow and develop
in it.
they would see and feel the
relationship

In this way,

between learning

and working.

They would participate in
group decisionmaking and find out how those
decisions benefit the
community at large. The enormous
energy resident in youth
makes it mandatory that programs
be devised that release
and direct this energy into useful
and purposeful
action.

A psychology of the future, then,
forces definitions of an ideal future and creates
explicit assumptions

underlying everything we do in the context
of education.
What we do in research and what we do in
teaching depends
on what we think people are like and what we
believe they

can become.

Moreover,

psychology of the future in-

a

volves, among other things, the kind of long-range planning
that is so comprehensive that it can accommodate contin-

gencies along the way.

Harold and June Shane (1974:181-196) suggest

a

number of proposals that could have significant implications for teacher preparation programs.
is

Since their theme

"Educating the Youngest for Tomorrow," emphasis is

focused on the child as learner.

At the outset, they see

that "future-focused role image can be of appreciable im-

portance to the child:
a

magnet toward which he

a

is

drawn;

context for his present behavior created by his concept

of the future

(Ibid.

:

183)

.

A child's image of his future self affects his
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educational competence.

Therefore, teachers must under-

stand this dynamic and involve
children in experiences that
strengthen a positive, forward -pro j ecting
self concept.

When the child becomes the true center
of interest
the sch oolmg process, curriculum
content must be changed
to emphasize how to use what is
learned in immediate

m

learning situations.

In this context,

there would be

a

de-

emphasis on having children amass and memorize
inert facts.
They would, instead, be engaged in applied learning
as often
and as much as possible.

Teacher training programs, then,

would need to teach prospective teachers how to organize

programs in applied learning.
The preceding idea dovetails into another strong

emphasis in the Shane proposal that:
The gradations among children that constitute individuality should be prized
and increased rather than diminished to
fit contrived norms.
The challenges of
the future require the cultivation of
varied talents, of maximum potentialities
rather than minimum essentials or the
potentially limiting influence of 'performance objectives.'
The ability to diagnose the kinds and types of

gradations among children has to become an essential element
in teacher training programs.

Again, this needs to be done

in the context of working daily with children- - another

instance of integrating theory and practice.

Whether or not teacher training programs can organize around community resources in a w ay which permits
r

”
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children "to act as participating
human resources” remains
to be demonstrated.
The emphasis would be
on real

as opposed to "idiot

'

s

tasks

-del ight activities as coloring

circle green on a reading -readiness
drill pad (Shane
Shane 1974 189)

a
§

!

:

,

An orientation toward the future will
require the

development of competencies in coping and planning.

Coping

with the kind of change inherent in the disintegration
of
a social order and its institutions
evokes an active

search

for order amid change.

Heilbroner

(1959:198-199) notes

that the immediate heritage, the conditions we have passed
to the present generation,

are disheartening.

He says,

In the United States
preventable disease
and even deformity are still widespread.
Mental
aberration identifiably touches a tenth of
the population.
Criminality, in various social
forms from murder to tax evasion, is prevalent
among all classes.
The urban environment in
which life is mainly lived is crowded, often
unspeakably ugly, and in its spreading slums,
vicious.
The average education is barely
adequate to allow the population to cope with
the new technological complexities of the age,
and insufficient to allow all but a few to
understand them.
Large numbers of families do
not know or care how to raise their children,
as witness the epidemic of juvenile disorders.
.

.

.

The immediate future appears all the more gloomy following

Heilbronner

'

s

assertion that all these degradations of life

are "unnecessary” and therefore preventable.

Planning may take on new significance when viewed
in the context of preventing the societal disorders and

pathologies mentioned by Heilbronner and others.

Planning
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can deal with preferred futures, though
"the future is
always emergent and cannot be entirely
planned
Now, as in
the past, seminal decisions will be
made not on the basis
of computerized abstract planning but
through the vision
and faith of men who have a holistic sense of
what is
.

feasible and enough courage to impose their will on
events
(Dubos, 1972:289)."

Future -centered education, then, must

become anticipatory; activity must be expectat ional

.

We

must teach children to think and live from the future back
to the present,

from the whole to the parts, from the end

state to all the steps leading to it (Braaten, 1974:320)."

Although one might accuse some futurists of being
overly dramatic, many serious thinkers (Huxley, 1971;
Forrester, 1973; Braaten, 1974; Laszlo, 1974; Haberer, 1975;

Van Leer, 1975; Weiss, 1975) agree with the essence of their
forecasts and pronouncements, such as the one that follows:
If civilization is to survive, we must
postulate the arrival of new and unprecedented changes in value structure,

attitudinal make-up, educational praxis,
We simply cannot get to
and life-style.
a good future for mankind the way we are
going now.
Our cultural cupboards are
bare, our ethical reserves are bankrupt.
Our past has not prepared us for the new
imperatives that are calculated to meet
the magnitude of our ecological problem.
There are fundamentally two courses that
Either we continue the
lie before us.
present course of disintegrating development, moving from this decade of growing
tensions in the world system to the coming
decades of desperation and catastrophe,
eating our way into the future from hand

.
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to mouth, or we proclaim
the need
basically new values, new social for
systems
t Cal
tructu res~in shor? a
?
birth of consciousness.
birth°of
This new consciousness will be future oriented,
giving
rise to new models, new symbols,
new songs
new rituals, new myths, a new
vision of ?he
future and conversion of will to
actualize

^

<-

1t

»

The attempt of some contemporary
ethicists
to free ethics from this bondage
to past
norms and principles in favor of a
"situation
ethics
is a total failure with respect
to
the ecological problem.
We cannot wait until
we get into the situation of crisis and
decision and then intuit the right thing to do,
tor then it will be too late; our society
will
have reached the point of no return.
If an
engine is racing toward an abyss, there comes
a time when it is pointless to apply
the
brakes. An ethics of the future looks ahead
for its clues as to what to do now.
It studies
the future to see what in the present is
basically destroying the prospects of a just
an ^_ fulfilling future for all people.
The
ethical problem is no longer to develop
standards of behavior for past situations.
They may never recur,
The ethical question
is not merely, Have I done what is right?
Rather, it is this, Do I (or we) have the
right to do such and such? And the answer to
that question is not whether it conforms to
the moral standards of the past, but instead
whether it is a means of bringing promise for
the future (Braaten, 1974:316).

Braaten has made
future.

a

number of assumptions about the

First, the survival of civilization is desirable;

second, the successful promotion of that survival depends

upon coming to terms with ethical questions and value standards.

Education, it seems to me, remains one of the most

powerful instruments for effecting the survival of civilization

The way in which we train and prepare teachers will
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no doubt influence the direction
that change and transformation in the society takes. Surely
that preferable future
is ours to fashion!
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SUMMARY
An examination of the literature
has shown conclusively that problems and
shortcomings in teacher

preparation derive from complex and
interrelated issues.
Therefore, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to solve

these problems without identifying
the basic issues causing
the problems.

Proposals for courses of action, if the
present
trend continues, will merely consume more
resources in a
variety of ways, leaving no evidence that the
projects and
programs were justified in the first place.
One might characterize this era as one of stillborn

promises where frenetic activity disguises
born of confusion.

During such

a

a

deep inertia

period, educators at all

levels tend to occupy themselves with

a

narrow arena of

activity and short term goals with little concern about how
that activity relates to and affects everything else.

Hauser (1975) characterizes our chaotic society as
being an anachronistic society.
every area.

There are cultural lags in

For educators, this observation means that our

concerns, understanding, and volitions lag far behind

obvious needs.
a

To transform an anachronistic society into

synchronous society

is

to set as a priority the establish-

ment of some means to deal with fundamental issues so that
we anticipate problems and prevent them, thus avoiding the
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need to administer crises
remedies.

After one sifts through the
complexities and confusion surrounding the preparation
of teachers, fundamental
issues loom large.
First, non- consensus about the
purposes
and goals fo education fragments
both human and material
resources.

Second, lack of comprehensive theories
about

human development prevents the establishment
of systematic,
sustained programs of experimentation to find
satisfactory
answers to educational questions.
Third, timid, weak admini

strative leadership falters at the prospect of moving
in

directions to establish education on

a

scientific foundation

The above issues are not unsolvable.

It remains

to be seen whether the impact of new knowledge will serve
as

the catalyst for awakening educators to the challenges

that lie ahead.
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INTRODUCTION

After hearing

a

lecture on the development of the

Anisa Model, an individual writes:

"I was

particularly

impressed by the scope and contents of
the program."
Another writes, "It is my judgment that
this model is a
unique one.
It is my view that a comprehensive
model with
continuous research built in and the kind of
synthesis

proposed is exactly what
childhood education.
a

is needed,

The model, as

particularly in early
I

see it, is based on

unifying set of concepts and principles."

A staff

developer who has received some training in the Anisa Model
says,

During this past year

witnessing

a

I

had the good fortune of

metamorphosis taking place within the Child

Development projects throughout our eleven county district.
This metamorphosis is the direct result of the training
our staff has received through your training program.

Anisa may be described as
but

I

a

model for child development,

believe the scope to be broader than just that.

Anisa Model has provided guidance to our staff for

a

The

plan

for living and working which is applicable for children,

teachers, parents, and the community."

The writer waxes
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mo-re enthusiastic and
says:

"Many of the participants
are,
for the first time,
experiencing the feeling of
success as
competent learners.
From this experience, they
are

changing their attitudes in a
positive way about 'what it
takes to be a competent teacher.'
that many of
these participants had already
received ’teacher training'
in many of the better colleges
and universities
.

.

.

all the

more blatantly points out the
inadequacies of traditional
teacher training programs."
These views are representative of
hundreds of
similar ones in our files.
Educators seem to sense the
coherence of the scheme of thought in the
Anisa Model and

unabashedly resonate to it.

Clearly, many of them easily

identify with it because it represents for them
their own
as yet unarticulated seminal insight.

Moreover, they are

hopeful and encouraged by the indication that someone
is

making

a

valiant effort to fit all the pieces of the

educational puzzle together.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the con-

ceptualization of the Anisa Model, with particular reference to the role of philosophy in the formulation of its

philosophical base; the nature and function of theory construction and its theories of development, curriculum,
and pedagogy.

The chapter concludes with

a

new definition

and function of an educational model.

Since models are not created in

a

vacuum, it is
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useful to indicate who the
architect of the Anisa Model
is
and to discuss briefly
some of the influences
that have
helped to shape his view of
reality.

Daniel

Jordan, a Rhodes scholar,
exemplifies in
an extraordinary way C. P.
Snow’s "two cultures.” He
holds
three degrees in music- -the
latter two from Oxford--in
composition, theory and the history
of music and two
advanced degrees from the University
of Chicago in an inter
disciplinary course of study that
examined the development
of the human organism, from
conception to death, from biological, psychological, sociological,
and anthropological
points of view.
In addition, he has completed a
postdoctoral sequence in brain chemistry and
its relationship
to memory,

C.

emotion, and learning.

Equally influenced by

the arts and the sciences, Professor
Jordan was able to

discern certain critical gaps between theory and
practice
in education.

In fact,

an earlier assessment led him to

believe that we have far more practice than theory and no

way to check the efficacy of the practice at any given time
Since so little use is made of theory and no comprehensive
ones exist in education,

there is no way to categorize and

to classify the growing body of knowledge about human

growth and development and make it maximally useful for
parents and teachers.

His concern led him to begin the

initial conceptualization some fifteen years ago when he

directed the Institute for Research in Human Behavior at
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Indiana State University.
At the beginning of his inquiry, Jordan
noted that
the foremost concern of educators is
with curriculum not
the nature of the child whom the curriculum
is meant to
serve.

In order to avoid incompatibilities,

arbitrariness,

and fragmentation seen in other programs and models,
Jordan

decided to review man's best thinking about the nature of
man, drawing upon philosophical perspectives beginning
with

Parmenides, one of the more significant philosophers before
Plato, and ending with the process philosophers of our own
era before designing a new system for education.

The

foundation of the Model, then, has deep philosophical roots,
to better withstand the haphazard winds of innovation and
to provide the ground for careful,

systematic, scientific

educational development and renewal.
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The Purpose of Establishing A
Philosophical Base
for Model Development

"Philosophy," Whitehead (1968:48 says, "is the
attempt to make manifest the fundamental
evidence as to the
nature of things." Knowing what a thing is helps
us to

understand and to relate to its reality.

Since children

are the subject and object of educational
endeavors, it is

reasonable to expect that educators invest much energy in
getting to know their natures, how they grow and develop.
The purpose of this knowing is to facilitate their develop-

ment

.

Not only does philosophy help us to understand the

nature of reality, it explains "in the light of universal
principles, the mutual reference between the various
details entering into the flux of things (Whitehead, 1967:
142)."

Principles regarding the relatedness of phenomena

in education are largely missing and philosophy offers

those principles by which to sort out

a

welter of details.

Philosophy also "discloses disjunctions and conjunctions,
consistencies and inconsistencies (Whitehead, 1968:48)"
and thus clears the way for
tent system to be organized.

explicit that which

is

a

coherent, internally consis-

Because philosophy makes

presupposed and implicit, it pre-

pares the way for theory construction- -a prerequisite to

coherent model building.
Far from being

a

study that begins and ends in
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words, philosophy "properly understood
and correctly
practiced always remains related to action.

For the good

is

to be known in order to be practiced

(Chroust,

1947:

29)."

Viewed in this way, philosophy can, indeed,
inform
practice.
Commenting on the same theme, Hartshorne
C

1970

:

XIV)

bilities:

says that philosophy has two primary responsi"to clarify the non- empr iical principles and
to

use them, together with relevant empirical facts,
to

illuminate value problems of personal and social life."

Education and schooling are indeed problems of personal
and social value and to pretend otherwise is to do so at

our own peril.

Until educators sense that philosophy can

serve in their investigation of non- empirical and empirical

matters, many decisions and policies will be counter-

productive.

Of course, every decision and every policy

made in the name of education is norm governed and value

oriented anyway.

Therefore, we have nothing to lose by

being very explicit about the nature of the human beings
whose characters and destinies we are shaping in each
generation.

Because of the high correlation between our

assumptions about the nature of man and our social, ethical,
and political outlook, we can become more responsible pro-

fessionals by clarifying our ideas about the nature of man
as

a

first step in model building in education.

Such an

explicit philosophical statement is the source of first

principles and upon them depends the comprehensiveness and

:
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coherence of the model.

Another statement by Whitehead

(

1948 63 ) best
:

summarizes the importance we have attached
to the function
of philosophy in forming the base
for theory formation.
He
says

Apart from detail, apart from system,
a philosophic outlook is the very
foundation of thought and life. The
sort of ideas we attend to, and the
sort of ideas we push into the
negligible background, govern our
hopes, our fears, our control of behaviour.
As we think, we live.
This
is why the assemblage of philosophic
ideas is more than a specialist study.
It moulds our type of civilization.
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The Philosophical Base of
the Anisa Model

Professor Jordan, over

a

ten year span, reviewed

man's most notable philosophical
achievements as a means
of finding a solid base for
theory construction and model
development.

Encouragement to pursue his quest came from

points of view like those expressed by
Mumford (1956:179):
Every transformation of man
has
rested on a new metaphysical and ideological base, or rather upon deeper
stirrings and intuitions whose rationalised expression takes the form of a new
picture of the cosmos and the nature of
man.
To effect a new transformation of
man, we must be informed by a philosophy
capable of uniting every aspect of human
experience and directing human development through every phase.
.

Designing

a

.

.

new educational system coherent and compre-

hensive enough to "unite every aspect of human experience"

required

a

promise for

diligent search for
a

a

philosophy that held the

new "ideological base" by accounting for the

phenomenon of purpose in the nature of human development.
The organismic philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead em-

bodies the unifying criterion specified by Mumford.
is,

That

it generates the broadest possible framework for ana-

lyzing and synthesizing all that we know about human

growth and development, including the concept of purpose.
It,

moreover, "illumines those features of our

existence that are characteristically human, such as
consciousness, will, purpose, creativity, and the

"
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and the capacities to know and to
love (Jordan

1972 28)
:

$

Shepard,

.

Whitehead (1967:98-99) believed that

philoso-

a

pher's purpose was to seek ultimate reality.

So for him,

philosophy
is a survey of possibilities and their comparison with
actualities.
In philosophy the fact,
the theory, the alternatives, and the
ideals, are weighed together.
Its
gifts are insight and foresight, and
a sense of the worth of life, in short
that sense of importance which nerves
all civilized effort.
.

.

,

Thus he says that "philosophy is the endeavor to frame

a

coherent, logical, necessary system of general ideas in
terms of which every element of our experience can be in-

terpreted (1969:21)."

The very nature of process philo-

sophy (with its integrating all-inclusiveness) helps to
keep any system receptive to new data.

In spite of its

depth and scope, Whitehead logically makes no claim that
his system is final.
As it stands, Whitehead's system reflects an ex-

traordinary synthesis of both Eastern and Western streams
of philosophical thought without being electic.

Therefore,

the chances are greater that this synthesis will have im-

lications for supporting the cross-cultural, "trans-

national" implementation of an educational model based
upon such

a

philosophy.

Hartshorne, the foremost living philosopher of
process, confirms the fecundity of Whitehead's

,
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philosophical thought
one may say that the basic
principle s of our knowledge and
experience,
physi cal, biological, sociological,
aes th e tic, religious - - are in
this
philo sophy given an intellectual
grati on such as only a thousand inteor
thous and years of further reflectionten
and
inqui ry seem likely to exhaust or
adequate ly evaluate
(Hartsho rne
1950
j
.

.

:

.

.

.

An assertion of this magnitude could
not be ignored easily.
Does this philosophy with its emphasis
on process,
relations and relativity yield first
principles
for

science of education?

So far,

a

the philosophy has been true

to Hartshorne's assessment of its depth
and comprehensive-

ness.

Many first principles (those fundamental or metaphysical assumptions about the nature of reality that
reflect an archetypal core beyond which there is nothing
to fathom)

suitable for organizing

a

science of education

have been abstracted from it.

Three of them will be dis-

cussed here.

a

They function as

reference point for

constantly improving the means of dealing with reality as
well as

a

standard for assessing progress and achievement.

Identifying First Principles for A Science
Defining the Nature of Process

of Education:

We are part of

ment never end.

a

universe where change and develop-

"The universe," affirms Birch (197:23),

"has always been and is now in the process of being made.
It is

incomplete.

It is

lured to further completion."

Every completion, however, becomes something that can be
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experienced and thus has become real.

Every completion,

moreover, furthers the process of
realization or actualization.
Burgers (1965:19) claims that,
"There is no end
to this continuous progression
toward new realizations.

Neither is there," he says, "a single
direction of advance:
the steps form a connected pattern,
branching
out and con-

verging again, embracing infinitely numerous
strands of
connected relations.” If all phenomena develop
in this

fashion, then everything in the universe is related.

As

Whitehead (1968:96) explains, "Existence (in any of
its
senses) cannot be abstracted from ’process.’”

The notions

of process and existence presuppose each other.

Moreover,

the notion of potentiality is fundamental for the understanding of
existence, as soon as the notion of
process is admitted.
If the universe
be interpreted in terms of static
actuality, then potentiality vanishes.
Everything is just what it is ... if
we start with process as fundamental,
then the actualities of the present
are deriving their characters from the
process, and are bestowing their
characters upon the future.
Immediacy
is the realization of the potentialities
of .the past, and is the storehouse of
the potentialities of the future
the potentialities in immediate fact
constitute the driving force of process.
.

When we understand how

a

.

.

potentiality becomes

actualized, we then understand the nature of process.

Further elucidation on the subject

is

to be found in

Whitehead’s (1969:28) Process and Reality
sets forth his cosmology.

In it,

,

the book that

the "principle of process"

"

"
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states that the being of an entity is
constituted by how
it becomes.
In essence, the reality of
anything is its

becoming.

Before proceeding further, it may be useful
to

explore the implications of the principle of
process for
education.
First, no individual can be described in
static
terms.
Every description about him must be given in

dynamic terms in order to reflect the reality of his
becoming.

When

a

child is actualizing his potential, new

powers are becoming his so that the process may be sustained.

This fact alone should give us pause to re-examine

our testing and evaluation procedures, particularly those

that label and lock children into fixed categories.

If,

educators, we wish to facilitate the actualization of

as

a

child's potentialities, we will need to learn far more
about the nature of his distinctive development, what lures

him forward, where he is at any stage of his becoming.
Second, if process "is in itself unfinished and inex-

haustible (Hartshorne, 1972:117)," our attitudes about

a

child's development must be reflected in action that un-

equivocally states, "I am interested in what you can become

.

The actualization of one's potentialities brings

satisfaction and enjoyment.

Whitehead (1968:151) affirms

that "The process of self- creation is the transformation
of the potential into the actual, and the fact of such

transformation includes the immediacy of self - enj oyment

.
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Closely related to the ’principle
of process' is
the 'principle of relativity.'
"To be is to be a potential
for every (subsequent) becoming
( Process
and Realit
y.

27)."

"Each item of reality has the destiny
of forming
material for endlessly compounded and
recompounded
P.

acts of

synthesis- -producing new and more complex
realities
(Hartshorne, 1972:162)."

Everything in the universe, for

Whitehead, is interdependent.

Phrases like "embracing

totality,' "seeing things together,"

"requiring each other,"

recur throughout his writings and serve to emphasize
his

concern for the "connectedness of all things of all
types
(1968:9)

."

One of the unique features of Whitehead's (1969:25)

cosmology is his description of creativity as "the universal of universals."

He explicates creativity as the

process whereby "the many become one and are increased by
one."

Hartshorne (1972:175) explains the abstraction.
Each human experience is 'one,' a
new singular actuality not hitherto
present in reality.
But each experience prehends a multiplicity of
data (the 'many').
Thus there are
memories of preceding experiences of
man himself, there are prehensions of
unit-events in parts of the body, etc.
Many actual entities (each pulse of
existence) furnish data for any one
new actual entity.
Accordingly, the
entity is a 'synthesis' of the world
out of which it arises.
The synthesis
cannot be causally predictable, except
approximately, because it is a subtle
contradiction to suppose that many
things could dictate their precise

"

,
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mode of inclusion into

a

synthesis.

This vie\v of creativity makes it
synonymous with

development

the actualization of potentiality,

crescence

Cr escence means to grow,

gether.

.

and "con-

and con means to-

Growing together here signifies integration,

synthesis, development.

increment creates

a

Every advance, every step, every

novel entity.

The Whiteheadean explication of creativity now

allows educators to see how every child, in some fashion,

embodies or manifests creativity.

New attributes and

qualities must, of necessity, evolve during the process of
concrescence.

This expansive notion of creativity also

invites educators to assist children in their efforts
toward a synthesis of experience.

The purpose of the syn-

thesis is to create the base for new experiences.
In summary, Whitehead conceives process to be a

cosmic reality.

For him,

the proper interpretation of

experience and the correct observation of the world demonstrate that process is absolutely basic.

becoming is the more concrete reality.
this assertion seems extraordinary.

In other words,

At first glance,

Yet, when we look

around we observe that things are on the move.
is

What we see

change and patterns of change that make order.

If we

wish to describe what is going on at any level in the order,
we must do so by examining where they are going, what they
are doing, and how they are realizing their potentialities.
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Since man, in particular, can
conceive of possibilities,
the whole of process-thought
may give us new directions
and aims.
The brief commentary presented
here in no way

exhausts what Whitehead has to say
about the nature of
process.
It is sufficient, however,
as background for the
discussion that follows.

Identifying First Principles for A Science of
education:
Defining the Nature of Ma~
Let me discuss first the rationale behind
"defining
the nature of man."

History has demonstrated rather vividly

that the views we hold about the nature of human
beings

influence policies and prac t ices - -be they social, political,
economic, educational, or religious.

Far too often, these

policies and practices are psychologically emasculating and
thus cruelly suppress human potential.

The irony of it all

is that we do have great documents purporting to spell out

our beliefs and aspirations about the nature of man.

One

could argue, therefore, that we need not pursue and insist
on delineating

a

specific view about man.

I

contend,

however, that those documents and their implementation in

practice are too far removed from current needs and concerns.

Furthermore, if noble sentiments are to be

inculcated in each generation, the home and school must
initiate the inculcation process.
I

firmly believe that the widespread identity

.
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crises among young and old alike
arises, in part, from
a lack of knowledge about
who they are and what their
purpose is.
The ensuing estrangement manifests
itself in
our interrelated aspects according
to Birch (1973:4):
1.

Our inner chaos:
the inability to live
in harmony with oneself, to accept oneself,
to discover one's identity, and to let body,
feelings, and thought dw ell together in
friendship
T

2.

Our social chaos:
the lack of relatedness to others, the inability to live in
harmony with others, the generation gap, the
problems of the old, polarization within
society, and failure to find common national
and international goals.

3.

Our environmental chaos:
the green and
varied landscape in w hich man evolved is
swiftly being replaced by a polluted wilderness of concrete and steel; not only has this
man-created environment produced physical ills,
but it seems also to be accentuating psychological disease and lack of rapport with our
surroundings.
Man himself has become the
chief earth pest.
r

4.

Our metaphysical chaos:
the sense of
separation from the "whole scheme of things"
because we have no conviction that there is
any scheme of things or value in the universe.

To take the "chaos" out of the above conditions and
to suffuse them with "order" requires,

in my opinion,

an

explicit statement about the nature of man, particularly
for theorists and researchers in the social and behavioral

sciences.

As it now stands, much research and theory con-

struction in the social and behavioral sciences tends to
influence the public's view of man and subsequent actions

formulated on the basis of that unquestioned view.

.
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For example, we have vested much of our
energies

and resources around the view that man is
innately agres-

sive (Ardrey

,

1961;

1966);

(Lorenz, 1966);

(Morris, 1969).

Montagu (1969:136-155) challenges this widely accepted
view.

He says:
In the case of man it is possible to say
that in spite of all attempts to saddle
him with instincts, all such attempts have
thus far failed.
The only instinctual
traits in man are the reaction to a sudden
loud noise.

The notable thing about human behavior
is that it is learned.
Everything a
human being does as such he has had to
learn from other human beings.
It is
within the dimension of culture, the
learned, the man-made part of the environment that man grows, develops and has his
being as a behaving organism. Aggression
is elicited only when it is a learned way
of responding to certain conditions.
Far from being born with a disposition
toward aggression, the evidence indicates,
man is born with a highly organized system
of drives which are all oriented in the
direction of growth and development in
cooperation.
The evidence indicates he is
oriented toward growth and development in
the ability to relate himself in such a
manner toward others that he confers survival
benefits upon them in a creatively enlarging

manner
One must not dismiss the above statements by

Montagu as empty platitudes before re-examining the inter-

pretation of "innate depravity."

Moreover, one should

study Montagu’s book, The Human Revolution

,

in order to

get a new perspective on the heredity issue.

Given the widespread violence in our society,

it
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is easy to assume that we
have genes for violence and it
is therefore "in our blood"

and cannot be adequately

controlled by reason.
Fortunately, research in the area of
human

aggression is becoming balanced.

Hamburg and Brodie (1973:

181-193) are approaching the problem in
fashion.

a

comprehensive

They are looking at the biomedical and
psycho-

logical underpinnings with particular reference
to the role
of sex hormones, hyperfunc t ion of the adrenal
cortex and
the thyroid gland, complex structures of the
brain and their

function, the role of the environment, the effects of

alcohol and drugs, etc.

They conclude that we must learn

to manage aggressiveness by attempting to understand man's

nature, bringing to bear all we know of man's unique

evolutionary history.
Given the discrepancies between what we say we

believe and our actions, it seems necessary and worthwhile to keep our view of the nature of man out front for

constant evaluation.

To pretend that we are uninterested

in changing human nature is untrue.

We believe it can not

only be changed, but transformed, as well.

Herrick

(1956:84) concurs:

human nature is changed in every
individual according to the experiences
That
he has and what he does about them.
is what education is for, to change human
nature, and it does so more or less
If you can't change human
efficiently.
nature, then our entire educational program
.

.

.
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is

an unconscionable fraud,
all wasted effort.

Unless educators take

a

stand on the all-important

issue of defining the nature of
man, they will, by default,
settle for different and sometimes
contradictory criteria
by which to evaluate the educational
process.

Eisenberg (1973:214-15), too, believes
it essential
to define the nature of man.
He says such a step is funda-

mental because,
What we choose to believe about the nature
of man has social consequences
what we
believe of man affects the behaviour of men,
for it determines what each expects of the
other.
belief helps shape actuality
because of the self-fulfilling character of
social prophecy.
.

.

.

.

.

.

If beliefs are somehow connected with
actuality, we may do

well to have them grounded on the firmest foundation
available.

Although Whitehead did not write

a

volume dealing

solely with the nature of man, we find scattered throughout his writings, numerous references on the subject.

These references are true to Whitehead’s intention not to

permit any bifurcation between man and the natural order
in which he lives, while at the same time, he acknowledges

the existence of ontological levels.
de Chardin

Like Pierre Teilhard

(1969:13), Whitehead equates "nature" with be-

coming and self - creation

.

The most fundamental reality of

man is that he possesses an infinitude of potentialities
that he actualizes by interacting with various environments
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throughout his life span.

Whitehead sees man in the world,
yet standing apart
from it by virtue of his capacity
for conscious awareness
of himself and that world.
He sees man as a being encompassing the lower levels of nature
and as possessing the
ability to think about--to symbolize- as well
as

that which is not himself.

to feel

In fact, man has the ability

to engage in introspection,

to think about himself and to

think about himself thinking.

In higher phases of conscious

experience, humans can contrast "what is"
and what "might
be.
The subjective form of this feeling of
contrast is

consciousness (Whitehead, 1969:311)."
The

contrasting" capacity of consciousness allows

man to eliminate or to inhibit those distractions or
interferences that may frustrate his subjective aim or purpose.
The quality of man's consciousness depends, however,
on his cumulative experiences --

preserved by memory

(a

a

summation of his past,

form of immanence), and on sub-

jective aim- - or purpose, the means by which the future
dwells in the present (a form of trnascendence)

cumulative experiences of

a

.

The

being constitute his history.

This indwellingness of the past is called immanence; the

capacity to create further potential
dence.

Jordan

§

Streets

(1972:11)

is

called transcen-

clarify the terms

"immanence" and "transcendence" in the following way:
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Immanence is reflected in the ability
mold out of the past a dynamic present to
transcendence is using the present to
extract from the past what will enable
one
to move beyond himself into the
future.
It
is a basic ontological principle
of the
philosophy of organism that a being in the
present is created out of its own past as
it incorporates new data from the environment, everything emerges out of something
which exists previously. Thus, each man at
any given point in time is a summation of
his past.
1

The qualities of immanence and transcendence make

man

a

spiritual being.

Spiritual is used here in

a

psychological sense and refers to man's conscious capacity
to structure and to interact with the unknown by responding
to non-actual realities such as ideals,

and theories.

aims, purposes,

One's attraction to unknowns is evidenced by

his propensity for speculation and hypothesis formation,

without which neither philosophy nor science could have
developed.

The process of anticipating future events or

conditions is made possible by man's capacity for symbolization.

Because symbols can represent anything not

present and things yet to come, they are powerful lures
for the actualization of human potentialities.

(1971:272) says, "To have

a

As Phenix

spiritual nature, is to

participate in infinitude."

Although scholars from various disciplines have
also acknowledged the reality of the spiritual nature of
man, educators have yet to incorporate the concept in

educational theory because they choose to construe
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spiritual
man.

as

sectarian or denominational
definition of
Piper (1956:39), an aes the tician
explains
a

the

,

spiritual reality of man in an
eloquent passage:
The spiritual life evolves by
increasing the
range and clarity of one's ideals
together with
more power and joy in their progressive
realization.
Ideals are future values which we
acknowledge ought to be realized. Hence
spiritual life oscillates between a
present
light and an adventurous preview.
Toynbee, an historian (1966:12), cites
consciousness as the "primary distinctive spiritual
feature of human
nature," which includes "a human being's
consciousness of

himself, as well as his consciousness of the
universe outside himself in which his fellow human beings
figure side

by side with non-human nature, animate, and inanimate."

These relationships, man with himself, with other

human beings, and with nature, for Whitehead, constitute
the means for the achievement of enduring good.

His essay

on "Civilization" in Adventures of Ideas provides a pro-

found view of man and the participatory quality of human
existence.

Neither the individual nor the community or

society of individuals suffers in the Whiteheadean notion
of fulfillment.
Ey (1973:476)

says, "To posit about a being that

he feels, perceives, remembers, contemplates an action or

feels himself or knows himself to be someone who is

directing his existence towards this or that end,

necessarily posit that he

is

conscious.

is

[Therefore]

to
to be
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conscious is both to have at one's
disposal, to deploy, a
private model of one's world."
This broad definition of
consciousness outlines two options:
the freedom of
( 1 )
the individual to assign categories
of reality to the
contents of actuality (the field of
consciousness and (2)
the freedom to construct a personal
model, which is an on-

going historical construction, that
represents the Self.
On a functional level, consciousness
embodies in

Ey’s

(1973:477) estimation, "a structural organization
to

which the subject submits himself in order
to proceed
autonomously."

At one level, the subject has consciousness

of an experience lived actually, i.e., to control
the

categories of reality in his field of actuality and at
the second level,

through his succeeding fields of ex-

perience, to be conscious of his identity and his immutability, i.e., being someone.

This double structure,

synchronic (field of consciousness) and diachronic (the
self or personality)

,

represents the two temporal co-

ordinates in terms of which the conscious being develops
and consolidates himself.

These complimentary dimensions

of consciousness correspond to what behaviorists refer to
as

integration of behavior.

The conscious being becoming

is

one who controls what he lives in conformity
with what he is to be.
He is essentially a
logical and ethical being who prescribes his
feelings, desires and knowledge according to
This is broadly, the
the relational moment.

.
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structure of the conscious
once temporal, historical being, at
axiological (Ey, 1973:479) logical, and
The systems view of the
nature of man is by definition an organismic view,
te take Lazslo's
(1972:426-27)
description of that view as
representative of systems
philosophy. H e says:
h
S e S P ers ect ive, man
P
is an open
P
Jo a i nT?» ^ U system
goal-oriented
reflecting in his
physical and psychological makeup
the general
laws and characteristics of
the Sniverse
albeit
a highly specific configuration.

m

He is a dynamic self-organizing
system,
transacting with his environment, and
both
compensating for changes in its conditions
and carrying out a flexible
program of

development

Growth and development in humans proceed
on both biological
and psychological dimensions.
In the systems view, homeostasis is only

a

momentary cross-section of

a

developmental

process that serves the function of consolidation
and in-

tegration so that the organism may advance to the
next
stage of development.

Like organismic philosophers and

theorists, Laszlo does not conclude his discussion about
the nature of man without raising the issue of conscious-

ness.

He frames it in the context of man's relationship

to the natural environment.

He asks:

If man is a product of evolution in
nature
why do we have the phenomena
of the current crisis:
alienation, injustice,
pollution, over-population, unmanageable life
styles, exhaustion of resources, and the rest?
.

.

.

The problem for man, and the above conditions,

.
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largely of his own making,
is his consciousness.
By it
man can form various conceptions
of the things
V n S he ls strivi ng for,
and
of the
stftp
state pandn conditions he wishes
to reach or
conserve.
These become his actual values
,

.

Now, if man were conscious of
all his goals
and would not confuse ends with
means, his
31 V
U S
0uld be humanistic and natural.
?i ?lead
j
They would
to actions which would
preserve him and his species in nature tend to
and
society, just as other organisms
manifest

TW

behaviour patterns which maintain them
within
eC0l0gical and social niche (Laszlo,
1972-427)
1

In the final analysis,

"Man, having consciousness

and thus choice, can err but can also
overcome error through
reason and experience.
Does he have the strength of will
to do so?

As

I

see it,

the best opportunity to assist the

coming generations to have the moral conviction,
courage,
and commitment is to inculcate

a

view of man that is in

harmony with the organismic- systems perspective.
In summary, man's nature,

defined by an organismic-

systems view may be formulated as follows:
1.

Man is a conscious and therefore a
purposeful being, endowed with infinite
potential.
He creates further potential
(a form of transcendence) through the
cumulative effects of learning and culture
(a form of immanence)
He can transcend
the molding influence of his socio- cultural
environment and is, therefore, capable of
self- transformation
.

2.

Man is a spiritual as well as a material
being.
He aspires to ideals, formulates
goals consistent with them, pursues and
attains those goals and formulates new ones.

3.

Man seeks heterostasis as well as homostasis
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creatlve advances into
novel stimuli are sought
CUr Slty S an i^erent
charac?pr?I;i° man
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boredom is not tolerable
for long)°
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The summary above, couched in
Whiteheadean terminology may
be stated as follows:
The universe is composed of individual centers of feeling (actual
entities) in self - creative
interaction, accepting (positive prehension)
or rejecting
(negative prehension) available data.
This process is

guided by purpose (subjective aim).

There is continuity

of development from the past to present
tending toward the

future.

Unrealized possibilities (eternal ob j ects) - -pure
potentialities-- as well as actualities (actual entities)
are realities of the universe.

entity) adopts

(prehends)

potential self)

,

a

When

a

human being (actual

self-ideal (eternal object or

he takes as one of his purposes in life

(subjective aim) the actualization of potentiality (process
of becoming)

in a certain direction.

We turn now to ascertain what direction human

potentiality may take in relationship to ontological levels
of the universe.

Identifying First Principles for A Science of
Education:
Defining the Nature of Environments
In addition to the universe being characterized by

change, it is also characterized by ontological levels,

hierarchically arranged.

Following Whitehead (1929),

Jordan and Streets (1973:33) classified environments as

:

.
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follows
The physical environment-which
everything except human beings includes
(mineral
b
and animal ); the human environmpnt -which
i-\ includes all humans
ment??? ^jonment of the unknown and unkAowhe ultimate mysteries in the
nf
ot uhir^
which consciousness enables us to cosmos
be
aware, even if we do not know
what conS
teS them; and the Self - - a
reflection
u
ot^!u
the above
three environments in a
ar hUman bGing (J ° rdan
5 Streets,
1973-33)
'

We know each level by its special
attributes and

perfections.

At the mineral level we count its
inorganic

nature and cohesion; the vegetable level
incorporates the
qualities of the mineral and adds reproduction

and growth;

the animal level likewise possesses the
specialized

qualities of the vegetable and adds sense perception,
mobility, and the capacity to learn; the human level includes all the attributes of the lower levels and is dis-

tinguished by conscious intelligence and reflection, the

capacity for scientific and artistic investigation, the

acquisition of knowledge and insights based on those investigations, and the ability to translate that knowledge into

tangible forms and realities (artifacts)
Polanyi (1969:217; 233) posits

a

theory of boundary

conditions that defines the laws and principles governing
each level of organization.

Boundary conditions,

a

term

he borrows from physics, refer to the latitude any com-

prehensive entity has in its development and the extent to

.

.
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which it may be controlled
by higher order principles
Polanyi s (1969:233) explanation
'

follows:

he Ty
f botmdar > conditions
Iht
l ighe
Z
?
h
h
1
Qf nfe as form
archy, each level of which
relies
workings on the principles of
the
eVen While i1: itself is
to ?hese’i
these lower principles
(233)
r

^

.

recognizes
.

ng I**}™
for its

levels
irreducible

Each [level] reduces the scope
of the one
immediately below it by imposing on
it a
boundary that harnesses it to the
service of
the next higher level, and this
control
transmitted stage by stage down to the is
basic
mammated level (234).
His example of the five levels that
make up

a

spoken

literary composition illustrates the theory.
The lowest level is the production of a
the second, the utterance of words; the
the joining of words to make sentences;
fourth, the working of sentences into a
the fifth, and highest, the composition
text

voice;
third,
the
style;
of the

The principles of each level operate under the
control of the next higher level.
The voice
you produce is shaped into words by a vocabulary; a given vocabulary is shaped into sentences in accordance with a grammar; and the
sentences are fitted into a style, which in its
turn is made to convey the ideas of the composition.
Thus each level is subject to dual
control:
(i) control in accordance with the
laws that apply to its elements in themselves,
and (ii) control in accordance with the laws
of the powers that control the comprehensive
entity formed by these elements.

"Such multiple control," Polanyi claims, "is made

possible by the fact that the principles governing the
isolated particulars of

a

lower level leave indeterminate

conditions to be controlled by

a

higher principle."

..
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Knowing boundary conditions
helps us to understand
more clearly the nature of
environments in at least two
ways:
(1) we can recognize a significant
range of potentialities in each one, and
(2) we can be wary of making inappropriate extrapolations from lower
levels to higher
levels

Miller's (1965:1971) comprehensive
account of the
nature of living systems, their
functions, structures, and
processes, supports Polanyi's thesis
about boundary conditions, explains it within the framework
of arboreal
branching (sub-divisions) in and among the
various levels,
and moreover corroborates Feibleman's
theory of integrative
levels
Feibleman,

(1955:59-66), summarizing

a

number of

investigations in physics, chemistry, biology, psychology,
and anthropology, lists uniform laws that appear to operate

among integrated levels of phenomena.
1.

Each level organizes the level or
levels below it plus one (or more)
emergent qualities.
Thus the integrative levels are cumulative upward.

2.

Complexity of the levels increases
upward.
At the higher levels the
emergence of qualities marks the degree of complexity of the conditions
which prevail at that level. This
fact gives to each level relative
degrees of autonomy.

3.

In any organization the higher level
depends upon the lower.
For example,
a culture will not last if its villages,

towns or cities are destroyed;

a

%

-
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e

a

mp0Und Wi11 not continue
u
are broken;
yet both
cultures and chemical compounds
will
beh nd th m Physica l
elementsrubM P andi single
?
rubble
elements, respectively.
In any organization, the
lower
directed by the higher. That level is
is to say
in an object that extends
over more than
one level the higher level
furnishes the
n -° f the l0 "' er
Institutions
may
have ph
i° ic
prerequisites such as buildings
ard tools, £
and
but they take social aims. This
concept legitimizes the concept
of purpose
^
in science.

LC

if ’S'^
S
II
its bonds

4.

5.

-

r

6.

7.

8.

9.

i

For an organization at any given
level
its mechanism lies at the level
below and
its purpose at the level above.
This law
states that for the analysis of any
organi
zation three levels are required:
its own
the one below and the one above.

A disturbance introduced into an organization
at one level reverberates at all the
levels
it covers.
It is well known that mental
states can cause physical illnesses and viceversa.
Disease may occasion weight loss as
well as depression.
The time required for a change in organization
shortens as we ascend the levels.
The evolution of the stars requires a longer time
than the evolution of biological species, and
the evolution of biological species requires
a longer time than change in human cultures.
The higher the level, the smaller its
population of instances. As we should expect,
there are fewer molecules than atoms, fewer
cells than molecules, fewer organisms than
cells, and fewer cultures than organisms.
It is impossible to reduce the higher level
to the lower.
Each level has its own

characteristic structure and emergent quality.
To suppose that the higher level can be
reduced to the lower has led to errors in
interpreting scientific method.
In summary,

environments are related by their

.
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hierarchical organization.

Every creature belongs to one

or more levels and is connected
thereby to all levels.

Man's development may be sustained
or destroyed as he interacts with each environment.
That the possibility exists
for infinite development or immediate
destruction attests
to the soverignty of man’s role in
evolution itself.

As

Huxley (1967:35) phrases it,
Man's destiny is to be the world's senior
partner, the primary agent for the future
evolution of this planet. This applies
both individually and collectively, both
in the short and in the long term.
In him,
the evolutionary process has finally become
conscious of itself.
This is a unique
privilege, but also a formidable responsibility which gives him dignity, but which he
cannot unload on the shoulders of God or Fate.

Man's interaction with the environments need not

destroy their inherent order and beauty.

Aesthetically,

the hierarchical organization of the universe reflects both

order and beauty.

Whitehead (1967:265) affirms this account

when he says,
The teleology of the Universe is directed
toward the production of Beauty.
Thus
any system of things which in any wide sense
is beautiful is to that extent justified in
its existence.
It may however fail in another
sense, by inhibiting more Beauty than it
creates.
Thus the system, though in a sense
beautiful, is on the whole evil in that
environment

From any perspective one takes, man, at the present
time,

is

the apex of evolutionary processes.

This fact

underscores the importance of having first principles

.
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delineated about the nature of
process, man, and environment for the serious implications
these principles have
for educational planning,
policies, and practices
The process of specifying first
principles sets
the stage for comprehensive theory
cons truction in the
Anisa Model.
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The Nature and Function of
Theory Construction

Based on the first principles
cited above, theory
construction in the Anisa Model took
a deductive mode,
initially.
After certain deductive formulations
were made,
they were checked against numerous
empirical studies to
ascertain their validity. We have now
moved to the field
to begin testing the Model and its
theories in a systematic
way.
In addition to having the complementary
deductive and
inductive modes operating more or less
simultaneously, we
also have a philosophical foundation to
return to as the

need arises for refinement of original propositions.
It is useful for us

to

look at how other theorists

have grappled with the nature and function of theory.

Toulmin (1958:105-139),
likens theory to a map.

The analogy is useful since most

of us know how maps work.

ably be thought of as

experience of

a

a

philosopher of science,

a

For instance,

a

map can reason-

codification of our knowledge and

landscape.

The map helps us find our way

around that landscape, it helps us to generalize about it,
and it helps us to understand in

a

simplified way, some of

the basic relationships that exist within the landscape
(the relationship between densely populated areas and

transportation networks)
a

.

Even if we have never been to

place before, we can, by examining

about its reality.

a

map of it, speculate

A theoretician, then, constructs theory

;
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that helps us find our way
among

a

complex set of relation-

ships.

A map does not portray
everything; neither does
theory.
But that does not diminish
in the least the need
for comprehensive theories that
establish conceptual clarity
among phenomena so that we do not
get lost
in the com-

plexity of it all.

In summary, both maps and theories

function as:
1.

2.

efficienct storage devices for information
collected over many years by different
people
general descriptions of what certain areas

of reality look like;
3.

a basis for generating expectations about
what will happen when we use the map or
theory to deal with special problems; and

4.

a basis for thinking about complicated
relationships so that higher order
generalizations may be deduced.

Moving from the simple map analogy of Toulmin, we
find Bunge (1972:245-246) listing the epistemological

conditions every scientific theory is required to meet:
(1)

external consistency,

power, and

(4)

(2)

scrutabili ty

,

(3)

predictive

explanatory power.

External consistency means that the theory in

question must be compatible with the "bulk of corroborated
data, hypotheses, and theories."

A theory, no matter how

original it is, needs to make use of accumulated evidence.
It may,

of course,

interpret that evidence in new ways.

Scrutability refers to the degree of careful
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examination made possible by the
"predicates" of the theory.
Bunge dismisses the notion
that we must retain only
"measurable predicates." If we did
that, we would "kill
every hypothesis, hence every
theory as well, for the mark
of a hypothesis is that it goes
beyond experience."
The predictive power of a theory
refers to its
capacity to be accurate, precise, bold
and original in its
pronouncements under observation, measurement,
or experi-

ment.

"The predictive performance of

a

theory is, together

with its external consistency the main
though not the only
factor allowing us to estimate its degree
of
truth, hence

its credence and acceptability (Bunge,

The explanatory power of

a

1972:245)."

theory refers to the

extent to which it illumines the covert mechanisms re-

sponsible for the overt behavior of

a

system.

The expla-

nation given by the theory "should be as accurate as
possible," cutting through to deep structure.
Laszlo (1973:75-87),

a

philosopher and theorist,

describes the "ideal" scientific theory thus:
The ideal theory is optimally adequate on the
empirical plane; it describes, explains, and
predicts all describable, explainable and
invariant construct systems ... it is ideal
precisely because it can explain the universe
with the highest degree of accuracy flowing
from deductions from a core of assumptions
of the highest level of integrated generality.

Since our goal is to reach the apex of explanatory
theory, we view with great favor Laszlo's description.

It

.
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becomes obvious that the
greater the expianatory
power of
a theory, the greater
its integrative potential,
and hence
its appeal.
However, in order for theory
to achieve the
explanatory and predictive power
outlined by Laszlo, basic
terminology surrounding theory
construction may require

standardization or at least some
degree of consensus by
theoreticians
Griffiths

(1964:98-100), a dean and theorist in

administration, offers a number of useful
definitions and
explanations of theory-building terms:
Set means a group of assumptions
such that
UJ no other assumption can be derived from
any combination of assumptions in
the group,
the empirical laws cannot be derived
(
)
without the inclusion of every member of
the
group.
_

Presumptions are basic to and precede
assumptions in the thinking of the theorist.
They are not empirical findings and are not
directly derived from empirical findings.
Often they are decisions.
The only criterion
that can be employed in the selection of
presumptions is usefulness.

Assumption s grow out of presumptions. One
should strive to create a set of assumptions
which explain a law in the most elegant, the
neatest, most revealing, and the most relevant fashion possible.
Laws are statements of empirical regularities
of phenomena.
They have the same form as
hypotheses but have withstood more testing.
,

A theory is a deductively connected set of
laws.
Certain of the laws are the axioms or
postulates of the theory and are usually
called assumptions.
Their truth is not so
much self-evident as it is taken for granted,
so that the truth of other empirical assertions

Ill

called theorems can be
determined.
The biggest problem in the
development of theory
lies in what has come to
be known as the verification-

falsification issue (Lakatos
for instance,

5

Musgrave, 1970).

We know,

that many theories in physical
sciences have

stood for centuries without
empirical proof.

Bunge (1972:

246), a physicist, says that

A theory may often succeed, or
fail
through no merit or fault of its own:
the experimental techniques may
have
been faulty, the observations may
have
been careless, or the inferences from
them may have been invalid.
Observation, measurement and experiment are
seldom fool-proof:
they utilize
assumptions that may be false; they
involve a host of variables that are
not adequately controlled; and their
outcomes may be misinterpreted.
In assessing

the validity of scientific theory,

then,

empirical and conceptual factors must be taken into account.
The same process holds true for the theories we have

fashioned for the Anisa Model.

We have kept before us

definition and function of theory as specified by Rose
(1954:3)

:

A theory may be defined as an integrated body
of definitions, assumptions, and general
propositions covering a given subject matter
from which a comprehensive and consistent set
of specific and testable hypotheses can be
deduced logically.
A good theory is one which (1) has its
definitions, assumptions, and general
propositions consistent, insofar as
possible, with previous research findings
and with careful although perhaps

a
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not systematic observations;
C 2
has
a minimum of definitions,
assumptions,
and general propositions;
has its
( 3 )
deduced hypotheses in readily
testable
orra, and crucially,
gets its
( 4 )
deduced hypotheses verified by
proDer
proper
scientific methods.
,

')

We are well aware, however,
that theories alone
will not solve all of our problems
in education.
But we
are better off with them if we
consider them as "nets to
cast and to catch what we call the
world: to rationalize,
to explain,

and to master it (Popper, 1959:59)."

Our

task as theorists, researchers, and
practitioners, "is to
make the mesh finer and finer (Popper, 1959:59)."
No

matter how difficult may be the task, Popper
(1959:61)
says that

we are not to abandon the search for universal

laws and for

a

coherent theoretical system, nor, ever give

up our attempts to explain causally any kind of event we

can describe."

The theory of development, then, springing as it
does from

a

philosophical base that explains the nature of

man, process, and environment, takes center position because
all other theories are in part derivative of it.

such

a

Moreover,

position guarantees internal consistency among the

various theories and contributes in

achievement of coherence, as well.

a

positive way to the

.
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The Anisa Theory of Development

The efficiency and effectiveness
of an educational system in large measure
depends upon the coherence
and comprehensiveness of the
theory of development it is
based on.
Development refers to ordered change,
forward
directedness and transcendence of
the status quo.
Because these are all central issues
for any educational
system, great care was taken to
construct a theory of
,

development compatible with the first
principles outlined
above
The Anisa theory defines development
as the process
of translating potentiality into actuali ty- an
epigenetic

process initiated and sustained by the individual's
interaction with the environment. Development refers to
change
in an organism from one state to a more complex and
highly

integrated state of organization and functioning both

physiologically and psychologically that

is orderly,

progressive, cumulative, continuous, irreversible, and

rhythmic (Jordan, 1976:275-276).
as we view it,

Furthermore, development,

is synonymous with creativity.

Whitehead

(1969:25) proclaims creativity to be the universal of

universals.

As such, creativity is not confined to special

abilities and talents in art, science, and music.
it refers

to the proactive,

Rather,

purposeful impulse of man to

extend himself beyond the inhibiting present and to achieve
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optimal performance as he deals
productively with his
environment.
Both creativity and development
mean translating potentiality into actuality.
The theory holds that
interaction with environments sustains
the translation.
Every potentiality is a latent
power that is
actualized through a process. As the
process improves in
quality, the organism becomes more
effective and hence
more competent.
Process refers to a patterned expression
of energy utilization that depends
on some structure in the
brain, the function of which produces the
pattern.
De-

velopmental change is therefore accompanied by
the accumulation and integration of new structures and
their associ-

ated functions.

New structures and their integration occur,

for the most part, as a result of biological
maturation on
the one hand and learning on the other.

The Anisa theory of development recognizes two

broad and interdependent categories of potentialities--

biological and psychological.

It identifies nutrition as

the key factor in the actualization of biological poten-

tialities and fixes learning as the fundamental factor in
the development of psychological potentialities.
is

beyond the scope of this paper to enter into

While it
a

full

discussion of biological potentialities, we can say that
our theory "shows how proper nutrition is essential for the

ma intenance of the biological integrity of the organism and
e xplains

why it is

a

prerequisite for the actualization of

:

.
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psychological potentialities
(Raman
Educators can no longer assume

5

Bowen,

1975 41
:

.- 1
)

that children come to

school healthy and well-nourished.

The opposite is the

case when malnutrition in
early childhood is the foremost
global public health problem,
compounded by disabilities

resulting from accidents,
perceptual problems, mental and
emotional illnesses, social
pathologies of many kinds, and
communicable, acute, and chronic
diseases (Bowen, 1976:
11-12).

Obviously, there is little chance for
psycho-

logical development to proceed unimpaired
if biological
integrity is lacking.
Birch (1970:7) sets the perspective
thus
As an organism, the child is not only
a mind
and a personality capable of being unmotivated,
unprepared, hostile, frustrated, understimulated,
inattentive, distracted, or bored; he is also a
body which can be tired, hungry, sick, feverish,
parasitized, brain- damaged or otherwise organically impaired.
,

Psychological potentialities are categorized by the
theory of development into five domains that correspond to
the array of abilities and talents human beings possess:

psychomotor, perceptual, cognitive, affective, and volition
al

.

We have identified,

tentatively,

a

number of processes

that underlie the development of learning competence in

each domain.

Learning competence- - knowing how to learn--is

the conscious ability of the organism to differentiate

^See S. Pattabi Raman (Ed.), Nutrition, Development
and Learning:
Selected Readings
New York
MSS
Inf ormat ion Corporation
197 4
.

,

:
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experience (internal or externa!)
by breaking it down
into
contrastable units, to combine
those elements in new
ways,
thereby generating new
perceptions, new thoughts, new
feelings or emotions, and new
intentions that may or may
not be expressed immediately
in some form of new,
overt

behavior (integration) and to
transfer the new combinations
or integrations to similar
situations (generalization)
(Jordan, 1974:60).
Learning competence is based on
this
definition of learning. This paradigm
will be treated in
detail
Chapter IV as a preparation on explaining
teaching competence in Chapter V.

m

The five categories of potentialities
are defined
as follows:

Psychomotor competence is,
An inner awareness of all of the muscles
(which can come under voluntary control to
whatever degree), all of the differentiated
movements of body parts they are capable of
effecting and the ability to execute an
infinite variety of combinations (integrations) of such movements into patterns
which express purposes of the organism.
By
’body parts' we mean more than head, limbs,
and trunk; included are muscles which move
the eyes, the tongue, the lips, the bladder
and anal sphincters, the muscles producing
speech sounds, muscles which comprise the
genital organs, and the diaphragm which
controls breathing (Blane $ Jordan, 1974 ).

Because muscle movements are organized to carry out
functions associated with the various body systems, the

basic processes underlying psychomotor competence are,
therefore, organized in terms of vital functions systems:
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respiratory, circulatory,
digestive, and reproductive;
the skeletal muscle system;
the speech system and perceptual systems.

Perceptual competence refers to
the conscious

capacity to differentiate sensory
information and then to
integrate that information into
generalizable patterns
that constitute interpretations
of reality that enables
the organism to make meaningful
decisions

and to act on the

basis of those decisions.

Perceptual processes include

those underlying vision, audition, olfaction,
gustation,
the cutaneous and vestibular senses.

Cognitive competence refers to the conscious
ability to think and to reason.

A child comes to know some-

thing by acting upon it--by making differentiations,
inte-

grations, and generalizations.

The interaction accruing

from the above processes furnishes the basis for the de-

velopment of internal structures in the brain that form the
basis for cognitive competence.

Affective competence

is

the conscious ability to

differentiate affective states that reflect varying degrees of viability of the organism, to integrate them ap-

propriately so that they accurately inform the organism of
its condition of viability,

and to generalize the inte-

gration to anticipated experiences of oneself and others.

Affective competence involves the differentiation of
emotions and feelings, their integration in reference to
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memories, objects, events,
people, or ideals, and their
generalization in ways that provide
a basic stability in
life.
When a human being organizes
his feelings and
emotions so that his life is
governed in ways that constantly increase the quality of
survival for himself and
others, we may conclude that he
is affectively competent.
Volitional competence is the conscious
capacity
to form ultimate aims,
differentiate them into operable
goals and integrate them into a
perpetual flow of in-

tentional behavior directed towards the
achievement of
those goals.
From an organismic view, volition may
be conceived as the central factor of personal
causation or self-

actualization of potentialities.
Those interactions that best facilitate the de-

velopment of learning competence warrant sustained and
systematic study, so that we can discover which ones are
most appropriate and beneficial to the organism.
brings us to

a

This

consideration of the role of time in the

theory of development.
Weiss (1971:10) reminds us that development on many

dimensions is entirely unobservable.
time demarcations setting off periods
or stages, such as embryonic, fetal, postnatal, larval, adult, etc., should be viewed
as grading into each other by transitions,
rather than as bounded by discontinuities.
Some such transitions may impress us as
dramatic for their abrupt appearance and
rapidity, but remember that "appearance"
means merely the unveiling to our eyes of
.

.

.
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some event or object which
through a continuous line has passed
of preparatory
tS ’ proceedin
8 steadily, but

unnoticed?

Some time demarcations have
been referred to as
critical and sensitive periods.
These are times when
changes in organizational
processes are more easily influenced by learning and maturation.
For virtually every
act, every stage in learning,
there is an optimum period.
For example, the best period
for learning language is
before the tenth year of age.
The learning process is inextricably
involved with
myelini zation
The myelin sheath insulates nerve fibers
and once formed, seems resistant to
modification. Mal.

nutrition at the time the myelin sheath

is formed has

deleterious effect on sensory integration for
There are times before which we cannot learn

lifetime.

a
a

a

given thing,

no matter how much training is given, when the system
must

mature to permit that learning.

which we cannot learn things.
difficult.

And there are times after
The learning becomes

There are also sequences in which we have to

learn things.

There are some things we cannot learn until

we have learned others.

It is

therefore essential to

provide children with the kind of training that fits the

maturity of their nervous systems.
velopmental match (Hunt, 1961)
to a child's mind growth spurts

is

To make the best dein one sense to respond

(Epstein, 1974).
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According to developmentalinteractionist theories,
the interactions between
the organism with its
genetic
dowment and its various
environments takes precedence
over
any isolated treatment
of either.
As Fishbein

(1976:59)
has indicated, development
is part of an epigenetic
system,
and that means, among
other things, that the
progressive
reorganization of anatomical,
physiological, and psychological systems is brought about
by the genetic program
and the environmental influences.
The "interactionist hy-

pothesis," then, affirms

(1)

that progressive reorganiza-

tion of the above systems leads
to

a

progressive reorgani-

zation of behavior, provided the
individual experiences
the appropriate environmental
stimulation; and (2)

that

maturational level and environment are
interactive and not
merely additive, i.e., a given environmental
influence has

different effects on behavior at different levels
of maturation
.

Developmental theorists have assumed that psychological development proceeds along the same lines as

embryological development.

That is, development

is

keyed

to the level of maturation and the concurrent environmental

influences; development proceeds by increasing differen-

tiation and hierarchical integration; and development

proceeds by stages.
As we have indicated in the Anisa theory of develop-

ment,

a

teacher needs to know what kinds of environments
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and what kinds of interactions in
what sequence will most
likely produce the most competent
psychological functioning in a given child.
As to sequence, we do not have a

wealth of organized information about
stages and/or
critical periods in human psychological

development.

We

do know,

for example, that the period immediately
following

birth is

a

critical period in many ways.

Proper neonatal

nutrition is necessary if optimal development of the
central nervous system is to take place; mother- inf ant

attachment must be established if an adequate basis for
later emotional development is to take place.

A special

critical period exists for language development and the

period of puberty is critical for psycho- sexual development.

Competent negotiation of these critical periods

determines the extent to which competent relationships are

established in later life.
If we may assume that human psychological develop-

ment is in fact analogous to human embryological development, then we may likewise assume that critical periods

may trigger or initiate organizational processes that may
overlap in some way.

Scott (1974:509) defines

a

critical

period as the time during an organizational process when

a

change in organization is easily produced or influenced.

Escalona (1968:16) describes critical periods in terms of

especially important interactions between
mental level and

a

a

given develop-

specific aspect of experience.

Teachers
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can be taught to use this
notion as a guide and strive
to
determine which interactions,
in which environments,
will
benefit the human organism in
the most positive ways.
If
a large number of
organizational processes depends upon
learning, then teachers and
parents need to know what
those processes are and what time
parameters are most
favorable to each one of them.

Answering this question leads to further
descriptions of development, particularly
along the lines
of

increasing differentiation and hierarchical
integration.
Werner (1957:127) abstracts from this
process an ortho-

genetic principle that states that wherever
development
occurs, it proceeds from

a

lack of differentiation to

state of relative globality and
a

state of increasing differen-

tiation and hierarchical integration.

He explains the

principle in an elegant passage:
A state involving a relative lack of differentiation between subject and object is developmentally prior to one in which there is
a polarity of subject and object.
Thus the
young child's acceptance of dreams as external to himself, the lack of differentiation
between what one dreams and what one sees, as
is found in psychosis
all of these
betoken a relative condition of genetic pri.

.

.

mordiality compared to the polarity between
subject and object found in reflective
thinking.
The increasing sub j ect - ob j ect
differentiation involves the corollary that
the organism becomes increasingly less
dominated by the immediate concrete situation;
the person is less stimulus-bound and less
impelled by his own affective states. A
consequence of this freedom is the clearer
understanding of goals, the possibility of
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employing suhsHtuiive means
and alternative
CapaCi y for
delay a^d pUnL^achon®"?^
action.
The
person
is
bpttPr aM. Zto exercise
choice and wilfully
rearrange
re“?Invo a situation. In short,
manipuiate the environment rather he can
than
Vel
resp nd t0 th e environment.
This
?
r r0r
the domination of the immediate
situa?Ton also
?
situation
permits a more accurate
S
n
he S
The adult is m °re able
?haii
than ?he
the ^°L°"
child to ^distinguish between the
motivational dynamics and the overt
behavior
of personalities.
At developmental 1 “higher
levels, therefore, there is less
of a tendency
for the world to be interpreted
solely in
terms of one's own needs and an
increasing
appreciation of the needs of others and of
group goals.
-

?^^

-

-

Most developmental theorists agree with
Werner that
the human organism moves through a
sequence of
stages in

its development.

A stage is viewed as

logical development when

a

a

period in psycho-

major reorganization takes

place, qualitatively and quantitatively, following an
in-

variant sequence.

They further agree that the earlier

stages provide the necessary base for the development of
later stages and are hierarchically integrated by the later

stages.

The number of stages, their labels and demar-

cation points vary within each domain.

For example, the

psychoanalyst Eriks on (1963) proposes eight stages in the
development of self identity, ranging from trust and
security versus mistrust in infancy to ego integrity versus
despair in old age.

These psycho- social "crises"

constitute stages in the development of the Self.
(1966)

Lenneberg

identifies five stages of language development, from
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no language prior to one
year of age to nearly fully

established speech at about age
five.
Though the number of stages and
their chronology
may appear to differ in different
domains, the consummation of them can open new
possibilities for the de-

veloping organism and thus prevent
it from reaching dead
ends.
All attempts to define and describe
stages in

psychological development aim at finding out
how certain
structures get organized in the brain and what
kinds of

interactions with what kinds of environments
facilitate
the development of those structures.

As they stand now,

developmental- interactionist theories contribute

a

great

deal to our understanding about the direction of
develop-

ment and to

lesser degree about specific interactions

a

that foster that development.

From

a

psychological point of view,

stage of

a

development (Inhelder, 1956:75) may be defined by two main
criteria:
(b)

(a)

the process of formation or genesis and

the complete form or final equilibrium.

brium of

a

The equili-

stage while marking the completion of one

period marks at the same time the beginning of
period of transformation.

a

new

Transformations, themselves,

create fundamentally new relationships between the organism
and its environment.

Presumably, every positive trans-

formation aids one's understanding of reality.

And the

progression through each stage that results in new levels

.

.
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of interrelated mental structures
(psychomotor, perceptual,
cognitive, affective, volitional) is
the ground for further

equilibration
Inhelder
1.

'

s

(1956:84) description of the Piagetian

criteria of stages encapsulates much of the
preceding

discussion
The stages of development are defined
by structured wholes and not by any
isolated bits of behaviour.
2.

3.

The appearance of a structured whole
(classification, seriation, conservation of number) allows us to
generalize from one particular piece
of behaviour to others of the same
type.
Structured wholes go beyond
the operations actually carried out
and are the base for a whole system
of possible operations.

The passage from an inferior stage to
a superior stage is equivalent to an
integration.
It is easy to show that concrete operations serve as a base for the formal
operations of which they are a part.

The order of succession of stages is
constant but the age at which the
structures appear is relative to the
environment, which can either provoke
or impede their appearance.
The influence of the environment can
act in many ways --at one time through
the content to be constructed, at
another by the possibilities of learning,
or again by the social interchange itself.

Tanner (1956:61),

a

physiologist, contends that

Piaget's conditions for the existence of
the time.

a

stage exist all

He thinks the process of transformation repre-

—

.
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sents a more fundamental concept
than "stage."

What is the

nature of the mechanism that causes
transformation? In the
case of the spurt in bodily growth
at adolescence, it is
the release of hormones from the
gonads, adrenals, and

pituitary.

The cause of the increase in gonad
and adrenal

secretions is the release of other pituitary
hormones, and
the release of these is caused by certain
events,
the

nature of which is obscure, in the central nervous

system.

Evidently, some area(s) of the central nervous

system mature at some point and send(s)

a

message to the

pituitary to release particular hormones and adolescence
ensues.

If we describe the state of maturity as X, what

causes X to appear?

Tanner (1956:62) surmises that the

appearance of X is related to internal maturation time, not
to chronological

time.

He schematizes growth and develop-

ment in the following way:
One can think of growth and development
as a continuous series of states:
vX
>-V
>W
the organism may
be temporarily arrested in any of the
states but the order in which they occur is
always the same"
IT we symbolize observable
change by length of arrow and state by
length of dotted line associated with the
capital letter, we have:

U

;

Stages:

Continuous:

———

^ .... U
.U.

The idea of stages,

V

.

in Tanner's

.

.

.

W

—
(1956:62) view,

arises from our inability to measure small increments of

.
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development where in one part of the
organism no change
occurring while growth is taking
place in another part.
Stages, then, may be analogous
to
a

is

series of clocks; the

signal for the starting of one being
the running down of
another.
There may be many clocks all going
at once, and

clock B starts when A reaches four
o’clock; clock
reaches six o'clock and so on.

when A

C

Does the clock analogy hold for psychological

development as well as physiological development?
no one denies the probability.

So far

We have yet to figure out

the critical period for the starting and the
stopping of

psychological clocks.
The concept of stages in psychological development

has a long history and shows marked similarities to ideas

of physiological development, as the following summaries

indicate

Herbert Spencer (1872:518) describes four stages of

psychological development:
1.

Presentation in which the child can only
deal with his sensations;

2.

Presentation-representation in which the
child can deal with relationships between
his sensations and representations of the
objects which produced those sensations;

3.

Representation in which the child can
deal with relationships between representations of objects or events which he
has experienced.

4.

Re-representat ion in which the child can
deal with the hypothetical or abstract symbols.

,

,

,

,
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A child,

in Spencer's progression, moves from
a

stage of relative undifferentiated experience
of
tual nature to

a

a

percep-

stage of greater differentiation when he

can deal with cognitive abstractions and tell
the differ-

ence between them and their perceptual counterparts.

Dewey (1910:31-32) proposed three stages of intellectual development.

Each stage is characterized by an ever-

expanding curiosity about the universe.

The first stage

appears in earliest childhood and manifests

a

curiosity

that leads a child to manipulate objects until he no longer
sees any new properties in them.

through social interaction when

The second stage occurs
a

child learns that he can

learn from others through the questions he asks.
stage

a

At this

child seeks connections between bits of information.

The third stage manifests itself when achild is no longer

satisfied by immediate answers and seeks to understand
more remote relationships through reflective thinking.

distant end controls

a

"A

sequence of inquiries and obser-

vations and binds them together as

a

means to an end."

Dewey posits that hypothesis formation and confirmation
are the processes whereby

a

child comes to realize an "end."

A child can, indeed, form an objective representation of his

environment when he can hypothesize and confirm his hypothesis.

Thus, the developmental process is characterized

by a progressive differentiation and integration of experience, beginning with the concrete and going to the abstract.
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Whitehead (1929:17) regards mental development
broadly as

rhythmic process involving differentiation

a

and repetition in three stages, namely:
1

*

The

s

tage of romance

Knowledge, for

.

child in

a

this stage, is not unorganized; facts are accumulated
in an
ad hoc fashion; novelty pervades everything within
his

environment.

A feeling of excitement accompanies the first

glimmerings of connections and relationships.

"A child’s

first romance is its awakening to the apprehension of

objects and to the appreciation of their connections.

Its

growth in mentality takes the exterior form of occupying
itself in the coordination of its perceptions with its

bodily activities (Whitehead, 1929:19)."
2.

The stage of precision

.

In this stage the

nature of relationships take on added significance for
child.

a

Because of this development, facts may now be

acquired in

a

systematic way that is easily possible after

the initial stage of romance.

"The first stage of pre-

cision is to the apprehension of objects and to the ap-

preciation of their connections.

Its growth in mentality

takes the exterior form of occupying itself in the co-

ordination of its perceptions with its bodily activities
(Whitehead, 1929:19)."
3.

The stage of generalization

.

This is

a

stage

of synthesis wherein knowledge has now been analyzed,

organized, and classified; the techniques or processes for

"
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ordering knowledge have been
internalized.
This stage
signalizes the return to the first
stage of romance.
A
child's first stage of generalization
is "the use of
language for a classified and enlarged
enjoyment of obj ects
.

A child's progress and his development
does not

proceed,

m

Whitehead's estimation, in "a uniform
steady

advance undifferentiated by change of
type or alteration
of pace (1929:17." Moreover, one should
not regard the

distinctions between stages as sharp, explicit demarcations.

In keeping with his organismic outlook,
Whitehead

suggests that more specific laws governing each stage may
be ascertainable in the future.

Piaget has devoted the greater portion of his life
to ascertaining more specific developmental stages:
1-

develops

a

The sensorimotor stage

In this stage,

.

a

child

number of "schemas" which grow out of the experi-

ence of noticing, touching, and reaching for objects.

Structures develop in the brain by virtue of his acting
on the environment.

We may presume that a correlation

exists between the structure being developed and

a

child's

overt behavior.
2.

a

The preoperat ional stage

.

During this period

child begins to use perceptual cues as symbols for more

general concepts and makes perceptual and intuitive judgements.

Perceptual and intuitive judgements are not
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reciprocal at this time,

For example, a child may think

that longer is more and thinner
is less in

conservation

a

problem.
3

*

The concrete oper ations stage

.

This stage is

characterized by structures which produce
reversibility
by negation or reciprocity.
The presence of
these

structures allows

a

child to use principles of logic based

upon an understanding of relationships among
phenomena.
4*

Xh,e

formal operations stage

structures have developed which allow

a

.

At this stage

child to inte-

grate and generalize aspects of experience free of con-

crete or perceptual dependencies; he thinks hypo-

thetically, theorizes, and experiments (Piaget, 1971:7-18).

While the developmental - interact ionistic theory

with its progression of stages of development
useful to the development of

a

is

extremely

science of pedagogy, it is

not free of limitations when applied to classroom situations for a number of reasons.

First, schools are still

largely organized around strict chronological age groupings
even though theorists have repeatedly pointed out that

developmental stages are not strictly correlated with
chronological ages.

The ages given for Piaget's develop-

mental stages are rough averages based on the children he
studied.

Second, no developmental theory yet devised

adequately explains how

a

child manages to differentiate

his schemata in the right direction

,

that is,

in a
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direction that inc reases the
correspondence between the
picture of the environment
that the schemata

imply and the

properties the environment actually
has.
action with the environment
trigger

How does inter-

the development of the

correct structures?

obviously take time.

Third, transitions between
stages
Thus, there is bound to be
overlap

or stage mixture.

Piaget refers to this stage mixture
as
horizontal and vertical decalage.
Piaget (1950:123) explains
Horizontal decalage describes
between attainments on the samedifferentiations
level of organization.
For example, the same level of
cognitive
structure is involved in the child's
recognition
of the conservation of mass as in his
recognition
^.conservation of weight. In both instances
tL child mus t perform internal operations
the
and not
just overt actions.
Yet the conservation of weight
ypically occurs a year or two later than the
conservation of mass.

Vertica l decalage describes adaptations which
repeat at later stages of development patterns
analogous to those experienced at a preceding
stage.
For example, sometime in the middle of
the second year of life, the child has a behavioral
or sensorimotor map of his spatial environment
which allows HTm to take account of detours and
obstacles as he moves from one place to another.
But even though his motor actions with regard
to his spatial environment are appropriate, it
will be many years before the child is capable
of representing spatial relationships symbolically.
,

By this account, development is not progressively

continuous (linear) with one stage merely adding new
elements and attainments to the one preceding it.
it discontinuous.

Nor is

Earlier attainments are extended and re-

constructed in analogous patterns at each successive stage
of organization.
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No one has organized
the research literature

around learning stages,
critical periods, invariant sequences in the categories of
potentialities described in
this paper.

Teacher training programs would
be strengthened if they could provide
teachers with the knowledge to
discern and respond to each
child's developmental

needs.
If teachers are expected
to capitalize on those moments
of

greatestsusceptibility (to individualize
instruction) then
teacher training programs must address
this
issue in con-

crete ways.

We do know, for instance, that once

a

potentiality has been actualized, certain
integrations have
caused the organization and consolidation
of certain structures.

The opportune time to make

is at this juncture.

a

developmental advance

When this period or phase is missed,

development is retarded; or looked at another way,

potentiality may be suppressed.
There is agreement among developmental psychologists that development, both structural and functional,

results from and is sustained by the interaction between
the organism and environment.

Montagu (1959:222) credits

Coleridge with the statement that "the history of

a

man

for the nine months preceding his birth would, probably,
be far more interesting and contain events of greater

moment, than all the three score and ten years that follow
it."

Unfortunately, it has taken science 200 years to begin

to examine Coleridge's hypothesis.

The child at birth is

.
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not what he is only because
of his genetic endowment,
but
because of the interaction of
that endowment with all the
complexities of the uterine
environment.
Not all environments and
not all interactions are
equal in their power to facilitate
growth and development;
they must therefore be assessed
constantly. This too, is
one of the major issues in the
problem of equalizing
educational opportunity.
In far too many instances, en-

vironments are deficient and no one
knows quite how to
supplement them and/or to improvise in
such a way that the
ensuing interaction fits each unique child.
When the interaction "fits," potentialities
are
actualized and expressed as new powers or new
uses of

energy.

The energy, though, is not randomly expressed
or

used; it is structured.

These structured or patterned

expressions of energy use constitute the values of the
organism.

Raman (1974:116) summarizes the Anisa value

theory thus:
The pattern of energy utilization and the
ends to which the energy is used define the
self and constitute the structure of personal
identity.
Chief among the factors in the
dynamics of structuring the pattern of energy
utilization are the subjective aim, purpose,
ideals, and the 'lure' from the environment.
In the ultimate analysis these factors become
the primary determinants in human behavior.
Values and the value systems of the individual,
the society and the culture become valid only
to the extent that the determinants that
structure the energy pattern themselves are

validated
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To know oneself is to
know how one uses his
energies.
To be in charge of these
patterned expressions
of energy use (acting,
perceiving, thinking, feeling,
intending or willing) marks a
competent Self. To know

other as personalities is to
know how we habitually
make use of the energy available
to us.

It is

that

patterned energy use that makes
personalities different.
The way energy is used depends
in part
upon one’s past

experience (immanence), present needs,
and aspirations for
the future (transcendence).
Workers who have made extensive
longitudinal
studies with infants and young children
concur that personal identity starts actually with the
beginning of the

individual’s life itself.

Erikson (1950; 1959) is of the

opinion that at the beginning the baby's identity

established in his trust.

is

This trust is then the carrier

of the individual's continuity and selfsameness.

The

child who is made to distrust has nothing to rely upon and
is

tossed to and fro in his feelings.

This trust encom-

passes the whole world in which the baby finds himself and

within which he moves with the expectation not only of
getting love and care but also of doing things.
is "expectation" on the infant's part,

If there

the parents and

significant others in the environment owe it to him to
provide opportunities for wholesome interaction.

What

child has the opportunity to do and the quality of the

a
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stimulation he receives will
affect his sense of mastery
that, in turn, affects
the structuring of his
patterns of
energy utilization.
The information
that enters the

perceptual, cognitive, affective,
psychomotor, and
conative schema organizes his
belief system.
Belief,
beginning with trust-the "belief”
that the environment is
basically helpful and not
hostile--is soon strengthened
by positive identification
with a loving mother and father.
If he trusts, he will
venture into new environments and
experience new interactions that will
actualize new potentialities.
This will carry him onward into the
world and
toward what he conceives as goals
and destinations.
The creation of self (self-actualization)

most important meaning for man's behavior.
or knowledge of self, once learned,

the

is

A conception

affects an individual's

behavior throughout his life simply because

a

person can

never "unlearn” something- - although he can modify
the
learning (re-learn it).

If,

for example,

ceives of himself as an alcoholic,
addict,

a

a

person con-

drug addict,

a

sugar

criminal, or whatever, he will never completely

a

eliminate that self- conception even if he were to be cured
by learning new conceptions.

always

a

His ensuing behavior is

struggle between an old self- conception and

a

newer one.
As the growing child interacts with the physical

environment, he develops material values on which he builds
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technological competence; as
he interacts with the
human
environment he develops social
values on which he builds
moral competence; as he
interacts with unknowns in
any of
these environments and
ultimate unknowables he develops
religious-aesthetic values on which
he builds spiritual or
philosophical competence.
If any person's patterned
use of energy as

structured by the above interactions
and achievements
threatens survival or decreases the
quality of life, then
education has failed him.

Energy use that threatens one's

life,

and in other ways keeps one out

the lives of others,

of touch with reality,

is

pathological and manifests it-

self in neurosis or psychosis, delinquency
and crime.
these cases, there has been

a

the ultimate in pathology.

To commit these persons to

In

suppression of potentiality,

mental institutions and prisons is costly and drains
other
human and material resources.

Why not prevent as much of

this imprisonment as possible by designing and imple-

menting an educational system that helps children from
their earliest years to take charge of their own destiny by

learning how to learn so that their patterns of energy use
are always directed toward increased competence, which

inherently is therapeutic, and improves the quality of
survival for themselves and for others?

Though all cases

of crime and mental illness are not preventable,

Model serves as

a

the Anisa

comprehensive conceptual scheme for the

.
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prevention of mental illness.
stitutes

At the same time,

it con-

plan for therapy and
rehabilitation. At the
core of these projected
programs will be a concentration
on the learning process
because both therapy
a

and re-

habilitation require the learning
of new ways of acting,
perceiving, thinking, feeling,
and willing.

We have examined the
phenomenon of change by
positing an ideal of what development
means--the actualization of potential.
In reference to mankind
as a species,
development is akin to the forward
thrust of evolution; in

reference to the individual, development
is the constant
process of becoming that results in
higher levels of perfection.

We actualize ourselves by means of
the time,

energy, and effort we give to the tasks
faced in our daily
lives
The power to do what needs doing comes
from within
us

by maturation and by learning.

The exercise of that

power gives us more power and more capacity to deal
with
ever present challenges.
as we define them will,

A society of competent learners
no doubt, be able to "rise to the

occasion" presented by any challenge.
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The Anisa Theory of
Curriculum

The first principles
outlined in the philosophical
base of the Anisa Model and
amplified in the theory of
development insure that the
propositions of the theory of
curriculum are free from conflict
and compatible with the
theory of pedagogy. The theory
of development defines

development as the translation of
potentiality into
actuality, cites interaction with the
environment as the
means by which that process is sustained,
and fixes

learning as the key factor in the
actualization of psychological potentialities.
It establishes five categories of

potentialities and sets forth three classifications
of
environments.
On these propositions, we based the Anisa
theory of curriculum that defines curriculum as
two

inter-

related sets of educational goals and what children do,

usually with the help of peers and adults, to achieve those
goals.

A curriculum,

then, consists of goals and a speci-

fication of interactions with particular environments to
achieve those goals.

One set of goals concerns the

assimilation of information about the world in which we
live;

they form the content part of the curriculum.

Cul-

ture and direct experience are the primary sources of this

information, the organization of which rests on the classi-

fication of environments as set forth in the theory of
development.

The other set of goals concerns the poten-

.
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tialities of man and the
means by which they become
actualized through learning;
they form the process
part
of the curriculum.
Achievement of these two sets
of
goals (content and process)
results in the emergence of
a
personal identity-a Self, which,
as it gains mastery over
its environment and over
the process of its own
becoming,
can take charge of its own
destiny--the overarching purpose
of the Anisa Model.
Since curriculum thus conceived
consists largely
of goals that lead to mastery
over the environment,

home,

school, and community influence
those goals and thus take
on added significance in the
educational process.
Curriculum goals must be actively, consciously
implemented from
"day one," not put off until a child
formally enters preschool

Classific ation of Potentialities and the
Process Curriculum
As new terminology emerges in educational circles,

educators tend to latch on to it without giving sufficient
thought to definitions.

Consequently, journals are flooded

with articles supportive of certain concepts even though
the same concept holds different meanings for everyone

concerned.

For years the cognitive domain held prominence

in education without any clear definition of cognition.

This was followed by a rising interest in the psychomotor

domain after our young men were found physically unfit for
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the rigors of war.

Yet psychomotor competence
was not
clearly defined.
Less than ten years after
Sputnik and
the subsequent flurry of
activities to "beef up" our
educational systems with a
proliferation of math, science,
and foreign language curricula,
a chorus of voices
arose
to plead for a balance
lest we become overdeveloped

cognitively and underdeveloped
affectively. Hence, more
emphasis was placed on affective
development.
But, again,
no one could define affective
development with enough
clarity to design a curriculum for
it.
To these three domains that are
well represented
in the literature,

the Anisa Model adds two others--

perceptual and volitional.
We regard these domains- -psychomotor

perceptual,

,

cognitive, affective, and volitional- -as
classifications
of psychological potentialities that can
account for all
the talents and abilities that humans possess.
is

Learning

the means by which these potentialities are actualized.

Learning how to learn is therefore the means by which the
child comes to direct the actualization of his own poten-

tialities--a basic objective of the Anisa Model.

The Model

defines learning as the ability to differentiate, inte-

grate and generalize.

A number of processes and sub-

processes that underlie learning have been identified.
make up the process part of the curriculum.
line of this follows:

They

A brief out-
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When

a

teacher understands the nature of
these

processes, he is able to design learning
experiences that
will strenghen them in the developing
child and thus

help

him to learn how to learn--how to
differentiate, integrate and generalize aspects of experience
(internal or
external)

in each category of potentiality.

A competency-

based teacher preparation program based on the
Model therefore necessarily includes knowledge of the process
curri-

culum, and requires

a

prospective teacher to demonstrate

whether or not he can arrange an environment and guide

a

child's interaction with it so that the child achieves the

specified process goals.
Because there are

a

number of approaches to so-

called "process" education, it is useful to describe these

approaches and to show how the Anisa theories of development,

curriculum and teaching subsume, include, reconcile, or
explain the concept of process as it applies to curriculum.
Cole (1972:29) defines and explains process as,
A systematic series of actions (behaviors)
directed toward goal achievement by the
individual.
The systematic series of actions
(behaviors) employed are skills.
Skills are
also called processes.
Education directed
toward purposeful and deliberate promotion
and facilitation of such skills or processes
is process education.

This explanation leaves one wondering what teachers and

children are to do to accomplish what goals (skills)
the face of it,

.

On

it would seem inappropriate to argue against

.
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Skill acquisition as

a

part of

a

learning competence model

of curriculum since having
a skill presupposes
proficiency
and competence.
However, from this definition,
it is not

possible to determine precisely
how "skill" is being used.
Skill may suggest that a person
has gained a high level of
ability in a given activity. The
crucial feature of
skilled performance seems to be
that it involves
learning

and practice or it may be argued
that skilled behavior
provides the key to learning.
For some, the focus of skill
acquisition is on repeated practice or
drill (i.e., math
skills as memorized multiplication tables
or basketball
skills as ability to perform free throws
successfully).
For others, drill seems quite incompatible
with ’'process

approaches

that are supposed to be "more creative."

In

any case, further explanation of "skills as
processes" is

needed
In their book,

Process as Content:

Desig n and the Application of Knowledge

,

Curriculum

1966, Parker and

Rubin say that process--the cluster of diverse procedures
that surround the acquisition and utilization of knowledge
--is,

in fact,

the highest form of content and the most

appropriate base for curriculum change.

They feel that it

is in the teaching of these procedures that we can best

portray learning as

a

perpetual endeavor.

It is

through

them that knowledge can be employed, not merely as

posite of inert information, but as

a

a

com-

system for learning.

.
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Cole's position is in basic
agreement with the Parker-Rubin
perspective.
Both see process in terms of
activity, behavior, and procedures.
If this is what is meant
by a
process approach to education, then
it is difficult to see
much of anything new in the approach
with which traditional education has always been
concerned, at least to
some degree, with procedures, skills
and activities.
In the Anisa system,

We use the word process to refer
to the
functioning that is made possible by some
structure in the brain which is built up
outof the organism's particular inter-

actions with particular environments.
Process is not to be confused with activity
t h t is provided for
child.
IV e
reserve
the phrase interaction with the environment
to describe what the child does
It is the
purpose of the process curriculum to specify
what kinds of environments and what kinds of
interactions with those environments are
necessary for particular structures to
emerge thereby endowing the child with competence to function in terms of their associated processes (Jordan, 1975:227).
3.

3.

.

The explanation above is more straightforward than

those given by Cole, Parker and Rubin.

Consequently, it

provides more specific guidance for one who needs to understand the nature of process, how it relates to curriculum
and what must be done to insure the attainment of process

goals
The "systematic series of actions toward goal

achievement" mentioned by Cole can be regarded as the
interaction component in the Anisa system that specifies the
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actions and behavior that
are necessary for the
children to
the process goals, but
the behaviors themselves,
in
the Anisa Model, are not
the processes.
These actions and
behaviors are a blend of the
universal processes and the
culturally determined content;
through them, patterns of
being and becoming emerge and
constitute the values system
of the person and thus his
character or identity.
Up to this point,

I

have concentrated on the

process part of the curriculum.

To balance the picture,

few words should be said about
content.

a

The traditional

curriculum has been organized by
disciplines or subjectmatter.
In the Anisa Model, that same
information is
arranged around the classification of
environments that
corresponds to Whitehead’s ontological levels
of creation.
This organization is more or less
compatible with the tra-

ditional approach but calls for greater emphasis
in some
areas,

dating.

and

a

de-emphasis in others as well as constant up-

In general, we think it is better to do fewer

things and do them well than to do many things but none
of

them well.

The few things that are done should be maximally

conducive to further growth and development.

Classification of Environments and the
Content Curriculum
Culture refers to ways of thinking, feeling, and
acting and all the information about the world in which we
live.

This information is transmitted from one generation

:
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to the next by learning;

it is the basic source of the

content curriculum in the Anisa
Model.

This information is

organized around the hierarchical
classification of environments:
the physical environment- - that
includes everything
except human beings (mineral, botanical,
and
animal); the

human environment -- that includes all human
beings; the environment of the unknown and unknowables- - the
ultimate

mysteries of the universe that consciousness enables
us to
be aware of even if we do not know what
constitutes them;
and the Self--a reflection of the above three
environments
in a particular human being.

The learner uses three interrelated symbol systems
to mediate the assimilation of the content curriculum and

mastery of the process curriculum:
and art.

mathematics, language,

Because these classifications are hierarchically

organized, the symbol systems overlap each other in their
role of mediating action.

And since the Self as an environ-

ment reflects the other three, all of the symbol systems are
used to assimilate information about one's self and to

manage the process of self-actualization.
The organization of the content curriculum around
the classification of environments approximates the cate-

gorization of courses in most school systems, particularly
since curriculum emphasis has always been on subject-matter
or content.

follows

The brief outline of the content curriculum

.

.,
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physical environment.
Mathematics
technology

natural sciences, natural
history,

Human environment.
Language and communication
(reading, writing,
speaking listening)
social or behavioral
sciences human relations, ethics.
;

Unknown environment
The arts and aesthetics,
philosophy, religion,
theology.
Self.

All of the above as they relate to
the inforamtion
accumulated about the Self.

Numerous related fields, though not listed,
such as
medicine, law, and engineering fit into the
above schemes as
applied fields.
The content-process curriculum provides the horizontal and vertical integration so necessary to avoid frag-

mentation of subjects in more traditional curriculums.
Furthermore, an emphasis on process helps children understand the relatedness of content.

Classification,

a

cog-

nitive process, may be strengthened in biology, music, art,
math, literature and in any area where grouping similar

things is important to grasping content.

Once classifi-

cation is understood, it is more easily transferable across
content fields that increase the likelihood that concepts

will be generali zable- - leading to increased competency.

Content goals tend to be more or less cul ture- bound
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while process goals are
more universal.
universality of process goals,

Because of the

we will be able to diagnose

and remove errors from
content, thus freeing

a

learner to

transcend the limitations
that may be imposed by his
culture.
In one sense, process
goals are consistent with

the

notion of permanence because
they endure, while content
goals may accommodate the flux
that inheres in the rapid
advance of new knowledge.
T he F ormation of Attitudes
and Va lu^
A fusion 01 content with Process'

:

A natural and obvious outcome of the
Anisa curri-

culum is character formation.

We have already indicated

that how one inteiacts with various
environments determines
the quality of one's attitudes and
values.
Let us take the

human environment as

a

case in point.

One of the fundamental realities of the universe
is
the oneness of humankind.

To relate to human beings on the

basis of that reality requires, first of all, that
the in-

formation one assimilates about others

is

free from error.

Teachers and children who regard the diversity of humanity
with appreciation and without prejudice have developed to
some degree the kind of social attitudes and values upon

which moral competence may be built.

Many of the attitudes

and values in the human domain are derived from what Rucker

(1970:85)

refers to as "value sharing,"

a

process that "can

be transported and learned if exemplified and demonstrated

"
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in the personal
behavior of those attempting
to do the

transporting

.

The counterpart to value
sharing in
Rucker's schema is "value
sharing." "Value transaction"
unites these two processes.
He
says:

U
g m St produce opportunities
and chf
channels and^ contexts within

^l^

which
rish
Institutions are
examples”^
examples of such contexts, and
and varieties of institutional the types
practices
determine the opportunities
available
-Often shaping becomes the vehicle
tor the sharing where human
learning is
concerned (Rucker, 1970:88).
fl

-

°I!

.

.

Speaking more specifically to our
curriculum concerns with
value formation, Rucker (1970:88)
continues:
The value shaping process is of
particular
interest to those in schools who are responsible for curriculum process and
materials.
The processes of the curricculum consist of the strategies, methods,
climates and other planned contextual
activities of teachers and learners which
control the type and degree of interactions
the classroom.
.

m

How teachers' and children's energies get
patterned

constitutes their personal identities; each one may be
identified as unique by what he knows (content)
does

what he

(interaction), and how his energies get structured

(process).

The patterning of energy use may also be in-

fluenced by the self-ideal.

The self-ideal is the embodi-

ment of purpose and functions as

a

guide to present be-

havior as we pursue future possibilities.
132)

,

Haberer (1975:

describes ideals as "the source of the motive power

directing the energies of men, individually and collective-
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ly »

into new channels.”

Seen in this light, character
transformation cannot be effected by a bandaid
treatment- - 1 ike something
that can be stuck on when
the community experiences a
"moral" crisis because someone
has behaved in a criminal
or pathological way.
Human beings, themselves,
are the

channels for transforming the human
condition and for
regenerating social institutions; we
need to realize the

indispens ability of ideals quite early
in the development
of the children of each new
generation
if they,

indeed,

are to become the source of the
creative energy in the

universe as de Chardin (1962:124) proposes:

Around us and in us the energy of man,
itself sustained by the energy of the’
universe of which it is the crown, is
still pursuing its mysterious progress
toward higher states of thought and
freedom
in us the world's
evolution towards spirit has become
conscious.
Our perfection, our interest, our salvation as elements can
depend therefore on nothing less than
pushing this evolution forward with all
our strength.
.

.

.

To push evolution forward is to engage in personal

transformation- - to use our energies to create fundamentally
new and better relationships- -with all that is human and

non-human.

This is the essence of meaningfulness, fulfill-

ment, and transcendence.

Implementation of
above requires

a

a

curriculum theory as delineated

complementary theory of pedagogy.

theory is explained in Chapter V.

This

.
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Definition and Function of
an Educational Model
The capacity of the mind
for symbolization enables
man to represent reality
in many ways -one of which
is to
construct models.
Broadly conceived, a model is
a representation of an ideal.
That representation may be
realized in material, graphic,
symbolic, or theoretical
form.
As such, models are descriptive
of things that do
not yet exist or phenomena
that cannot be observed easily
or directly.

Philosophers of science and scientists
tend to
equate models with metaphor because
through metaphor man
discovers much of his world. Moreover,
models are often
regarded as metaphorical in their nature and
origin in
order to emphasize the unique role they play
in theory

formation

Max Black (1962:236-37) explicates the relation
ships of model and metaphor thus:

Certainly there is some similarity between
the use of a model and the use of metaphor.
And the crucial question about the
tr ans 1 at ab i 1 i ty of metaphors.
Those who
see a model as a mere crutch are like those
who consider metaphor a mere decoration or
ornament.
But there are powerful and
irreplaceable uses of metaphor.
.

.

.

.

.

.

A memorable metaphor has the power to bring
two separate domains into cognitive and
emotional relation by using language
directly appropriate to the one as a lens
for seeing the other; the implications,
suggestions, and supporting values entwined
with the literal use of the metaphorical

s
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expression enable us to see
subject matter in a new way.

a

new

The typical metaphor
is comprised of a
principal subject
and a subsidiary subject
each of which may be
connected in
the mind by a common
set of platitudes.
Generally, the
principal subject and the
subsidiary subject are in
actuality quite dissimilar.
For example, to say that
Man is a wolf
-Black
metaphor, amounts to looking at
man through a wolf-lens in terms
of the commonplace expressions associated with wolfness:
carnivorous, cruel,
savage, treacherous, etc.
The metaphor selects, emphasizes,
suppresses, and organizes features of
the principal subject
by implying statements about it
that normally apply to the
subsidiary subject. Under the influence
of "man is a wolf"
metaphor, we conceptually see man as capable
of treachery
'

or as preying on others.

Given this filter view of meta-

phor, certain features recede into the
background while

others are drawn into the foreground.
To extend the filter view of metaphor, we find that
a

filter allows some things to pass through and disallows

others.

It organizes

the things that pass through in some

sort of systematic fashion.

For instance, a flour sifter

allows the finest grains to pass through first, then larger
ones, and retains the largest lumps.

designed in

a

A model, too, may be

way that allows us to realign, readjust, re-

focus or re-organize our knowledge about ourselves and the
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world.

Furthermore, it is indeed
possible to transform
the model as metaphor
or the metaphor as
model into empirically testable theory.
Both metaphor and model
are
sources of discovery.

According to Overton and Reese
(1973:66), the invariant feature of any model
entails an entity that in
some manner stands for or
represents something other than
itself.
Because educational models have
been classified
by numerous features and many
of them ambiguous,
we pro-

pose another invariant feature,
namely, specifications.
An educational model as we
conceive it is a theo-

retical framework, the design of
which has "specifications
that are so clearly stated that it
is possible for reasonably intelligent professionals to implement
it in

a

way

that would enable observers to tell whether
or not staff

who are participating in the implementation
are, in fact,

being faithful to those specifications (Jordan, 1973:84)."

Without specifications there

is no

model, much less to organize

a

way to replicate

a

teacher preparation program

around it or to design curriculum based on it.

An Anisa specification contains the following item:
1.

Identification and definition of a
process germane to learning competence;

2.

An elaborate description of the process
(a summary of pertinent research
findings)
;

3.

A theoretical justification which shows
how the process strengthens learning

;

;

;
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competence
4.

Developmental considerations which
indicate where the process fits into
a developmental scheme (i.e.,
does
it occur continuously from birth;
does it take place during a sensitive or critical period; are there
prerequisites to the process under
consideration; what is the sequential
nature of what is to be learned?)

5.

A statement about the process (in
operative terms) as an educational
ob j ective

6.

An explanation of procedures for
planning and carrying out a learning
experience designed to achieve a
given objective including a description of the teacher's role, if any,
and materials or other resources
which can be used;

7

An indication of the best means of
evaluating the learning experience
in terms of the objective.

.

As new information about human development becomes available, the specifications are revised so that the teachers

we train benefit from these new findings.

Not all infor-

mation necessary for model implementation falls within the
scope of

a

specification.

Therefore, working papers on

a

variety of relevant topics complement the specifications.
An educational model that has specifications

is

translatable, transportable, and deployable to the degree
that it is coherent, comprehensive, and. adequate

.

Trans-

latability refers to the ease with which the model affects
practice.

Deployability refers to whether the model can

be applied or implemented successfully in new settings with
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With new personnel.

Transportability refers to
whether

the teaching model can
be "packaged" and
disseminated in
the weekend workshop
format.
Coherence refers to consis-

tency, inter-connectedness,
conceptual unity and the
reduction of arbitrariness and
fragmentation.
Coherence
is achieved by formulating
a number of fundamental
propositions (as small as possible)
that will be consistent
among themselves and will suffice
for the derivation of all
remaining statements in the model.

Comprehensiveness

refers to scope, generality, and
ability to integrate disparate elements and diverse domains.
Adequacy refers to

relevance and applicability to phenomena
and experience of
all kinds.

The preceding ideas imply that the successful
im-

plementation of

a

model, as we envision it, requires

rigorous teacher training, pre- and post-, and
process

evaluation that identifies and monitors, on

a

continuous

basis, the potential sources of failure.

An educational model must continue to be
of insight.

In Burhoe's

a

source

(1973:168-69) words, "The supreme

criterion for the value of any conceptual system, any
model of the world, is how adequately it serves the living

system to adopt to the requirements of its world."

.
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Summary
This chapter presented the
rationale for having

a

philosophical base that specifies the
nature of man as a
first step in theory construction
and model building in
education.
The organismic world view underlying
the Anisa
Model derives primarily from the philosophy
of Alfred
North Whitehead and builds on the work of

systems theorists

initiated by Bertalanffy, the originator of the
concept of
organismic biology. An organismic view of the
universe,

because of its relativism and its position on purpose
as
final cause, adequately accounts for the realities of

human and non-human existence and therefore furnishes

a

firm base upon which to organize the complex enterprise of

education
The educational theories derived from the philo-

sophical base were explained with supporting documentation.
Finally, a new definition of an educational model was given
that differentiates the Anisa Model from others in the field.

An educational model can truly be described as
it has provisions for its replication.

a

model if

The Anisa Model is

unique in this regard because it has specifications.

A

description of an Anisa specification was given in order
indicate the possibilities it offers for serving various
aspects of teacher preparation and for implementation in
the field.

to
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Conceptual models are adequate
only to the degree
their underlying theories
are comprehensive and
coherent, and are empirically
verified through application.
That is why many years of
research have been necessary
to
produce a body of theory, the
propositions of which are
logically coherent and consistent
with its philosophical
first principles and consistent
with what we know about
human growth and development.
Because comprehensiveness
and coherence are established in
the Anisa Model at the
outset, its refinement is a natural
on-going process that
takes advantage of new knowledge about
human development
from multidisciplinary perspectives.
This constant re-

finement increases the probability that the
Anisa Model
can remain in the forefront of educational
innovation in-

definitely and provide guidance and direction to
educational
planners throughout the international community.

CHAPTER

IV

THE ANISA LEARNING COMPETENCE PARADIGM

Introduction

Many years ago Alfred North Whitehead wrote: "Our

sociological theories, our political philosophy, our
P°^--*-tical

maxims of business, our political economy, and

our doctrines of education, are derived from an unbroken

tradition of great thinkers and of practical examples from
the age of Plato

...

to the end of the last century."

This entire tradition, Whitehead argued, "is warped by the

vicious assumption that each generation will substantially
live amid the conditions governing the lives of their

fathers and will transmit those conditions to mould with
equal force the lives of its children .'

Then Whitehead

1

made an observation that today serves as

a

point of de-

parture for an increasing number of social and political
theorists throughout the world:

"We are living in the first

period of human history for which this assumption
We have,

in education,

as in other areas,

tation to fixed conditions.

is

false."

emphasized adap-

Consequently, we are somewhat

out of touch with the reality confronting us, namely, that

we must be engaged in learning new things almost everyday.

Since we are part of the future, we have,

theoretically, the power to shape it.

One way to shape the

future is to increase each person's powers of symbolization
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Of the experience of change.

quires us to become

a

The option open to us re-

"learning society" as proposed in

the report of the International
Commission on the Development of Education, 1972. The
authors of the report say
that "the new educational ethos
makes the individual the
master and creator of his own cultural
progress.
Self-

learning, especially assisted selflearning
able value in any educational system."

,

has irreplace-

This statement now

takes "learning how to learn" out of
the category of cliche,
slogan, and platitude and makes it a primary
task of

teachers.

The Commission report says that learning how
to

learn "denotes

a

specific pedagogic approach that teachers

must themselves master if they want to be able to pass
on to others."

it

What we are called upon to transmit and

bequeath to the next generation is

a

process of learning

so that it can be in charge of what is now regarded as a

life-long process.
The learning theory elucidated in this chapter

appears to be on the cutting edge of this new challenge in

education and may, indeed, provide the framework for
teachers to understand more about the nature of learning.
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Definition of Paradi gm
Before one formally describes
in writing a new
theory, he has a concep tual
i zation- - a scheme
of ideas
about or a perspective on the
phenomena the theory seeks
to explicate.
That conceptualization constitutes
the
paradigm.
What accounts for fundamentally
new constructs
is often a change or shift
in the philosophical perspective about the phenomena under
consideration
so that a

better understanding of them is gained
and new questions
may be asked about their nature (reality)
or behavior.

Thoman Kuhn (1962; 1970) argues that science
advances by the successive displacement of
paradigms.
When people discover "anomalies" (unworkable
or untenable
notions) as they apply the old paradigm, pressure
builds
up to displace it with

a

new one which explains everything

that the old one dealt with but also gets rid of the

anomalies.

The "philosophical paradigm initiated by

Descartes and developed at the same time as Newtonian
dynamics

well."

.

.

.

has served both science and philosophy

The brilliant success of that paradigm in the

physical sciences also influenced in some degree educational
theories and practices.

As a result, reductionism and

an atomism that compartmentalized knowledge into disparate,

autonomous disciplines prevails even today.
points out:

But as Kuhn

contemporary research in parts of philosophy,

.

.

.
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psychology, linguistics, and even art
history, all
converge to suggest that the traditional
paradigm is
"askew." If that paradigm (largely
mechanistic) is
askew for natural scientists, it is as
well askew for
educators
A Kuhnian paradigm has the following features:
(1)

It represents a radically new conceptualization of phenomena.

(2)

It suggests a new research strategy or
me thodo 1 og i c al procedure for gathering
empirical evidence to support the

paradigm
(3)

It tends to suggest new problems that
require solution.

(4)

It explains phenomena that previous
paradigms failed to account for.

Taken together these features may cause

a

"scientific revolution," particularly if they replace

dysfunctional paradigms while at the same time uniting
once disparate elements of the phenomenon in question.
A paradigm as used here is

a

conceptualization of

psychological development which describes what learning
is

and how it occurs.

If applying this concept facilitates

learning and teaching better than previous ones, it is

validated, affirmed, accepted, and adopted.

If learning

and teaching are not facilitated by this paradigm, it

may be challenged, refined, or discarded for an alternative
one
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Enough anomalies have been
encountered in trying
out the traditional learning
paradigms to warrant a
search for and a "shifting" to a
new one.
So many
learning paradigms exist, a teacher
is

at a loss as to

which one or combinations of them "fit"
each child under
his charge.

Second, none of the traditional learning

paradigms accounts for learning in all process
and content
areas as we have defined them.
Third, there is little

congruity between learning paradigms and textbooks
and

much of the printed curricular materials that teachers
and children are required to use.

Because paradigm shifts correlate highly with

philosophical shifts in thinking, the learning competence

paradigm presented here has
now,

a

better chance of survival

than say, ten years ago.
The reason is simple.

More and more scholars

are turning toward process and systems philosophy to

seek answers about the nature of reality and how the

diverse phenomena of our experience are related to everything else (Laszlo, 1975).
The learning competence paradigm of the Anisa

Model describes how learning occurs in the context of the
organism’s environment and his interaction with it.

Whether the paradigm sketched here qualifies as the cause
of an "educational revolution" remains to be seen.

It
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does, however, have the potential
to do so, given

adequate testing over

a

long period.
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Fig.

1.

Paradigm for theory development
(from Griffiths,

1964:104)

1

existential assumption

explanatory hypotheses
!

)t

INSTRUMENTA L CONCEPTS

Fig.

Paradigm for development
of an ideal scientific theory
2.

(from Laszlo,

1973)

.

.
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C riteria^for A n Ideal Theory
of Learning

Hill (1963:224-225) believes that

a

comprehensive

theory of learning is not in the
immediate offing because
such a theory would have to accommodate
a wide range of
research findings, parsimoniously.
Although Hill expresses
reservations about a comprehensive learning
theory being
constructed, he nevertheless gives some
thought to criteria
for an "ideal" theory:
It would account for

(1)

the developmental
process -- cons ider in detail the great
influence of earlier learning on later
learning

(2)

It would take into account the complexity
of stimuli the subject experiences -- consider the relationship between getting a
new response to recur as a result of

insight
(3)

It would take into account the role of
at tent ion- - the stimuli are devoid of
meaning unless the subject attends to

them.
(4)

It would take into account the role
of motivation and reinforcement- - f ind a
way to reconcile our present knowledge
about these topics.

In a general way,

learning theories do address some

aspects of the criteria outlined by Hill, but no single
theory accounts adequately for each point he raises.

Jordan’s (1971:8) overriding concern is that teachers will be deprived of the best means for making

decisions about what kinds of experiences foster learning
and which ones do not, unless they have

a

comprehensive

.
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theory of learning to guide them.

Me thinks an "ideal"

theory of learning ought to meet the
following criteria
1

.

It should provide the basis
for understanding all types and processes of
human
learning and set forth clear definitions
of every term in all propositions.

2.

It should shed light on what kinds
of
environments, forces, factors, or
experiences stimulate and influence
learning.
It should account for things
in the environment or within the individual which inhibit or block learning.

3.

It should provide for a basic integration

of the knowledge of anatomy and physiology
(particularly that of the brain and sensory
receptors), genetics, and psychological
knowledge (behavior and behavioral change.)
4.
7.

It should shed light on the role of
significant characteristics of man, such
as the capacity to form and use symbols
(language being the most important
instance), consciousness, automatic
unconscious behavior, and memory, in
learning

5.

It should account for temporal factors in
learning, dealing with such issues as feedback, sequences, stages, invariances in
stages, and critical or sensitive periods.

6.

It should enable us

to make fairly reliable
predictions about educational outcomes when
the theories are applied.
It should enable us

to generate a variety

of hypotheses about learning competence
which can be tested out so that we can
begin to identify the really critical
factors in the teaching- learning process.

Jordan's criteria subsume the criteria set forth by
Hill.

In addition,

items six and seven move into the realm

of accountability by venturing to discover what works and
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why it works so that we can
stop performing in ways
that
suppress learning, start performing
in ways that enhance
learning, and have an empirical
basis for our knowledge
of the difference between
the two.
The discussion that follows
explicates in greater
detail the Anisa theory of learning.
D efinition of Learning and
Learning Competence

We define learning as
the

differentiation, integration, and
generalization of experience, and learning
competence as the conscious ability to
break down experience, whether internal
or external, into separate contrastable
elements (differentiation); to combine
those elements in a new way, thereby
generating new perceptions, new thoughts,
new feelings or emotions and new intentions
which may or may not be expressed immediately in some form of new, overt behavior
(integration) and, to transfer the new
combination or integration to similar
situations (generalization) (Jordan, 1974:60).
The word ’’conscious" constitutes a vital element in
the definition of learning competence because it properly

acknowledges the role the human organism, in the course of
its becoming, must assume in the learning process.

neonate in the first few days of life

is

A

capable of sound

discrimination according to pitch and intensity.

Not much

later, an infant also differentiates visual patterns varying
in form and complexity

1958,

1966;

§

(Stechler

Bruner, 1966).

5

Carpenter, 1967; Fantz,

But the infant doesn't know

that it knows or that it is learning.

As favorable

tern-
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Poral and environmental factors contribute
their share to
the developing young child, he
becomes "conscious" of
learning.
Being conscious of the learning process
allows
him to control it, and to assume
responsibility for it.
The onus for learning can be placed on the
learner himself.
Before a child can take charge of the learning
process,

however, parents and teachers have the obligation of

providing the opportunity, the environment, and the interaction for him until he can do these things for himself.
The word "conscious" is included in our definition
of learning competence for yet another reason, namely, to

distinguish it from mere animal learning upon which so much
literature about learning focuses.

Recent developments in

the neurosciences suggest that theories based upon animal

learning, while generalizable to some degree, nonetheless
fail to capture the essence of human learning.

For one

thing, most experiments on animal learning do not take into

account the immanence of the human organism, largely represented symbolically in memory by language, brought to the

learning task.
To extrapolate from the functioning of organisms
at lower levels to the human level is to reduce human or-

ganization to

a

lower level and thus deprive it of those

very qualities of structure, self-regulation and self-

direction unique to its own plane.

Moreover, reductionism

of this magnitude divorces the human being from ethical

-
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and moral considerations that are
exclusively his possession.
This frame of reference suggests
that psychological
studies about children's learning cannot
be based solely

upon animal or even human adult learning
and must be moved
from the laboratory to homes and school
settings even
though such

a

move may mean scrapping

a

lot of traditional

experimental designs and methodologies.
That new designs and experiments are needed has

been commented upon by Goulet (1973:282).

She says:

Contemporary experiments
focus on 'what'
is learned when practice is provided and
little emphasis is placed on the design of
critical experiments relating to 'how'
learning occurs.
.

.

.

She comments further upon the meager insights gained from

such experiments:
we now know that very little new
information is actually acquired in a
learning experiment since subjects usually
have the basic requisites of task mastery
already available in their repertoire of
habits and skills
changes in performance with practice reflect not only
the acquisition and/or 'strengthening'
of a specified behavior or sets of behaviors but, just as important, the
inhibition of alternate or competing
behaviors or response tendencies which
are negatively correlated with task mastery.
In other words, learning not to respond
in a particular fashion is likely just as
responsible for performance changes with
practice as the two mechanisms which are
most commonly identified with learningthe acquisition of a specific habit or
skill and the selection or use of an
appropriate skill or strategy available in
the subjects' behavioral repertoire (Goulet,
1973:282)
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.
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Keeping this perspective in mind,
we can now examine each process in the Anisa
learning competence paradigm with a view toward showing how
it contributes to our
understanding of the nature of learning.

Differentiation
To break down experience, whether
internal or

external, into separate contrastable elements
is the process of differentiation in the psychological
sense.
The

dynamic quality of differentiation resides in the fact
that the individual does the differentiating.

When this

process is internalized, it provides the means for in-

creasing not only the quality but the intensity of experience as well.

Whitehead (1967:177) says that, "All knowledge

is

conscious discrimination of objects experienced (emphasis

mine)."

No one has ever learned anything without that

which was learned being differentiable to the learner.
The differentiation of experience occurs early in
the life of an infant.

Hollister (1967:201) claims that

certain differentiations are prerequisite

to

freeing an

individual from previous stages of development so that he
can develop new capacities.

For example, fostering

a

child's growing differentiation between self and mother,
self and others, as

w

r

ell as between reality and phantasy,

help to free his energies for the development of other
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capacities.

Part of this ontogenetic
differentiation compels the infant to distinguish
between itself and its

caretakers; between itself and objects
in the physical environment.
However, competence a child develops
here and
in the first few years of its life
depends almost entirely

on the

caretaker."

It is

the caretaker who primarily

determines, directly and indirectly, the human
as well as
the physical environment,

the transactions and interactions

in those environments around the child's
stage-specific

developmental tasks (Wertheim, 1975).

Another critical aspect of ontogenetic differentiation requires the child to make accurate interpretations
of internal and external sensory perceptions.

entiation

is

This differ-

manifested by the development of voluntary

control of certain bodily organs such as anal and urinary

sphincters, the musculoskeletal system and respiration in
the service of speech.

Premature, disproportionate, or inappropriate de-

mands on the growing infant appear to result in distorted

differentiations between the infant on the one hand and its
environment and bodily organs on the other.

As a conse-

quence, the symbol signifying the differentiation contains
a

psychopathological component that varies with the degree

and the nature of the distortion.
in the symbolic process

nesses may begin.

Kubie (1953:59-86) sees

the way in which some mental ill-

He describes the "symbol" as

a

bridge

.

.
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(mediation) between the "I" and the
"Not I."

m

the formation of the symbol,

process, result in

a

i.e.,

Disturbances

in the symbolic

disturbance in the mediation between

the human being and its environment
and therefore in

psychopathology
Differentiation, according to the above view,

obviously influences self-conception.

A closely related

means of self- conception is language learning.

^

tlie

Because

chief means of acquiring aymbols, language

learning undoubtedly has

a

great deal to do with the amount

and quality of differentiation of experience that occurs in
the child's life.

Lenneberg (1975:32) sees language development as an

ontogenetic process of differentiation.

Underlying this

kind of differentiation are postulated neurophysiological

processes that determine the semantic, syntactic, and

phonological aspects of language.

So important is the

process of differentiation, Lenneberg (1975:26) thinks that
its history may be taken literally, beginning with dif-

ferentiation of function in embryogenesis

.

As with other

developmental theorists, he concedes that,

Differentiation is often dependent, in
morphogenesis as in behavioral development,
on certain environmental conditions and
influences! there are certain functions,
for example, that of visual perception,
that do not unfold normally unless particular exogenous stimuli impinge on the
developing organism (emphasis mine)
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It is

the speech community (models
in the environ-

ment) that contributes
quantitatively and qualitatively
language differentiation.
Because "words and sentences

^

concern relationships (Lenneberg,
1975:18)."

Someone has

to

interpret the conditions and
situations under which the
ai ious relationships
of words and sentences hold.
Only
the speech community
can perform this function.

Children who possess
toi)

repertoire of discrimina-

a

skills facilitate their own language
competencies,

meaningful and useful vocabulary is acquired in
a
relational way.
Each new word is acquired as it relates to
another word or words or as it is associated
with perceived
objects, actions, or ideas.
It must be differentiated

from

other words and must be related to

a

thing that is different

from something else, from anything else.

Gergen (1971:30-3) notes that individuals differ

markedly when presented with

large array of stimuli with

a

respect to the number of sub-groups that they distinguish.
In a large color spectrum,

for example, ordinary persons

discriminate six or seven colors; artists and designers,
30- SO;

cosmetic manufacturers, 70-80.

apply words to various stimuli

is

Learning how to

to learn ways

to differen-

tiate these stimuli.

Witkin (1962), working from the hypothesis that the

degree of differentiation for
over

a

a

person would be manifest

wide range of psychological functioning, sought
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correlations among

a

variety of behaviors.

He found that
field dependence, as measured
by an embedded- figures task,
was related significantly to
the degree of difficulty

subjects experienced in various
intellectual tasks requiring a context to be overcome or
a "set" to be broken.

Children with an analytic (differentiated)
field approach
were found to be more successful at
imposing structure on
a vague amorphous stimulus than
children with a global
(undifferentiated) field approach.
found to have

a

Such children were also

more discrete and structured impression of

people and situations and to have

a

greater feeling of

personal identity as separate from others.

Children and

adults with an analytic field approach were found to use
such defenses as rationalization and isolation as opposed
to the more primitive defenses of denial and repression

that were more characteristic of persons with

approach.

a

global field

"young children," Witkin (1962:7) says, "tend

to perceive in a relatively f ield- dependent fashion,
as they grow older,

their perception assumes

a

and

generally

more field- independent form."
Is

there some general sequence by which

a

child

increases his capacity for differentiating experience?

Harter (1966:98-102) suggests the following learning sequence for the process of differentiation:

(1)

stable or

static objective differentiation, and then its symbolization;

(2)

unstable, dynamic, or active objective dif-

.

.
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ferentiation, and then its symbolic
association; and finally
(3) ideational abstract differentiation,
and then the

formation of its language counterpart.

It appears

that

ideational abstract differentiations
such as between goodbad, right-wrong, desirable-undesirable,
are developed more
easily after one has acquired a repertoire
of discriminations that facilitate the comprehension of
static objective differentiations such as up-down,
front-back, rightleft, big-little, rough- smooth

,

and dynamic objective

differentiations such as fast-slow, forward-backward,
upward- downward
The greater the number of discriminatory components

(extensiveness) and the greater the sharpness of the com-

ponents (intensiveness) of the learner's discriminatory
repertoire, the greater his potential for differentiating
for comprehending meanings and hence for learning.

this reason, emphasizing the discrimination in

a

For

learning

task often shortens the amount of time necessary to learn
it

Hollister's (1967:202) comments on the nature of

psychological differentiation enriches the above explanation

:

the processes of psychological
differentiation extend the range and
appropriateness of responses that are
Sensitive inter-personal
possible.
relating and self understanding eventually
call for the capacities to discriminate
between past feeling memories and current
.

.

.

.
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reactions to reality, between the
possible and the probable, as well
as between one's ideal social
self
and inner self.
Correspondingly,
intellectual growth entails such’
differentiations as ends and means,
causes and effects, concrete from
symbolic

Hollister, like others, looks forward to

a

cooper-

ative venture between educators and behavioral
scientists
to "identify the key differentiations and
to construct

and test for experiences that will inculcate and
strengthen

them."

The task he sees is the invention of

a

curriculum

that "informs substantively and more precisely whets and

sharpens specific differentiation abilities and thus
extends the range of intellectual, affective, and social

behaviors of the individual (Hollister, 1967:202)."
Many words and phrases convey the concept of differentiation.

Among them are the following:

abstract,

analyze, contrast, choose, cut, diagnose, discriminate,

dissect, distinguish, divide, examine, extract, fragment,
focus, gradation, isolate, identify attributes, contrastive

discrimination, distinctive features, itemize, make unequal,
partition, question, separate, segregate, select, specialize,

and vary.

In essence,

these words represent ways to

deal with the "many"--the disjunctive diversity referred
to by Whitehead

(1957:25).

.
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Integration
In the learning competency
paradigm,

integration

means to combine differentiated
elements in new ways.
These elements may be psychomotor,
perceptual, cognitive,
affective, or volitional and various
combinations thereof.

It is well to keep in mind that the
processes in the

learning competency paradigm are interrelated
and therefore are to be viewed not as separate
mechanical
con-

structs but as organic processes overlapping and
evolving
one from another.

Hollister (1967:202) supports the above proposition and illustrates the connection between differentiation and integration:

Just as the differentiation of the finger
muscles and the independent movement of
the thumb permitted man to integrate the
new function of grasping an object, so
psychological differentiation sets the
stage for the recombination of intellectual and affective capacities into new
behaviors
To combine elements in new ways,

search for alternative possibilities.

the organism must

This suggests the

necessity of bringing two or more entities together in

a

fresh synthesis.

Wheeler (1939:42-48) considers the integrative

process as universal, operating in different kinds of
phenomena- -phys ical
the same laws.

,

biological, mental and social- -under

He cites the laws as follows:
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First Law of Integration
The condition of being integrated is
primary.
We should speak of an integrated
whole, not an integration of parts.
If
parts existed first in the absence of any
whole.
the parts must by definition
lack integration or interrelatedness.
.

.

Second Law of Integration
Integratedness is a condition which exists
only in terms of energy potentials distributed within a unitary whole in accordance with laws of energy behavior known as
laws of dynamics
It is a demonstrable fact
that the mental life of an individual is,
when taken as a whole, a field property of
the human organism and that the laws of
learning and of character development
belong to the same set of laws that govern
physical and physiological growth.
.

Third Law of Integration
the whole conditions or regulates the
expenditure of energy, or the work done by
the parts.
The properties of the parts are
derived from their position in the whole.
.

.

.

Fourth Law of Integration

Wholes evolve as wholes.
That is, integratedness is as complete at the beginning
of the life of an organism as it is at any
other time during its history.
Development
is not a process of preserving integration
while it becomes structurally more complicated.
Fifth Law of Integration

Any whole is constantly revewing itself through
The identity and intea transposition process.
gratedness of the whole is preserved while the
Thus it happens that the emergence
parts change.
or appearance of new parts takes on a dual
From the standpoint of the whole, new
aspect.
parts emerge as a result of individuation or
From the standpoint of the
differentiation.
this same process is
preexisting parts
.

.

.

.

.
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described as closure.
For closure to take
place, the old parts must undergo a de-differentiation process.
We see this phenomenon in
chemical synthesis, in the union of male and
female germ cells, in any form of mental
change such as giving up old ideas and accepting
new ones, or in the regeneration or rehabilitation of the personality.
Sixth Law of Integration
The evolution of a whole can be described as
an exchange process going on between properties known, respectively, as homogeneity and
heterogeneity
In higher organisms there is
more heterogeneity of structure and homogeneity
of action.
.

Seventh Law of Integration
The activity of a part within a whole, no
matter what the conditions, obeys the law of
least action.
The path of the motion is the
shortest possible path under the existing
conditions

Eighth Law of Integration
All the available potential energy of the
whole will be expended in the direction of
maintaining its integratedness
its
status quo in the presence of disturbances
from outside.
It follows from this law and
that of least action that, when the normally
shortest route taken in the resolution of
tension is obstructed by a barrier of some
kind, the path chosen will be the shortest
If the
possible under the new conditions.
resistance offered over the new path is
equal or greater than the potential energy
of the whole, the system if paralyzed.
.

.

.

,

Ninth Law of Integration
The law of configuration suggests that there
is not a one-to-one correlation between a
particular external stimulus or disturbance
The
and the response of the affected whole.
whole responds relationally to a total
situation

.
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The laws of integration outlined above
are

compatible with organismic philosophy and psychology
and as such suggest wholeness, fusion and
maintenance
of internal and external biological and
psychological

integrity amid progressive ontogenetic and phylogenetic

development
Among the most important integrations in learning
is that which relates the perception of situation or

context to behavior in the achievement of purpose.

Perception and action adjust constantly to each other
under the guiding influence of purpose.
begins drawing

a

picture of

a man,

When

a

child

his hand response

adjusts continuously to what he has already drawn.
Each new action is based on further differentiations
and integrations.

Each achievement is an actualized

potentiality.
As one's potentialities are actualized, they

are structured or integrated.
a

Some integrations make

stronger character than other.

Failures, tests and

difficulties, trials and tribulations can become

integrating only when one
pret them in

a

is

positive way.

strong enough to re-inter-

Before

a

child has had

sufficient experience to do this intelligently, failure
is

nearly always disintegrating, temporarily, at least

(Wheeler

,

1939:46).

Young children should not, therefore, be exposed
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to failure unnecessarily,
but to experiences that

actualize their potentialities (helping
them to become
competent learners) in order that
they may successfully
negotiate any circumstances that may
befall
them.

Too frequently, external conditions
in the

culture impose failure upon children.
is

Their potential

consequently suppressed and when they are made
to

feel it is their fault,

arise (Bruner

§

a

devastating pathology may

Connolly, 1975:311).

Moral discriminations and decisions are always
the function of an integrative process.

This is the

only way the individual can sustain intellectual and

emotional integrity and social adjustment externally.

Integration is both individual and social at the same
time.

The interests of man reflected in contemporary

life represent a powerful but sorry mixture of outworn

and emergent ideals.

These interests need to be inte-

grated on higher levels.

One way to begin is to see

new, brighter possibilities in events now going on.
If we explore the meanings, weigh the consequences of

new and hig'her level alternatives, we should achieve
fresh integrations.

Buhler (1957:572) includes among her observations
about life's basic tendencies an interesting discussion
about French's (1954) view of integration.

with

a

concept of motivating pressur e toward

He begins
a

goal which
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may be an end-goal or

a

subsidiary goal.

The motivating

pressures are then categorized as needs
and hopes
While
needs are characterized by tension
which tend to seek
.

discharge in diffuse motor activity, hope
of satisfaction
based on present opportunity and on memories
of previous
success, stimulates the integrative mechanism
to form a

plan for realizing this hope.

Hope is then what makes

deferment of pleasure possible.
French also introduces other concepts regarding
the integrative mechanism, such as

and 'integrative span.'

’integrative task'

He finds it evident that the

integrative task increases roughly in proportion to the

motivating pressure of the underlying need.
grative capacity varies as

confidence of attaining

a

The inte-

positive function of one's

a goal.

From

a

psychoanalytic

point of view, French's theory posits integrative processes

exclusively as
factions

a

method of coping with deferment of satis-

.

Weisskopf- Joel son (1972:260- 270),

a

clinical

psychologist, has been studying "meaning" for many years.
She has found that subjects whose lives had little or no

meaning lacked purpose and goals.

In other words,

"there

was no integration between their private and their public

world."
a

She says that "Endowing life with meaning requires

relatively comprehensive long-term goal that embraces

"
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large parts of life."

Others of her subjects described their lives as

meaningless in the sense that they lacked explanations
or interpretations in relationship to themselves
and the

world in which they lived.

Her studies attempted to find

the extent to which failures in integration led to lack
of meaning.

and fantasy.

She defines meaning as integration of reality

Her data show that those subjects who view

their lives as meaningless do not produce such integration.

Speaking of integration from

a

systems point of

view, Miller (1972:284) states that "Integrated systems
are centralized, with

control.

a

single decider exercising primary

If they are segregated,

the decider is decen-

tralized with multiple parts, each controlling
system or component.

a

sub-

The more integrated the system is,

the more do feedback signals, commands and information

relevant to the making of central decisions and their

implementation flow among its parts, and therefore,
the more one part is likely to influence or control

another

.

Nothing, as we see from these brief descriptions,

preserves its identity without the process of integration.
That fact makes it

a

fundamental to every system:

chemical, biochemical, neural, organismic, social-human
and non-human.

.
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Generalization
The ability to utilize
psychomotor, perceptual,
cognitive, affective, and volitional
integrations ap-

propriately at other times, under other
conditions,
characterizes one who can generalize and
hence consolidate and extend learning.
When one is competent at
generalization, he is able to go beyond experiential
data, grasp their relevance and apply them
to other

circumstances
The process of generalization appears to be

stage specific.

That is, young children go through

series of stages (Zaporozhets,

1971:241-243).

a

For

that reason, Whitehead (1969:20) warns that

There is no justification in checking
generalization at any particular stage.
Each phase of generalization exhibits
its own peculiar simplicities which stand
out at just that stage, and at no other
stage.
there are certain general
truths about the actual world of activity
which will be obscured when attention is
confined to some particular detailed mode
of considering them.
.

.

.

On numerous occasions, Whitehead calls attention
to the importance of the process of generalization.

Simultaneously, he waves

a

flag of caution.

Substantial

progress in learning can be nullified by insisting upon

generalizations prematurely.

He says:

The general ideas are the means of
connecting particular results
the essential course of reasoning
is to generalise what is particular
.

.

.

;
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and then to particularise what is
general (Whitehead, 1967:53).

Whitehead's warning has deeper implications for teachers:
The pupil has not got the requisite
generalising faculty ready made, and it
is the very purpose of education to give
it to him (Whitehead, 1964:206).

Strengthening the process of generalization in young
children is difficult because, as Whitehead explains,
"The child's powers of mind have to be built up (1964:206)
"

For that reason,

Elementary education

of the highest genius

At

a

(emphasis mine)

is

a

task worthy

(Whitehead, 1967:53)

pre-verbal level, children arriving at

generalizations depend for their attainment on psychomotor
and perceptual manipulations in the environment.

meier, Ghatala,

6

Klaus-

Frayer (1974) categorize generalizations

made along five dimensions in their Conceptual Learning
and Development Model in the following way:
(1)

Generalizing forms of the same thing
as equivalent;

(2)

Generalizing across changes in
sensory modality;

(3)

Generalizing across changes in
apparent size;

(4)

Generalizing across changes in
orientation

(5)

Generalizing different instances
as equivalent.

Generalization at the pre-verbal level requires the
individual to interact with different environments.

.
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However, when experience is capable of
being abstracted
in a linguistic description or
representation and

reflected upon, generalization reaches

a

higher level.

Fowler (1965:122) cites the importance of the

cumulative nature" of the "discrimination-generalization"
process.
is

In his early concept- learning model,

emphasis

given to "guiding and systematically programming

a

child's cognitive development from the earliest periods
of life."

The prime reason for beginning early is that

"the first discriminations and generalizations acquired

become foundation concepts upon which subsequent discriminations and generalizations must be erected."
Phenix (1965:246-247) describes the significance
of generalization in a cognitive vein thus:

generalization is fundamental to all
thinking.
It is the basis for all learning
in that it enables one to apply lessons of
one experience to other distinct but similar
situations
.

.

.

Skill in thinking requires competence in
generalization. A person who accumulates
unrelated particulars does not really learn
The good thinker is one
anything significant.
who is able to see the larger applications
of the forms of thought he has acquired from
In this way he is able to
earlier instances.
profit maximally from each experience.
If,

indeed, "skill in thinking requires competence

in generalization," teachers are called upon to provide

the kinds of experiences which insure that children develop

the ability to comprehend the nature of the generalization

.
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process
Judd, who in 1908 performed one of the
earlier

experiments dealing with generalization (transfer
of
learning), explains what happens when one
generalizes:
The mind analyzes a situation, selects
important factors through abstraction,
and generalizes by discovering the same
important factors in other situations
(Judd, 1936:200).
The process as he describes it involves an appropriation
of data from the environment which is differentiated and
re- integrated with what one already knows about other

similar data in

a

general principle.

way that allows one to understand

a

Judd further describes generalization

as a "higher mental process" whose purpose is "to release

the mind from particulars and to create a world of

general ideas."

Strengthening all three processes of the learning

competence paradigm requires that attention be given to
the kinds of environments and to the kinds of inter-

actions needed to make sure that each child develops the

conscious ability to engage the processes appropriately
at all times and under all conditions.

We could not end this disucssion about general-

ization without
learning.

a

statement about the role of memory in

Penfield (1969:165-166) claims that most of

what we call to mind voluntarily
izations.

is

made up of general-

We can, for example, summon

a

mind's eye
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generalization of

a

symbol for each.

What is called to mind will not likely

butterfly or

a

bee and the word

be a specific butterfly of a particular
type, but

very

a

general one which exemplifies the criterial
attributes
of butterflies as

a

class.

Like Whitehead, Penfield

says that generalizations are built up gradually.

child sees
is

A

succession of butterflies and the concept

a

progressively elaborated.

On the other hand, if

a

child has no opportunity to see many different butterflies, he cannot generalize the concept.

That is, the

concept of butterfly cannot get stored in memory for
lack of attention to it.

Attending to it means inter-

acting with it on some level to some degree with conscious
intent.

What he attends to gets preserved in the brain's

sequential record because neuronal structures have been
built up as

a

result of the interaction.

what he will attend to, man selects what

"In selecting
is

to be preserved

not only in the sequential record of experience but in
1969:166)."

the numerous mechanisms of the brain (Penfield,

This statement supports our inclusion of attention as

volitional process to be strengthened very early in
child’s development.

In a later work Penfield

a

a

(1975:74-75)

reiterates the importance of attention in building structures in the brain which we presume account for learning:

One can only conclude that conscious
attention adds something to brain-action

.
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that would otherwise leave no record.
It gives to the passage of neuronal
potentials an astonishing permanence of
facilitation for the later passage of
current, as though a trail had been blazed
through the seemingly infinite maze of
neurone connections.
The same principle
applies to the acquisition of speech skills
and the storing of non-verbal concepts.
Permanent facilitation of a patterned
sequence in these brain mechanisms is
established only when there is a focusing
of attention on the phenomenon that corres ponds to it in consciousness (emphasis mine)

We can thus affirm that the process of attention,

itself something that is in part learned, underlies and

facilitates the acquistion of all other processes in the
learning competence paradigm.

Attention as one expression

of volition is evidence of consciousness, an essential

factor in the definition of learning competence.
Bigge (1964:107) says that

dependable generalizations are
usually products of considerable experience.
Further, they are prone to change in the
course of experience, evolving continuously
in the direction of greater usefulness as
.

.

.

tools of thought.

A tested generalization is assumed to
be valid in any future situation similar
to the situations in which it was tested.
Tested generalizations have the character
Syntactically,
or laws
of rules principles
stateif-then
frequently
generalizations are
the
then
action,
if we take a given
ments:
consequence
probability is high that a given
will follow. We emphasize that tested
generalizations should be regarded as
probabilities. Although, to behave with
foresight, we must assume that our generalizations have predictive value, the predictions are to some degree always based on
probability.
,

,

.

.
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From

a

pedagogical point of view, generalization

is another name for the relating
of experiences
a

way that what

is

in such

gained at one point will redound to

the advantage of the individual in many
spheres of

thought and action.
a

To facilitate this kind of transfer,

child needs to learn general principles, he must

clearly understand them, he must be shown places, instances,
or circumstances in which the principles apply.

And he

must be given an opportunity to recognize the applicability
of the principles in increasingly varied and complex

situations

.
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SUMMARY
The learning competence paradigm of the
Anisa

Model has been elucidated by references to
empirical
and conceptual studies in

a

variety of fields.

We defined our use of paradigm without delving

into the winded controversies surrounding Kuhn's
twenty

plus uses of the term.
The learning competence paradigm with its basic

processes of differentiation, integration, and generalization, as far as we can now determine, provides the

basis for understanding all types and kinds of human

learning
There is no claim that the paradigm alone

accounts for all that is essential to the development of
learning competence.

organism has

a

The biological integrity of the

bearing on the release of psychological

potentialities as well.

CHAPTER

V

THE ANISA TEACHING COMPETENCE
PARADIGM

Introduction
The realization that education is

a

life-long

process has initiated animated discussion
around the search
for a science of education, and the
anticipated new role of
teachers.

process.

Re-definition of terms figures heavily in such

a

In a report of the International Commission
on

the Development of Education, UNESCO
(1972:116), we note

that pedagogy defined as giving instruction to
the young
is outdated.

Modern pedagogy transcends the notion of

initial training to that of continuing education.

In fact,

the following recommendation proposes an alternative view

of pedagogy.

This search for a science of education
demands first that practitioners of the
trade be professional.
But the combination of education as a science and
teachers as professionals can degenerate
into a so-called applied science, merely
a rationalized improvisation.
Pedagogy
can no longer be only a philosophy of
education that clarifies objectives but
provides no concrete means of action.
Nor can pedagogy confine itself to
dreaming up useful techniques.
Pedagogy must
strive for its own
scientific autonomy, which presupposes
that it is an organized whole with a
specific ainT
I
propose that universities recognize a science for the
training of man to be known as "andragogy."
This science should be called
andragogy and not pedagogy because its
purpose is no longer to train children
.

.

.

.

.

.
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a
leSCen s but raan throughout
his
i"l (Pierre iFurter,
life
Grandeur et Misere
cle la ledagogie,
University of
Neuchatel 1971).

^

-

,

While some educators may quibble
among themselves
about the difference between concepts
like "pedagogy"

and

andragogy,

the teacher's role is changing
gradually.

"The authoritative delivery of knowledge
is being supple-

mented by spending more time diagnosing the
learner's
needs, motivating and encouraging study, and
checking the
knowledge acquired (ICDE, UNESCO, 1972:136."
Since education is rapidly becoming
the entire society,

a

function of

the teaching function is likewise

broadening as the UNESCO report continues:
The teaching function should be regarded
as one and the same thing everywhere, in
nature, worth and calling.
The same is
true of its means and techniques.
Each
teacher should choose his specialty in
terms of his preference for handling
children, adolescents or adults, or
according to his taste--which may change
from one period to another of his own
personal or family life ... in school
and out of school (ICDE, UNESCO, 1972:216-217).

This chapter provides

a

context that supports the

thrust conceived in the UNESCO report.

It explicates

the

nature of teaching within the context of the nature of
learning and thus supplies the reader with general pers-

pectives that may begin to approach universals.

.
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The Anisa Theory of Teaching

The Anisa definition of teaching
is derived in
part from the central proposition
of the Anisa theory of
development, which states that the
actualization of potentiality is sustained by interaction
with the environment.
The other part of its definition
derives from the Anisa
theory of curriculum which sets forth
content and process
goals and designates the kinds of environments
and the

kinds of interactions required to accomplish
the goals.

Based upon these propositions, teaching may
be defined as
’’arranging environments and guiding the child’s
interaction
in those environments in order to accomplish
the goals

specified by the curriculum (Streets

$

Jordan, 1973:30)."

Teaching competence- - knowing how to teach--is the
conscious ability to arrange environments and to guide the
child's interactions with them to attain the objectives
of the curriculum.

That means, then, that the guided

interactions must facilitate the differentiation, integration, and generalization of the child's experiences as
they pertain to the various processes in each category of

potentiality so that he becomes

a

competent learner.

Teaching competence also depends on knowing what infor-

mation to impart, that is, knowledge of content

as well as

process
The preceding description of teaching competence
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implies that effective teaching
cannot be explained without reference to related
issues:
how development proceeds,
how curriculum is organized,
and more importantly, what
the end result of teaching is
to be.
The White House
Conference on Children (1970) raised
the issue of end
results:
"What would we have the 21st Century
man be?”
Their answer, which we hearily endorse,
follows:
We would have him be a man with a
strong
sense of himself and his own humanness,
with awareness of his thoughts and feelings,
with the capacity to feel and express love
and joy and to recognize tragedy and feel
grief.
We would have him be a man, who,
with a strong and realistic sense of his
own worth, is able to relate openly with
others, to cooperate effectively with them
towards common ends, and to view mankind as
one while respecting diversity and difference.
We would want him to be a being,
who, even while very young, somehow senses
that he has the capacity for lifelong
spiritual and intellectual growth. We
would want him to cherish that vision of
man he is capable of becoming and to
cherish the development of the same potentiality in others (White House Conference
on Children, 1970:78).

Only if children become competent learners will
they emerge matchless in their capacities for knowing and
loving, devoted to lifelong learning, and persistent in

their efforts to release the potentialities of those whose
lives they touch.

The Anisa Model’s theory of teaching, when expertly

applied, makes an artful teacher.
to use it here,

In the context we wish

artful means competent performance- -doing
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things with skill and proficiency.

We have identified four

basic facets of the teaching
art, i.e., the essentials a
competent teacher must know about
and be able to execute
in order to achieve the goal
of his teaching,
namely, to

help children take charge of the
process of learning.

Diagnosis
The ability to arrange the appropriate
environ-

ments and guide the child's interaction
with them for the
purpose of facilitating his attainment of
learning com-

petence presupposes knowledge about his
developmental
level pertinent to the process and content
goals of the

curriculum.

Thus,

teaching is necessarily diagnostic.

Diagnosis comes from

a

Greek word that means to know or to

distinguish and usually refers to the determination of
disease by examining symptoms.
it means determining where

a

In reference to teaching,

child is developmentally by

examining behavior and/or behavioral products (i.e.,
sample of writing or

a

describe the nature of

painting).
a

a

a

The diagnosis should

child's current level of function-

ing related to some process goal

(i.e.,

classification,

seriation, etc.), and/or his level of knowledge pertinent
to particular content goals, with a view toward pre-

scribing the arrangement of environments and the kinds of

interactions necessary to help him achieve
of goal attainment.

a

higher level
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The usefulness of the diagnosis
is enhanced if the
descriptions are related to an accumulating
body of in-

formation about the child that reflects
his immanence and
transcendence.
In other words, an accurate diagnosis
of
developmental levels must include an analysis
of aspects
of a child's past history (immanence)
that bear on
the

learning experience at hand and must consider the
qual i ty
of the ideals that lure him forward (transcendence)

With-

.

out a careful diagnosis, a teacher may well suppress

a

child's potential by providing experiences that do not

match his developmental level and therefore bore him because there is no challenge, or guarantee his failure be-

cause what is required is beyond him.

Providing activity that connects with

a

child's

past experience (his immanence) is the secret of in-

dividualizing instruction.

For example, equalizing edu-

cational opportunity requires for its achievement,

a

theory

of development that specifies the kinds of environments

and the kinds of interaction

a

child needs to make "an

experience opportune (timely and advantageous) for him.
'

Making experiences opportune depends on teachers who know
children in their specif icity- -who recognize the differ ences among them and differentiate experiences to match

their needs and developmental levels (Jordan, 1974:61)."

Essentially, the theory of individual differences (and the

notion of individualized instruction that rests upon

it)
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indicates that different types of
learners may need different experiences, different
amounts of time, different
approaches, different materials and even
different teachers
to reach particular objectives.
In this context,
the

ability to individualize instruction and
hence to equalize
instruction and hence to equalize educational
opportunity
depends upon the ability to diagnose the changing
developmental levels, needs and interests of each child.

Prescription
The prescription is dependent upon the diagnosis.
It stipulates what environments are to be arranged in
what

ways and how

a

child should interact with them to advance

to a sub-goal or to the next developmental level.

conceived, the prescription is

a

the actualization of potentiality

Broadly

plan designed to further
(process) and/ or facili-

tate the assimilation of information (content) as speci-

fied in the educational objectives of the curriculum.

Implementation
Guiding the child's interaction with appropriately

arranged environments constitutes the implementation of the

prescription.

The appropriateness of the environmental

arrangements and the quality of the interaction will detergreat degree whether or not the prescription

mine to

a

works.

Implementation of the prescription must rank as the

most fascinating and fulfilling aspect of the teaching art.
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here that

a

teacher releases his own
potentialities

as he participates and
engages himself in the learning

process with children.

He knows he must select the
best

environment and blend it with the
highest quality interaction to achieve the objectives.
Furthermore,

he has to

make certain that

a

child knows what has to be done,
what

it has to be done to, what
and/or with whom he has to do
it, what conditions will
affect his performance in what

ways,

and the standard of excellence he
is to achieve on
the task.

Assessment
After the prescription is implemented, an assessment, which is a form of re-diagnosis, takes
place to

ascertain whether or not the prescription resulted in
the

achievement of the goal(s) being pursued.

If the assess-

ment reveals that the prior diagnosis was erroneous, it
must also include an analysis of why it was in error and
on that basis suggest a new prescription.

Too often,

prescriptions are repeated without changing some aspect of
the environment or the interaction component.
is

done,

When this

teachers may fail to make the developmental

"match" so necessary to release the potentialities of
children.
(1961)

The match may be accomplished by what Hunt

refers to as "optimum disparity."

what has to be learned

is

This means that

optimally beyond where the child

.
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is

developmental!/.

The disparity between where
he is and
where he has to go must
be regulated so as to
facilitate
learning

Assessment after the implementation
of the prescription should indicate the
degree to which differentiation, integration, and
generalization were achieved
pertinent to a goal of the process cur riculum and the

amount and accuracy of the
retention of information related
to the content curriculum.
In addition, the assessment
should specify the degree to which
the environment and the
interaction assisted in accomplishing the
goals and what
adjustments need to be made if they interfered
with the

attainment of the goals.

In other words,

the learning

experience needs to be evaluated.
Taken together, diagnosis, prescription, implementation (arranging environments and guiding
interaction),
and assessment comprise the teaching art.

Conscious

ability to carry out these functions with proficiency

is

the hallmark of a competent teacher.

Two other facets complement the above functions
and require amplification.

When, for example, there is

virtually no information available about how to diagnose
a

child's developmental level on

a

particular dimension,

then speculation guided by theory is the means by which

tentative diagnosis or

a

decision is made to provide one

kind of experience as opposed to another.

Speculation

a

.
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comes from the same root word as theory
and means to "look
at," to form a scheme or system of
ideas that explains or

accounts for diverse phenomena.

An apt speculation is

legitimate in lieu of more accurate means of
obtaining

information about

a

child's developmental level.

A specu-

lative diagnosis suggests that the prescription will
be

experimental, again

a

valid procedure in the face of no

verified, and therefore predictably, successful learning

experience
In order to accommodate the rapidly changing de-

velopmental needs of children, teachers are encouraged to
be far more experimental in their arrangements of environ-

ments and the guidance given in those environments.

Whitehead encourages the eternal search for possibilities,
and that means speculation and experimentation.

He says:

I wish I could convey this sense I have
of the infinity of the possibilities that
confront humanity.
The limitless variations of choice, the possibility of novel
and untried combinations, the happy turns
of experiment, the endless horizons
opening out. As long as we experiment, as
long as we keep this possibility of progressiveness, we and our societies are
alive; when we lose them, both we and our
societies are dead, no matter how
materially prosperous they and we may
appear.
And nothing is easier to lose
It is
than this element of novelty.
the living principle in thought, which
keeps us all alive (Price, 1954:163).

Freedom to speculate and experiment belongs to any
teacher who understands the theory underlying the Anisa
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process.

White (1963:185-186) refers to
competence in
managing the process as effectance.
He says:

Effectance is a prompting to explore
the
properties of the environment; it leads
to an accumulating knowledge of
what can
and cannot be done with the environment;
its biological significance lies in
this
very property of developing competence.
Competence is the cumulative result of
the history of interactions with the
environment.
Sense of self competence
is suggested. as a suitable term for
the
subjective side of this, signifying one's
consciously or unconsciously felt competence- - one s conf idence- - in dealing
with the various aspects of the physical
environment.
It is easier to describe
these concepts in transactions with inanimate objects, but they apply equally
well, and more importantly to interactions with other human beings.
.

'

We now consider in general terms the arrangement of
a

classroom as physical environment, with the full reali-

zation that current school facilities lack

a

design based

on a comprehensive theory of human development that, among

other things, should allow for the changing developmental
needs of children.

Perspectives on Arranging the Physical Environment
Purpose and orde r.

In order to arrange an appropri-

ate educational environment for children, programmatic

clarity precedes the design of physical facilities
(Alexander, 1971:15).
gram,
is

then,

dictates in

The purpose of the educational proa

major way, what support system

required and how it needs to function.

The inclusion of

.
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anything in the support system- furnishings
equipment,
materials, etc., may be justified
to the extent that they
facilitate the achievement of the
goals and objectives of
the curriculum.
,

Whitehead (1966:75) calls our attention
to the
status of order when he says, "There
can be no excellence
except upon some basis of order.”
In another
passage,

order is rated according to its capacity
to "promote
strength of experience (1967:292)." We may
take the

following statement as a reason why order
strengthens experience

Order introduces enlargement, significance,
importance, delicacies of perception.
For*
long years the major aspect of education is
the reduction of confusion to order and the
provision of weapons for this purpose
(Whitehead, 1964:228).
Clearly, if

a

teacher wishes to "promote strength

of experience" he needs to highlight what is significant
and to subordinate everything else.

One way to "reduce

confusion" is to make sure that materials that children are

interacting with are seen against

a

neutral background.

In

this context, open classrooms as defined by unorganized and

relatively cluttered space, fly in the face of evidence
that order is vital to facilitating learning.

The orderly

arrangement of physical space cues children to behave in
certain ways and not in others.
the physical milieu constrains,

Moos

(1974)

claims that

limits, or defines the

.

:
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range of activities in which
one can engage.
room, we suggest that the
arrangement

In a class-

be so ordered that

children readily initiate many of
their own learning
activities.
This statement further

implies that the

purposeful arrangement of the physical
setting makes possible an enforceable set of ground
rules
about its use.

Moreover, operative ground rules, as they
influence interaction between humans and the physical
environment, relieve
the teacher from being the sole controller
of children's

behavior and frees him to manage the individualization
of
instruction
Marks (1975:10-11) points out that order in the

physical environment is particularly important for young
children because it fosters

a

sense of security in relation

to the known, which in turn inspires the faith required to

face the unknown confidently.

Whitehead speaks to this

idea

Clarity and orderliness enable the
possessor to deal with foreseen
situations.
They are necessary
foundations for the maintenance of
existing social situations.
And
yet they are not enough.
Transcendence of mere clarity and order
is necessary for dealing with the
unforeseen, for progress, for
excitement.
Life degenerates when
enclosed within the shackles of mere
conformation.
A power of incorporating vague and disorderly elements of experience is essential for
the advance into novelty.
What Whitehead suggests here is

a

balance between order
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(stability) and novelty (change).

environment

There is in every

dynamic relationship between stability
and
change, between permanence and flux.
Children,
a

we think,

need to experience both without being
overwhelmed by
either.
Striking a balance along the above dimensions
in
traditional classrooms is a difficult task.
First, the

numbers of children and classes to be served
in the same
room and lack of storage space compound the problem.
When children have mastered particular learning
experiences, new objects or ways of doing things can be

introduced to stimulate their interest, to pique their

curiosity and to challenge their competence.

Regulating

the introduction of novelty is a powerful pedagogical skill

because new materials, new ideas, have first claim on
child's attention.

connect with

a

a

Materials are more effective if they

child's immanence; that is, materials that

are familiar to him and which reflect the culture from

which he comes.

Otherwise, "the imposition of the content

of culture upon the child without relating the culture to

his inner substance,

is

forcing

a

foreign body into his

He will only mobilize defenses against the culture

being.

in an attempt to neutralize its harsh,

what he

is."'*'

abrasive denials of

A competent teacher, then, selects materials

"Psychosocial Learning," in
William C. Rhodes.
Behavioral Science
(Eds.),
E.M. Bower 6 IV. G. Hollister
_
John Wiley § Sons, Inc.,
New York:
Frontiers in Education.
1967

,

p.

227".
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concepts that connect in

a

non- threatening way with
the

child's background and level of
development.

But because

the teacher is also interested
in the child’s transcendence,
he gradually introduces novelty
in the variety of materials

and concepts that appropriately
challenge the child and
lure him forward.
In this way, he insures that
the child
is never wholly constrained by
his culture and its limi-

tations, but can transcend it because he
is a competent
learner, capable of taking charge of his
own destiny--the
reward of a self-actualizing human being.
Viewed in this
way, the concepts of immanence and transcendence
have great

importance for successful teaching in multi- cultural
ethnic settings.

,

multi-

Moreover, maximum mileage may be obtained

from every material if it is introduced and re-introduced
at special intervals.

The experience of using the same

material in new ways helps

a

child to become aware of alter-

native functions and possibilities of everything around
him.

The introduction of novelty may range all the way

from introducing

a

new game, to re-arranging

a

piece of

furniture, to altering the daily schedule to accommodate
guest or

a

special program, to demonstrating

a

a

new piece

of equipment.

The provision for sensory richness and for the

introduction of novelty complement each other.

Richness

refers to the quality of the occasions for interactions that

strengthen

a

child's ability to differentiate, integrate,
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and generalize on

a

variety of levels.

Richness also

refers to the responsiveness of
the materials like tools,
machines, animals, computers.
I

am emphasizing the concepts of
purpose and order

because they are vital to the achievement
of learning competence.
Phenix (1954:57) underscores the importance
of
order to thought. He says, "The world is
intelligible
only because it is subject to order. A world
where there
was no order would be one

.

.

.

without intelligibility."

He continues,

Another aspect of the fact of order is
the possibility of classification All
knowledge of the world depends upon
classification
This means it is
possible to distinguish similarities
between different things.
Certain
identical qualities may be found in
different entities.
Groups of similar
things are said to constitute a class,
and the process of grouping them together is classification
Classification, and therefore knowledge, is
possible only because the world is
ordered.
The nature of its order is
described by stating the possible
classifications of things.
Scientific
inquiry is, in the last analysis,
classification. We know only to the
extent that we are able to discover
the classes into which experienced
entities may be grouped.
.

.

.

The pedagogical implications of this statement in relation
to the topic at hand,

emphasizes the fact that perceptual

classification precedes conceptual classification.

There-

fore, an ordered environment strengthens both processes.

The scientific method itself is a systematic and orderly
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sequence of thought designed to
uncover truth on the basis
of reason.
On the affective side, an ordered
environment increases the probability that a child
learns to appreciate
beauty and its qualities of harmony,
symmetry, and proportion in his own life and in the world
he creates.

Assessing mate rials and equipment

.

The selection

of the most useful materials and equipment
for classroom

use depends upon several criteria.

Chief among them are

purpose, function, quality and adequacy.

Purpose and

function derive from the process and content objectives and
how they are to be achieved.

Quality reflected in dura-

bility and safety determines to

a

great extent how much

educational mileage is possible with various materials and/
or equipment.

If manipulable materials are designed to

give feedback to children on their progress in achieving

some objective, they need to be complete, with no missing

parts or broken pieces, and in good working order.

Uke-

leles with broken strings or puzzles with missing pieces
do not promote the strength of experience but,

undermine it.

in fact,

Printed materials need to be free of con-

fusing distractions.

Children using typical materials

published in the United States are bombarded constantly
with irrelevant information.

This is especially true for

primary reading and math materials.

The distinctive

features of letters and words are completely obliterated
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when they are profusely decorated
with irrelevant cues.
When, in beginning reading
materials, for example,
the

letter "f" is presented with

a

picture of

a

fish super-

imposed over it, the shape of the
"f" and its distinctive
features essential to letter recognition
are obscured and
confused by the picture.

Adequacy is determined, in part, by the
degree to
which the materials supplied accommodate
the number of
children to be served and the degree to which
they provide
a range in task interest and difficulty
from simple

to com-

plex.
a

For example, if the same material is used to help

number of children to learn how to classify,

a

sufficient

number of sets of the material is needed so that everyone
can be actively engaged in working and these sets should

cover a range of task complexity, from simple sorting to
class inclusion.

Differentiation of space

.

In many instances,

drawing out the educational potential of
upon

a

a

setting depends

restructuring of the environment while working

around fixed features.

Fixed features are relatively per-

manent elements in an environment such as load-bearing
walls, windows, doors, lighting fixtures, electrical outlets, plumbing,

toilets, etc.

educational potential of

a

Whatever the givens, the

setting can be increased by

adding auditory and visual shelters, by providing for

adequate display and storage, appropriate lighting and
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ventilation.

Structures must also accommodate
flow of
traffic, control of mess, and a
diversity of activities,
and a variety of circumstances
and events:
active/
passive; loud/quiet; wet/dry;
open/closed; large group/
small group; and children at different
developmental levels.
Often, children have little opportunity
to initiate
interaction with the environment because
materials and

equipment are inaccessible to them.

Key factors involved

in making a learning environment more
accessible are these:

distinguishing storage space from display space, scaling
the environment to fit the needs of the users, and
dis-

playing materials with order and clarity.

Display and storage space

.

We are still living

with buildings designed on an intuitive, trial- and- error
basis.

These buildings often contain such gross incon-

gruities that they represent what Alexander (1971:22)
refers to as "badness of fit."

In schools,

"badness of

fit" is noticed immediately in lack of adequate space
for display and storage.

We count display space as that

which allows for materials and/or equipment to be
readily and easily accessible to children for their use.
Storage space allows

a

teacher to differentiate those

materials not relevant to the achievement of curriculum
goals at the moment.

The advantage of having adequate

display and storage space weighs heavily toward "the
introduction of novelty" concept.

Moreover, it provides
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the means for enriching the
environment as needed.

I

n

schools where budgets are limited,
many more materials
can be shared among teachers when
there is easy access
to central storage space.
In our implementation sites, we
have suggested
to the teachers that they become
more discriminating

m

the amount,

the quality,

and the adequacy of materials

and equipment at their disposal.

They have subsequently

shared their duplicate materials with others,
increased
group planning and team teaching as

more display and storage space.

a

means of providing

Bookcases with varying

heights of shelf space were converted to display shelves
so that children could also contribute materials to
the

learning environment.

Alexander (1971:22) also makes reference to
goodness of fit."
When one moves into

Whatever fits well goes unnoticed.
a

new house, what attracts attention

are all the parts that don't fit.

Our task as educators

planning environments for learning

is

to strive to

achieve goodness of fit by taking out as many incongruities as possible.

To do so requires a systematic iden-

tification and elimination of misfits.
Scaling the environment

.

Scaling as used here

refers to the capacity of the environment to accommodate
the changing development of children- - their sizes,

interests, needs and levels.

In terms of an average
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classroom, scaling includes providing children
with work

surfaces that fit the activity, their size and
abilities.
Desks and chairs, even those properly sized may be unduly

restrictive for certain activities for young children.
Tables and carpeted platforms may be far more useful.

We

have videotapes of young children attending to an acti-

vity for long periods of time in an environment that

allowed them to change their postural options freely.
Surely more educational mileage accrues to the child

when he can attend to an activity without being distracted by discomfort of ill-fitting furniture.
Scaling also includes the placement of posters,
signs, art work, charts, and children's work.

Differ-

entiation has to be made between those materials to be
read by children (which need to be at their eye level)
and materials that are purely decorative.

Often one

finds alphabet cards above chalkboards in classrooms.
If these cards are to serve a function other than mere

decoration, they need another placement.
Since adults and older children serve in an Anisa

classroom for young children, scale also means providing
a

range of sizes in furnishings.
I

have referred to scaling primarily in terms of

accessibility of materials, supplies, and equipment in
school classrooms.

Margaret Mead (1972:58-59) speaks of

"child-scale" in terms of addressing the child's need to
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"achieve autonomy" at every stage of his
development,
within the context of the neighborhood.
Since the neighborhood includes the school and
its environs, Mead’s requirements for the
physical environ-

ment have direct implications for learning.

Because chil-

dren are different, and at various times may be dependent
on hearing, sight, or touch for survival, there must be

ample provision for multisensory stimulation.
ent context," Mead (1972:60)

"In differ-

says, "there may be greater

emphasis on the use of the eyes or the use of the ears."
If a child in his earliest years has

lacked multisensory

stimulation, he will be handicapped in making the transition from one sensory modality to the other.

"Beyond these

considerations, there is evidence that multi- sensory

cross-referencing is
in thought,

a

very creative source of innovation

and we want to bring up children who have the

capacity for innovation in

a

dynamic world."

Opportunities to learn "fine discrimination"
exist on many levels

-

differentiating "footsteps,"
Children also

"tones of voice," "time," and "noise."

need, in Mead's opinion, "to understand the nonhuman world"

by experiencing the reality of it; not

earth itself; not

a

a

sandbox but the

plastic tub of water, but moving water,
pond that contains living

preferably

a

river or at least

creatures;

a

miniature garden if not

a

a

big field.

Rivers,

stars, satellites, plants and animals cannot be scaled to

.
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the child.

A child can

scale" them symbolically to
suit

his own needs
C larity of

display

A museum and a grocery

.

store, though serving different
purposes, provide the
simplest examples of clarity of
display.
Clarity of

display serves two basic functions:

(1)

it makes materials

identifiable and accessible to children
and
recycling the environment easier.

(2)

it makes

Numerous opportunities

exist to strengthen the process of
differentiation when
one arranges an environment with clarity
of display in
mind.

First of all, something has to be figure and
some-

thing else has to be ground.

Many classrooms make little

or no distinction on this matter.

There are so many

extraneous decorations, floor to ceiling and wall to wall

display of papers and art work, that make perceptual

discrimination difficult.

Moreover, the overload of

stimuli is an unnecessary distraction for children.

Children can be taught to be selective about what pieces
of their work to exhibit.
a

Having them choose, giving

rationale for their choice, helps to regulate the amount

of material displayed.

Since each piece deserves to be

displayed at its best advantage, fewer things can be
displayed more effectively.

In other words,

children

themselves can help to set standards for when, how long,
how often art work gets displayed.
I

ntegration of space

.

Compatibility of functions

.
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assigned to differentiated spaces brings unity
to an

environment and thus prevents stress.

Alexander (1971:15)

states that stress occurs whenever some state of
affairs
is

detrimental to the unity and well-being of the whole

ensemble.

In many classrooms,

stress comes when activi-

ties, quite different in nature, must be scheduled simul-

taneously.

with
a

a

For example, when a reading activity coincides

gross motor activity or

a

wood-working activity,

stress -producing situation may arise.

In this

instance

one could schedule together those activities more similar
in nature.

This is particularly useful when classroom

space is small.
The potential of an educational environment may
be increased by giving conscious attention to making
it supportive of human development.

of this topic is found in Insel
(

§

Further elucidation

Moos (1974) and Craik

1970 )

Perspectives on Arranging the Human Environment
Human beings constitute the most important part
of any learning environment

(Streets

§

Jordan, 1973:38).

Therefore, any arrangements which are made should support
the release of their potentialities.

Marks

(1975:32)

makes the observation that in order for the potentialities
of a social system to become actualized, the members of

that system have to relate to each other in ways that

:

:
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create order and enhance the quality
of survival for each
person.
One of the fundamental ways to
enhance the
quality of survival is to invest no
energies in learning
to behave in a prejudiced manner.
There is no need to
recount here the devastating toll it
takes in suppressing
1
human potential.
One of the feeble solutions to this

problem most frequently advocated
the exposure technique.

is

what

I

refer to as

Mead (1972:61) alludes to it

in her pronouncement about helping children
overcome

pre j udice

Children need some experience of the range
of humanity in its different versions--in
color, type and physique so that no one
group is solely associated with unskilled
labor or with the exercise of some highly
skilled profession.
Instead of being
presented with stereotypes by age, sex,
color, class or religion, children must have
the opportunity to learn that within each
range some people are loathesome and some
are delightful.
The experience of which Mead speaks must go beyond the

level of observation to one of interaction, based on facts

rather than ignorance.

Taking advantage of human diversity requires us
to do many of the things recommended by Urie Bronfen-

brenner (1969:5-24).

He has reviewed the available

research in child development, social psychology and related fields to extract salient issues about environmental
1

Paris

See Leo Kuper (Ed.), Race, Science and Society
The UNESCO Press, 1956.

,

.

.
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intervention.

Among these issues he summarizes
the

research on the "potency of models,"
as follows:
1.
Behaviour change can be facilitated by
placing the child in an environment in
which
he is exposed to models exhibiting
the desired
pattern at a level which the child can
emulate
S ° me degree of success
(Bandura
Walters
$
VoA 7 .
potency of the model to induce behaviour
is considerably enhanced when the
persons exhibiting the behaviour are people with whom the
child
reels a strong emotional involvement, in
particular his parents, playmates, and older children
or adults who play a prominent role in his
everyday life (Sears, Rau, § Alpert, 1965;
Bandura $ Walters, 1959; Clausen, 1966).
3.
Although mere exposure to the model exhibiting a new pattern of behaviour can lead to
the induction of that behaviour in the child,
the optimal condition for learning from a model
is one in which the child is engaged in increasingly more complex patterns of reciprocal
interaction with the model--for example, conversation that gradually invokes wider vocabulary
and complexity of structure, or games involving
progressive development of basic skills
(Bronf enbrenner
1 9 6 7d)
4.
The inductive power of the model increases
with the extent to which the model is perceived
as having high status and control over resources.
For example, experiments have shown that children are more likely to emulate a person who can
grant presents or privileges than one who is
the recipient of such benefits (Bandura, Ross,
1963)
§ Ross
5.
The inductive effect increases markedly
when the behaviour in question is exhibited
not merely by a single individual but represents
a salient feature in the actions of a group of
which the child already is or aspires to be a
member.
Thus the child will tend to adopt patterns
of behaviour that are prominently engaged in by
his family, by his classmates, the neighbourhood
gang, older children whom he admires, and simi1962).
lar groups (Bronf enbrenner
•

_

,

,

,

Later (1969:17) he says that while the teacher

functions as

a

motivating model, it also becomes his

.
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responsibility to seek out, organize,
develop, and coordinate the activities of other
appropriate models and
reinforcing agents both within and without

the classroom.

The importance of this modeling
function becomes even
more critical in an Anisa context where
many significant

others interact with children on

a

daily basis:

teacher

aides, parent volunteers, curriculum
specialists, cafe-

teria personnel, custodians, bus drivers, and
older

children.

These persons are potent sources of guidance

and inspiration as well as potent models.

Bronfenbrenner (1969:18) is convinced that we can
capitalize upon the "group forces" in fostering human
development, such as modeling, reinforcement, group commitment, involvement in
1956-1961).

'

superordinate goals’

(Sherif,

It can be fostered he says by:

setting up within the classroom the kinds of
social and situational structures in which
these processes thrive:
such devices as teams,
group competition, and organized mutual help
patterns, including the incorporation into
such social units of different mixes of race,
social class, sex, achievement level, and the
like
One of these fundamental realities, expressed as

first principle in the philosophical base of the Model,
that human potential is unlimited.

A teacher,

a

is

then, who

arranges his actions, perceptions, thoughts, and feelings

around this view can regard no child as uneducable and

therefore wants to work with children on the basis of their
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positive strengths and possibilities.

Since these strengths

vary from individual to individual,
it is not difficult to
understand the need to arrange the
environment to provide

different experiences for different children,
for differing amounts of time, using different
approaches, different materials and different teachers.
Foot (1975:14-15) proposes another way of looking
at interaction,

as outlined below:

Delegated task performance refers to

a

division of labour

between two groups, one sequentially independent, the other

sequentially dependent.

In the sequentially independent

group, each member performs his part independently, but

each contribution is necessary before the group goal can
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be attained.

Those in the sequentially
dependent group
must wait their turn to perform.
In the interdependent task
performance,

individuals

are fully and simultaneously engaged
in the same task.
However, the summatory group members'
contributions are

added together to produce
In a compensatory group,

a

result, such as carrying

a

log.

the contributions are mutually

adjustive, serving to correct or to exaggerate
each other's
errors, as guiding the landing of planes from a
central

control tower.
Finally, Whitehead (1959:18) reminds us that "our

most immediate environment is constituted by the various
organs of our own bodies.

...”

In other words,

each

person is an omnipresent part of his own human environment
that he must take care of.

To maintain the biological in-

tegrity of one's own body is in part an assurance of wholesome psychological functioning; those arrangements that

support nutrition and the actualization of biological potentialities increase the probability that more psychological

potentialities will be released at an optimum rate.
Perspectives on Relating to the Unknowns in
the Environment

Unknown elements exist in everything.

It is man's

nature to be curious about unknowns because consciousness
compels him to find out how he is related to everything,

including the mysteries of the universe.

One way of guiding
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children to relate to unknowns is
to encourage and support
their efforts at speculation.
Speculation is the ability
to generate models or
tentative, reasonable and interesting guesses about why something
is

case.

or is not the

Eisner explains the nature of
speculation:

Man possesses the wonderful capacity
not
only to obtain experience from his
transaction with the outer world; he is
also able to construct a psychological
environment built upon the breezes of
phantasy and imagination and removed
from the conditions of the ’real' world.
This process can be looked upon as the
ability to speculate, to formulate ideas,
and images of what might be fEisner
1965 478 )
:

—

.

The ability to speculate, to form images of what

might be, depends in part upon the extent to which children have access to good models, encouragement, and

adequate information from which to make

Speculation, far from being

a

a

speculative leap.

mindless, purposeless, day-

dreaming process, calls for the careful examination of

alternative assumptions based upon comprehensive experiences of a multi-disciplinary nature.

likely to risk taking

a

Children are more

speculative leap if they are con-

fident because they know something about which to initiate

further inquiry or investigation.

Hypothesis formation

is

also expressed in the

formation of ideals, and especially in speculation about
the Ideal Self--an abstract image or idea representing the

person one would like to become.

According to Whitehead,
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ideals are lures; they influence the
organization and

direction of one’s energies.

Furthermore, since life is,

in part, oriented around what is to come,
children need

frequent opportunities to make and to consummate plans,
for plans represent an organization of the future that
is
an unknown.

Making plans and forming self- ideals are ways

of "inserting the future into the present (Whitehead,

1967:191."

The process of anticipating future events or

conditions is made possible by man's capacity for symbolization.

Langer (1942:92) refers to the role of language in

symbolization as "envis ionment

.

"

It is self -directed

speech in the mediation of one's actions.

f

.
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Guiding interaction, far from
being a simplistic
concept, is in our view one of
the most critical elements
in the art of teaching.
Guidance at critical and sensitive periods in a child's
development will "promote the
strength of experience." Lack of
such guidance may
actually suppress human potential.
Guidance that helps a
child to attend to and interact with
environments
so that

he learns consciously how to
differentiate,

integrate, and

generalize aspects of experience in each
category of potentiality (psychomotor, perceptual, cognitive,
affective,

volitional) is a key factor in the release of
human potential
There are many modes of guiding interaction.

mode is selected depends upon

a

Which

diagnostic assessment of

the developmental levels of a child, which includes an

evaluation of the condition of his biological and psychological functioning.

Following are general principles of

numerous ways to guide interaction, each one of which must
be adapted to specific situations as determined by careful

observation.

Modes of Guiding Interaction:
and Enforcing Ground Rules'

Establishing

The school and the classroom provide both physical
and human environments in which children can learn how to

.
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create and maintain order.

The purpose of order in this

context is to free children from
distractions and to provide maximum opportunity for them
to attend to the learning
experiences at hand.

Ground rules help to release the
potentialities of
children by specifying how they can help
each other learn
and avoid behavior patterns that
impair
learning.

basic way they can help each other learn

is

One

to obey ground

rules that indicate how material resources may
be used,

cared for, or recycled for maximum efficiency.

Ground

rules thus establish boundaries within specified
environ-

ments, define the parameters of learning- facilitating
be-

havior in those environments and thus let children know

what is expected of them in the creation and maintenance of
order
For example, a ground rule that requires that all

materials and equipment be returned in operable condition,

displayed and/or stored properly, elicits cooperative and

mutually supportive behaviors from children.

Such

a

rule

calls attention to the care, protection, and respect for

property and increases concern for the right of others to
have access to the same materials.
such

a

rather

rule,
a

then,

is not an

The enforcement of

arbitrary imposition but

benevolent guideline that directs children's

energies in ways that maintain an orderly environment and
thus facilitates learning.

-
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When adults model the ground
rules and enforce them
lovingly and consistently, children
receive accurate and
reliable feedback on the moral quality
of their behavior.
Theylearn that their actions have an
effect on others for
which they are responsible.
They also have the opportunity
to learn how to regulate their
behavior relative
to a set

of rules - - an aspect of moral competence
that is an essen-

tial requirement of responsible citizenship.
To be effective, ground rules must be simple
in

nature and few in number.

School systems that have imple-

mented the Anisa Model derive their own set of ground rules
from the following:
1

•

2

.

3.

Everyone respects each other and shows j': is
this by interacting with each other with
kindness and with courtesy"
Courtesy per forms the extremely important function of
helping members of a group refrain from
using their energies in ways that create
disunity; in the wake of disunity comes
the suppression of potential.
Thus, gossip
and foul language are not permitted.
Interrupting others is prohibited
Un
necessary interruption of activities of
a child or a group of children is regarded
as an infringement of the right to learn.
If, for some reason, interruption is
warranted, it is done in a polite and
courteous way.
This rule includes regulations concerning all potential interruptions:
making noise, loud talking or
yelling, running, deviating from basic
(This rule
traffic patterns, and so on.
should not be construed to mean that making
noise, talking loudly, or running are bad
in themselves; it depends on whether they
facilitate or impair learning.)
.

All property is respected

.

The privilege of

.
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us i n g materials and equipment
comes
only with the responsibility
for taking
good care of them.

AH

materials and equipment must be returned
s .P lace a nd left in a
-£..
clean and nnomh Q
TTilTess has been made
in the course of a learning
activity, it must
be cleaned up.
(This rule stems from the
principle of recycling the environment)

^

5

*

i

C-erta in activities are
possible onl y with the
permission of the instructor
Examples of
such activities ar e those tKat require close
supervision for reasons of safety, or those
that require so much space that the whole
group must be involved.
.

Children gradually become the regulators of their
own behavior by learning to apply, in specific
situations,
the principles that stand behind the rules.

hypotheses about what to do in

a

By formulating

given situation and

testing those hypotheses, children learn how to analyze

new situations.

Crucial to the child's formation of

hypotheses is the example of the teaching staff.

Rule-regulated behavior depends upon clarity of
the situation and of the available, appropriate responses

under the circumstances, often communicated through language
(Cheyne and Walters,

1970:339).

A child's behavior is more

likely to be consistent and predictable if the verbal in-

formation he receives is clear.
Rules, whether moral or otherwise, may
give situations very specialized meanings
and place very clear obligations and sancGiven that a rule repretions on behavior.
sents to the individual a highly relevant
cue for behavior, the clearer the child's
understanding of the rule the clearer it is
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that the rule does, in fact, apply
in a
given situation, and the clearer it is
which elements of a situation are referred
to
th ® ru e
Take for example, the rule,
!
Ji"
ihe toy is fragile and therefore you
should
with it>M To
extent that the
child has learned to inhibit playing in response to such a rule, and to the extent that
the rule is clearly stated and the object to
which it refers clearly delimited, the rule
should produce resistance to deviation.
(Cheyne and Walters, 1970:339-40).
‘

>

It has been noted by Liebert,

et.

al

.

1969,

reported by Cheyne and Walters, that modeling too has
an effect on rule- regulated behavior.

observed

a

model playing

a

As children

bowling game in which he

rewarded himself for certain high scores and refrained
from rewarding himself for low scores, three levels of
rule structure were used.

In low rule structure,

the

model verbalized the score obtained and the appropriate
action.

Under the moderate rule structure the additional

instruction, "That's
model.

a

good score," was verbalized by the

In the high rule structure

,

the model gave the

same instructions as in the first two conditions, and in

addition, verbalized what the authors refer to as

"deservingness norm".

("That deserves

a

chip").

a

The

results of the study revealed that all three conditions
of rule structure produced different levels of resistance
to deviation, with high rule structure producing the

lowest degree of resistance to deviation.

The advantage

in the high rule structure is that it cues the person how
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guided through because knowledge
of purpose generates
structure, meaning, and motivation
underlying experience.
If a teacher cannot articulate
a purpose or an objective
for an activity, perhaps it
should not be undertaken.
In

setting objectives for
will need to know:

a

(l)

child's performance, the child

what has to be done;

(2)

how it

has to be done and what he has or
needs to do it with;
(3)

who he has to do it with;

(4)

the condition that will

affect his performance (constraints/limitations);

what standards of excellence he is to achieve.
kind of information,

a

(

5

)

With this

child can engage himself in the

learning experience and will eventually learn to
monitor
his own progress toward the goals.

Whitehead (1964:186)

admonishes that "all sound teaching is concerned with
accurate achievements on the part of the pupils." Children are more likely to make accurate achievements if

explicit goals are set before them.
Giving Directions (Verbal and Non-Verbal )
Since the success of
task depends in

a

a

child on

a

given learning

large measure on his understanding what

he is supposed to accomplish and this depends on having

clear directions, the teacher needs to know how to give

directions that will guide interactions to accomplish the

purpose of the task.

If the purpose is right

fosters learning competence)

,

(i.e.,

unambiguous directions will

.
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promote the strength of the
experience.
Another aspect of giving clear
directions is to
explain how a task is to be executed.
As a check to see
whether or not the procedures have
been retained
in the

child's memory, he should be requested
to repeat the
instructions.
If he is unable to recall accurately
what
is

to be done and how it is to be done,

of the directions, perhaps with
order.

In fact,

a

then

a

restatement

demonstration,

is

in

astute observation of the cues the child

gives when he repeats the instructions, enables
the teacher
to rephrase the directions in a way which
insures that

the child understands them.

Since

a

task can be completed with excellence or

in a careless fashion, directions should include a state-

ment on the standard he is to achieve.

Moreover, he is

to be guided in a way that enables him to attain the

standard
Because clarity of directions serves

a

guiding

function, commercially produced printed materials and the

accompanying instructions need to be examined carefully
in order to delete ambiguous or confusing directions.

If

the directions confuse the child, they do more harm than
good.

Poor directions have to be clarified, otherwise

"the strength of experience" will not be promoted.
A word of caution is necessary in this generalized

elaboration regarding the guiding function of giving direc-

.
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tions.

Once the teacher has been assured
that children
are secure in their understanding
of what they are to

accomplish and how they are to go about
it, he should
refrain from interrupting them with unnecessary
directives.
If further clarification is necessary,
children
will

usually seek additional help on their own.
Nonverbal directions consist of the interplay
of body actions and reactions having to do
with facial

expressions, gestures, glances, nods, eye contact, touch,
posture, and mannerisms of all descriptions which can

"speak” as clearly as verbal expressions.

appropriately guided by

smile,

a

nod,

a

a

A child may be

caress, or

a

relocation of his body or parts of his body in relationship
to something in the environment.

Although many times

nonverbal messages overpower verbal ones, we nonetheless
learn these meanings only informally.

It is

important to

understand the dynamics of nonverbal ways of interacting
because such understanding will make teachers consciously
aware of the possibility of sending mixed messages to the

children.

In this case,

a

nonverbal message may well be

misunderstood if it conflicts with something

a

teacher

says

Teachers not only give guidance by nonverbal cues,
they can also be guided in their teaching by observing the

nonverbal behavior of the children.

A wealth of infor-

mation essential to good teaching

available to teachers

is

.

.
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who learn to "read"the nonverbal cues
in children's
actions

Organizing Use of Time
The possibility of catching the rhythm of
the

universe in

a

school or classroom depends on finding

patterns in interactions with the environment which
provide some sense of stability.

punctuated by

a

beginning,

a

A child's day, when

middle, and an end, provides

him the freedom of planning and of effecting closure on
those plans.

Some learning experiences naturally require

shorter or longer amounts of time for consummation and
the system which accommodates this verity provides the

flexibility so necessary for children to achieve their
goals
Some goals are developmental in nature and time

allocation to achieve them should receive high priority.
For example, Kidd (1970:48-51) believes that every child

needs "a repertoire of discriminatory skills," and that
if children are entering school with significantly limited

discriminatory skills, the school's obligation

is

to

attend to the buttressing, expanding, and sharpening of
that repertoire prior to giving any great attention to the

application of his discriminatory skills as in language
expansion, academic content and judgemental tasks.

Kidd's

concern underscores the necessity for honoring the time
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requirements by astute diagnosis in
the first instance and
for an adequate prescription
in the second
instance.

Providing learning experiences for
children when
they need them, then, becomes
critical to providing an
opportune environment.

Nuttin (1964:60) makes the point that
educators
could become more concerned with using

a

"future time

perspective" in the promotion of learning.
in dealing with a given situation,

is

"Man," he says,

usually directed to-

ward something which is not yet there, something which

is

still to come, something different, something new."

Setting goals and making plans can become the

motivational force for many learning experiences.
portion of

a

Some

child’s day spent in identifying himself with

the future--in anticipating his tomorrow- - organi zes what

he does today and how well he does it.

Analyzing Errors and
Giving Feedback
Error comes from

a

word that means "to wander."

Determining the cause or causes of "wandering" in relationship to learning means to find out whether

a

child has

made appropriate differentiations, integrations, or generalizations of experience in the context of

a

given objective.

The function of feedback is to give information.

School work is most often analyzed at the product

.
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level which generally misses
having feedback given about
the processes which make up
learning.
How a product is

arrived at concerns process and
process

m

is

more important

the Anisa theory of development
because it concerns

learning how to learn.

Anyone familiar with learning

knows that a product can be correctly
produced by a child
who does not understand fully the
intervening processes
that produced it (i.e., through operant
conditioning).
To

answer

a

"how" question requires an understanding
of

process
Therefore, one kind of feedback centers on ascer-

taining the child's reason for proceeding in
way.

(Why or how did you do thus and so?)

a

certain

Another feed-

back process requires the teacher to go through the task
or problem, explaining each step as he does it and asking

the child whether he is doing it correctly.

When the

child responds, he should be asked to justify his answer.
Or

a

teacher can make an error intentionally and see

whether or not the child detects it.

In brief,

feedback

in the form of questions so phrased that they cause a

child to analyze his own errors is most productive because

such questions guide the child's attention to what steps
he needs to take to correct the error and what he can do
to avoid the error on subsequent tasks.

The process curriculum of the Anisa Model lends

itself to feedback because it specifies the kinds of inter-
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actions

child must make with specific
environments to
achieve objectives.
Feedback is given during the interactions
light of progress toward the
objectives. A
child's interactions give a teacher
a richer source of
data for diagnostic and/or prescriptive
purposes.
a

m

The guiding function of analyzing
errors and of

giving feedback is more productive on
process rather than
product (i.e., feedback on how the answer on
a test was
arrived at rather than just saying the answer product is right or wrong).

Therefore,

present during some portion of

a
a

teacher needs to be
child's learning exper-

ience to observe and to intervene to promote the strength
of that experience.

Feedback which is timely

is

likely to

be effective whereas feedback which is distracting and

interruptive is likely to be suppressive.
The process curriculum allows for the proactive

effect of having certain information or special directives

available to

a

child before he begins

a

task.

In this

way, the changes he makes on the environment furnish him

feedback in

a

way that he can use to guide his interactions.

In summary,

an analysis of experience which pin-

points the locus of error in learning processes (differentiation,

integration, generalization) provides the kind of

feedback necessary to facilitate learning.

feedback prevents

a

Moreover, such

rehearsal of errors which may get

stored in long-term memory and thus inhibit learning.

:
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Asking Que stions and Giving Explanations
Human beings are usually encouraged to think
or
say new and important things when under the
urge, or after
the tension of questions.

A question is

a

way of relating

to an unknown in a way that helps it become
known.

Inter-

acting with the unknown by means of questions increases
the likelihood of initiating a search for new possibili-

ties and alternatives about puzzling phenomena.

A child's

questions reflect his immanence (remebered past experience)

and the gap or disparity that has arisen between it

and his present circumstances.

Isaacs describes the nature

of the disparity a child may face in his quest for answers:

Some fact is met which is contrary to
expectation, or unexpected, or creates
confusion or difficulty as to what to
expect next.
Something has gone wrong
with habitual knowledge or assumptions
(Isaacs
1948:295).
,

The "why" question exposes this state of disparity
and at the same time makes an appeal for explanation.
is a cue to the developmental

dimension.

Isaacs

(1948)

It

level of the child on some

identifies four basic types of

"why" questions often asked by children:
(1)

Affective and expressional questions
delineate protest, vexation, helplessness and surprise.

Examples

Why do you always say that?
Why do I have to hang up my clothes?
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(2)

Epis temic questions:

thus

'two

1

re: oluti °n, reconciliation
!
or
atl ° n ° f 3n anomaly or
contradiction

eyes?

"* 566 tW ° thingS With our °'™

Why doesn't the ink run out
when you hold
up a fountain pen?
(b)

demand for subsumption under the
familiar
or some linkage with it; for
missing
general rules determinants, controls
or
connections; for missing circumstances or
conditions thus:
,

Why can’t we feel the earth move?
Why do you see the lightning before you
hear the thunder?

Why do some big things float and some
little things sink?
(c)

demand for a differentiating or delimiting
rule, cause, control, or circumstance thus:
Why can't you see messages on the telephone
wires? How do they go?

"Activities whose function is to build up knowledge constitute epistemic behavior, which can include
thinking, rehearsing to oneself symbolic responses copied
from teachers, asking questions and observing.
Epistemic
curiosity, the motivational condition making for epistemic
behavior will be intrinsically reinforced, and the knowledge derived from it retained, when it resolves conceptual
conflict or, to use Dewey's expression, 'introduces a congruity' and thus relieves epistemic curiosity." D.E. Berlyne
"Curiosity and Education," in John D. Krumboltz (Ed.),
Learning and the Educational Process.
Rand
(Chicago:
McNally § Co., 1965:77-78).

.

(

3

)

Informa tional questions seek to
di scove r
purposes, functions, uses, motives
or
intentions, such as,

Why do people kill seals?
Why do people kill each other?
Jus tificatory questions seek the
grounds for
rules, commands, prohibitions, and
beliefs
At this level reasons and principles
are
sought, not information alone.
Examples:

Why do the angels never fall down to earth
when there is no floor to heaven?
Why don't we milk pigs?
Issacs

(1948), while pursuring an in-depth study

of children's questions, calls the attention of
teachers
to a critical issue, namely,

that their asking a child

a

"why" question may not always connect with his immanence.
If the child has not experienced a disparity or come to

recognize

a

gap in the available information, he may show

disinterest and put forth little effort to reply or he may
reply only because he knows an answer is expected of him.

Developmentally

,

he may not have the linguistic sophisti-

cation to deal with the question as it is put to him.
such

a

case,

In

the teacher needs a repertoire of questions

to insure that he connects with a child's immanence.

Researchers over the years have chided teachers
for asking questions that require only

textbook information or

a

a

regurgitation of

brief, one-word factual response.

Some investigators estimate that 90 percent of children's
time is wasted in answering such content questions.

.
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Torrance (1970:9) notes that
teachers almost always know
the answers to the questions
they ask.
Since answers to
questions of this type implicate
rote memory, a more
reasonable approach to accomplishing
such a limited objective would be to have teachers
learn
how to teach

children to memorize.

Techniques for increasing memori-

zation capacities would save precious
time and would perhaps be far more interesting than low-level
information

questions that primarily deal with isolated
facts.
best, "memory" questions may delude

a

At

teacher into believing

that children are learning if they parrot the
right re-

sponse.

At worst, the kinds of memory questions found on

tests of f ill- in- the-blank, multiple- choice

,

and matching

variety, provide no valid means for an analysis of error
as

a

means of finding out where the difficulty is.

A

product (such as an answer) does not reveal much about
process
Questions, aptly structured by adults, can facilitate the development of learning competence because they

can lead the child to differentiate, integrate, or generalize experience.

Even

a

question that seeks minimal in-

formation can stimulate the process of differentiation

.

In dealing with more complex phenomena,

a

question can be

catalytic to further inquiry and set up

a

chain reaction

of questions that focus on the processes of integration

and generalization

.

Torrance (1970), in his work on
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creativity, discusses the role of
questions in releasing
capacities for learning.
He identifies and defines several
kinds of questions.
Building on his work, we see questions
of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation
corresponding to the
basic concepts of the Anisa learning
competence paradigm:

differentiation (analysis); integration (synthesis);
and
generalization (evaluation)
An analytical question
re-

.

quires

a

definite separation or differentiation of ele-

ments that may be compared or contrasted.

Questions re-

lated to synthesis are integrative because they require
the

combination of differentiated elements in new ways.

Evalu-

ative questions test judgments about integrated elements
to ascertain whether they are evidential,

tent,

logically consis-

and applicable to other situations.

Ihe art of questioning is worthy of continual re-

finement and needs to be taught to children so that they,
too, become competent questioners.

They then become an

invaluable educational resource because they can question
each other and thereby promote "the strength of experience"

among themselves.

Because

a

teacher's questions serve as

models for children, they need to be phrased with conceptual and syntactical clarity.

Clarity in the phrasing

of questions communicates not only the intent of the ques-

tions but also indicates the level and quality of the

responses required.
Just as why questions seek origins, causes, and

"
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reasons for phenomena, answers
provide explanations for the
origin, causes, and reasons for
phenomena.
In all modes
of explanation, some entity
(whether concrete or abstract)
is conceived to exist whose
nature or whose mode of activity is such that it accounts for
the phenomena in question.

At the lowest level, explaining may mean
no more
than showing how something is done by
modeling, by corlecting, by making adjustments, and by direct
instruction.
At the highest level, explanation or understanding
the why
of things rests on knowledge by means of concepts.

Experi-

ence that is ordered by concepts requires reflective

activity- - the distinguishing mark of

making organism.

Explanation

is

a

symbol-using, svmbol-

integrative in function in

that it helps one to make more fruitful the relationship

between reality and its symbolic representation and
stand more fully the relationship between what
is poss ib le

.

i_s

to under-

and what

Explanations in response to questions, be-

cause they are forms of guidance for new kinds of interactions, assist one to make another "creative advance into

novelty

.
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Rewarding and Punishing
In the Anisa system,

rewards and punishments are

seen within the broader moral context of
justice.

Both

rewards and punishments should be deserved and
individualized.

If praise is extended for excellent achieve-

ment, a child senses what excellence is and what the
hi§h€-st levels of performance are.

for anything and everything,

a

If praise

is

given

child may develop confid-

ence even if he is incompetent.

If no praise is given,

the child may become competent but suffer from

a

lack

of confidence.

A teacher who understands the dynamics of behavior
can disapprove of certain patterns of energy use without

rejecting the child.

Whatever form punishment takes, it

should be appropriate, and timely.

A child (depending

upon his development) should understand why the punishment
is

reasonable and what he can do to avoid it.

Punishment

should be given for infraction of ground rules, not for

failing to understand some aspect of the learning process.
Finally, time for children to rejoice in each

other's accomplishments collectively should be
each day's learning experiences.
to compliment,

a

part of

Children can learn how

encourage, and inspire each other.

A great deal of psychological literature emphasizes

reward and punishment as the factors that influence learning.

While this view cannot be dismissed, it does not
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adequately account for the subjective
aspects of learning
which has its own intrinsic system of
rewards and punishments.
is

For example, when

its own reward.

a

child loves learning

When he doesn’t meet

a

,

that

standard of

performance which he has accepted as his own standard,
easily within his competence, that is its own
punishment.

Although external rewards have

a

place in the

Anisa system, they are not given solely to reinforce
certain behaviors.

Bandura (1974:860-861) says:

there is little empirical evidence
that rewards function as automatic strengthened of human conduct. Behavior is not
much affected by its consequences without
awareness of what is being reinforced.
After individuals discern the instrumental relation between action and outcome, contingent rewards may produce
accommodating or oppositional behavior
depending on how they value the incentives,
the influences, and the behavior itself
and how others respond.
Thus reinforcement serves as an informative and motivating influence.
.

From

a

.

.

pedagogical point of view, children need not always

be left to make the correlations between "actions and

outcomes."

Bandura continues the argument:

people change more rapidly if told
what behaviors are rewardable and punishable than if they have to discover it
from observing the consequences of their
Competencies that are not alactions.
ready within their repertoires can be
developed with greater ease through the
aid of instruction and modeling than by
relying solely on the successes and failures of unguided performance.
.

.

.

Deci (1971) in Notz (1975:889) has suggested that
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feelings of competency and self-determination
are
tant components of intrinsic motivation

impor-

and that the two

kinds of feedback (positive and negative)
respectively

enhance and weaken these feelings.
The question that needs an answer is

-

what are

the properties of tasks that bring forth
intrinsic moti-

vation?

Harter (1975:376-378) suggests that cognitively

challenging tasks achieve it.

Her study on younger and

older children demonstrated that mastery motivation is

more important than need for praise or approval.

Mastery

motivation refers to the desire to solve cognitively
challenging problems for the gratification inherent in

discovering the solution.
While adult approval has

a

significant influence

on the young child's behavior, developmentally it is

replaced by

a

motivational system in which mastery and

cognitive competence become more salient.

It may be,

Harter contends, that the younger children were demonstrating a different type of mastery motivation, one which
involves the production and observation of interesting

sensory events which they could control through their own
actions.

According to her study, then,

develops and internalizes

a

a

child gradually

self-reward system consistent

with the values of the socializing agents in his environment.

.
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SUMMARY
We have presented an overview of the Anisa

theory of teaching which explains the nature of
teaching

competence and what is required of

a

competent teacher.

The supporting examples which elucidate the theory, though
not exhaustive in detail, may convince people that our

most ambitious task as human beings is to facilitate
this realization.
,

The theory and definitions can guide those who

wish to give more stable directions to teacher- competency
research and to the competency-based programs of teacher

preparation
At the heart of the development of teacher com-

petence is the need for developmental data in five categories of potentiality:

psychomotor, perceptual, cogni-

tive, affective, and volitional, so that instruction can
be individualized.

The area of developmental diagnosis,

though, requires far more research and study in order for

teachers to guide learning effectively.

The process curri-

culum outlined in the Anisa Model moves us in this direction
The specification of the preceding categories in
no way disregards the role of biological integrity in the

release of human potential.

It

is

beyond the scope and

purpose of this document to address the matter.

Another dis

sertation (Bowen, 1976) treats in greater detail this matter

CHAPTER

VI

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF TEACHER
PREPARATION PROGRAMS BASED ON
THE COMPETENCE PARADIGMS OF THE ANISA MODEL
INTRODUCTION
This chapter may be viewed as

dissertation.

As such,

it reviews

a

summary of the

the features we think

should guide the formulation and organization of teacher

preparation programs.

The rationale underlying the salient

features listed here, though redundant in theme and tone,

relevant to every problem and issue cited in Chapters
II.

is

and

I

Consequently, it is legitimate to indicate once again

how these features illumine the causes of certain educa-

tional problems and point the way to possible solutions.
It is important to keep in mind that the features

outlined here, while they await full and complete imple-

mentation in the field, have the potential for providing
the kind of philosophical- theoretical support required by

proponents and participants in the competency-based teacher

preparation movement.

Moreover, these same features offei

reasonable alternatives to traditional teacher preparation
programs in their efforts to revitalize and to lestructure
themselves in order that they become more effective.
sults, based on
in the field

,

a

Re-

partial implementation of the Anisa Model

indicate the efficacy of the features discussed.
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We are, perhaps, more forthright, definite,
and

unequivocal in our educational pronouncements than most
educators because we think the exigencies of the present

requiie such explicitness on our part.
call has gone forth for

a

For example,

a

new educational paradigm, one

capable of transcending cultural and national boundaries
to satisfy international

(Taylor, 1975:151).

there is

a

(planetary) educational needs

We feel jubilant confirmation because

certain congruity between the criteria suggested

for the adequacy of any proposed new paradigm and the Anisa

Model.

Taylor (1975:155) says:
We see the need to develop a new paradigm
for education which (1) recognizes the
importance of standards of value and (2)
advances our understanding of the man/world
relationships in terms of both universals
(the need for unity) and particulars (the
need to foster individuality and individual
creativity).
Translated into educational
epistemology, this means looking for
"ordering schemes," that is for variants
which will help us to understand crosscultural educational concern, and can at
the same time be applied to a diversity of

particular cultural situations.
One can readily recognize that even the broadest

outlines of the new paradigm call for

a

reconceptualiBecause the

zation of educational theory and practice.

criteria cited by Taylor (1975:155) matches our organismic
model, we are convinced that it could make

a

significant

impact on the new developments anticipated by more con-

cerned citizens all over the world.

We have formulated,
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for example, overarching principles,
and

a

number of

"ordering schemes" which affect every aspect
of human
growth and development.
These general principles

and

ordering schemes" may be shared through training
programs.

^

time now to restate the basic features that

differentiate this program from others in the field and
simultaneously to address the perennial problems referred
to earlier.

One can,

I

feel,

sense some measure of cer-

titude in what follow's because no implicit assumptions or

hidden agendas confuse the issues.

We agree with Phenix

(1971:283) when he says that:

Conceptual articulation provides a kind of
rational justification for the basic presuppositions by which one lives. When the
fundamental grounds of existence are made
explicit in this way, they may be less
subject to erosion by the forces of
irrational fear and self -defensiveness than
if they remain purely tacit.
Since we want to proclaim our "fundamental grounds of

existence," we hasten to recount the basic features of our
teacher preparation program.

They are:

(1)

an explicit statement of the purpose
and goal of education;

(2)

an explicit philosophical base,
organismic in character, which
addresses the nature of man;

(3)

a

(4)

coherent body of theory derived
from the philosophy with provisions
for its translation into practice; and,

constant evaluation and refinement of
the philosophical and theoretical framework based on research- -both conceptual
a
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and empirical.

Further clarification of these features
follows.

—X P licit Statement
of Education

of the Purpose and Goal

Since purpose dictates function and suggests goals,
to specify what the purpose of something is
then directs

and channels human energies and makes possible the
maximum

use of meterial resources.

The clearer the purpose, the

more productive the enterprise.

The more inclusive the

purpose, the more organized can be the complex efforts

expended in the achievement of that enterprise.

Whenever we need to find integrity in

a

system,

at least three conditions for achieving it are necessary:
(1)

The purpose must be clear.

(2)

The purpose must be

evaluated as being of great worth and embraced with

passionate involvement (mission-oriented)

.

(3)

The means

for achieving the initial steps must be known (Birch,

1971:6).

An educational system, because it touches the

lives of so many, requires

a

similar elaboration of purpose

in order to maintain its integrity.

We restate that education is the process of trans-

lating potentiality into actuality and the purpose of

educational institutions is to facilitate that process.
Bower (1971:556) holds

a

similar view.

He says,

"We want

to develop in people the kind of awareness that makes

living an adventure in helping oneself and others to

.
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explore their own possibilities."
We should readily recognize that those who
can

best release their own potentialities or "explore
their own

possibilities" are competent learners.

They have learned

how to learn as well as what to learn.

Since competence

implies action, persons competently nurtured are able to

transform environments and thus to shape circumstances
that enhance the quality of survival for the whole of

humankind
Educational systems, then, have an opportunity
to be in the forefront of any movement to facilitate the

actualization of human potential.

This represents, at the

present time, the most fundamental and comprehensive
purpose we can imagine.

It

is

the quintessence of evolution

itself.

Scholars outside the discipline of education per
se share the same view.

Weiss (1975:209) says that the

purpose of education is "to help the process of self de-

velopment."

DeCoster (in Weiss, 1975:185) postulates that

"education implies provision of help for the coming generation in order to enable each individual to develop his

potential as fully as possible with

a

minimum of un-

resolvable tensions at the personal and interpersonal
level."

Van Leer’s (1975:226) comment is likewise com-

patible with the Anisa view.

He says that the purpose

of education is "to stimulate, catalyze, and guide the
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development of human potential toward its realization."
The constant search for order and purpose gives

meaning and direction to educational, scientific and
artistic pursuits.

Burgers (1965:118-119) summarizes for

us the logic of purpose.

He says:

In science the proper course is to proceed
from what is known and to search for more
and more embracing principles, constantly
correcting each formulation as knowledge
advances.
Similarly, in life, ... we
must start from what we find within ourselves and around us; we must formulate
purposes, stretching to the utmost what
we can understand and mutually adjusting
the various expressions of these purposes;
we must restate again and again what we
consider to be the most valuable goals.
the purpose sets a goal toward which
all relevant elements are directed.
.

.

.

When educational systems are remiss in articulating
their purposes, valuable resources are inevitably mis-

directed and the "relevant elements" squandered.

declaration of purpose, there is need for

a

After

a

compatible

paradigm that will assure that the full impact of the
stated purpose will be actualized.
(2)

An Explicit Philosophical Base
It

is the function of philosophy to disclose the

nature of reality.

The quest ion

,'

What is man?' constitutes

for us the most fundamental reality, the nature of which

we seek to understand at every turn.

Every crisis con-

fronting humanity today is bound up in that reality; therecomfore, we must make the effort to fashion a coherent,
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prehens ive view of the nature of man.

experience the impact of

a

Whether we may

consensus about the nature of

man in the near future remains to be seen.

A consensus

about the nature of man would, no doubt, unify many en-

deavors in his behalf.
t

Platt (1965 Preface)

inguished neuiologist with

:

a

wor Id -view

,

,

a

dis-

addresses him-

self to the topic in the following passage:

Today we are in the midst of a transitional
crisis as we move with halting steps through
a time of great danger, unsteadily but surely
in the direction of a high-technology world
society.
In looking forward to the times
ahead, in setting up the intellectual and
philosophical substructure upon which any
coming society must be built, it is evidently of the greatest importance to see if
we can arrive at some modern consensus.
Our
new social structures will be sound only if
they are founded on reliable and widely
shared assumptions about the moral and intellectual and social nature of man and the
basis of his individuality, freedom, educability, and cooperative achievement.
A decade has passed since Platt made his recommen-

The importance he ascribes to consensus about an

dation.

intellectual and philosophical substructure is as yet unrealized.

We are rapidly moving toward the achievement of

technological competence on
a

a

worldwide scale.

But without

consensus about the nature of man and the purpose of

existence, our technological competence that obviously

releases human potential may, through misuse, just as

equally suppress human potential by leading to destructive
ends.

Therefore, Platt's concern for finding an in-
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tellectual, moral, and social consensus based
on the nature
of man is justified. 1
Burgers (1965:4), too, has expressed
concern.

a

similar

He says, "the far reaching development in tech-

nological power which is taking place around us

accompanied by

a

is not

simultaneously expanding vision of the

aims toward which the life of mankind can be directed."
We have, for the present, taken the position that
the organismic philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead pro-

vides the most coherent and comprehensive views on the

nature of man and his relation to the cosmos.

Anisa Model serves as
a

a

Thus, the

foundation for the organization of

new educational system.
The reality of man, according to organismic philo-

sophy, is his becoming- -the actualization of his poten-

tialities.

Becoming is, moreover, the ultimate reality of

the universe.

In other words,

everything and everybody

in the universe is related and are always in process of

becoming.

Every actualized potentiality becomes

of the individual to actualize more potential.

a

power

Every end

realized becomes the means for the fulfillment of further

projected ideals; this

is

the process that is generic to

human experience.
An education al system, then, has the extraordinary
1
1976 issue of Impact of Science
The January-April
on Society contains ample justification for Platt's concern.
The theme of the issue is "Science and War."
,
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responsibility for seeing to

it

that every child con-

sciously participates in the process of actualizing his
own potential at an optimum rate.

every experience

a

Furthermore, since

child has is partly self-determined

and is partly determined by the possibilities available
to him,

the environment and the experiences provided must

assure the progressive actualization of potentialities.
We use the term transcendence to refer to the experience
of limitless going beyond any given state of being.

Van

Leer (1975:226) vows that "education should show each

individual human being

which is but

a

a

sufficient number of 'beyonds'

consequence of the interrelatedness built

into the nature of things."

Conscious life and every

content and process of experience is an expression of
transcendence.

It means

spectively regarded,

Anisa Model

is

perceived as created, and pros-

is

pectively regarded, as

that "Every human present, retro-

a

destiny (Phenix, 1971:273)."

The

designed to help teachers and children to

become conscious of transcendence so they can shape their
own destinies by making intentional creative advances into

novelty.

The realization that every attainment is

stepping-stone for further attainments guarantees

a

a

cycle

of intrinsic motivation for every human being.

Since every step in the process of becoming arises
accumuout of that which has gone before, immanence (an

lation of one's past

experiences stored in memory) becomes

.
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critical to one's development

and further advancement.

What gets stored ought to prepare one for transcendence.
To specify the nature of immanence and transcendence in

educational terms requires

coherent body of theory that

a

explicates them in ways that have consequences for pedagogy and curriculum.

That brings us to

a

statement about

the role of theory in the teacher preparation program.
(3)

A Coherent Body of Theory
In the Anisa system, we view theory as a codi-

fication of experience and as

which practice flows.

a

conceptual fountain from

The theories of development, pedagogy,

curriculum, administration, and evaluation all help teachers
to understand the basic relationships within the educational

landscape.

Without theory and an understanding of its

function, practice consists of disjunctive actions pre-

scribed by textbook manuals and by journals of the "How-

I-Teach-Spelling" variety.

Without theory, there

is

no

basis for renewal and refinement that leads to the kind of

comprehensive accountability education so desperately
needs
The purpose of theory is to set forth propositions

about how things work, explanations of how phenomena

pertinent to those things are related, and definitions of
terms used in the propositions and explanations.
in this light,

Seen

theory indeed guides and enlightens practice.

to
Furthermore, it takes theory to direct observation and
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suggest method.

Addressing both issues, Whitehead says:

You cannot make an exact determination of
the passing phenomena of experience unless
you have pre-determined what it is you are
going to observe ... a method is a way of
dealing with data (Whitehead, 1967:204;
1964:223).

Having

a

what one sees in

grasp of theory enables one to account for

given experience and envision how

a

par-

a

ticular method facilitates or inhibits the learning process.

Viewing the data presented by

a

child as he interacts with

various environments (the Self, physical, human, unknown)
cues the teacher regarding the "method" he should apply in
the interest of developing

implementation of

a

a

competent learner.

method without

a

Otherwise,

careful examination of

the available data and basing decisions and actions on that

information creates dissonance that
rather than release the potential of

is
a

certain to suppress
child.

A theory-based observation limits the amount of

erroneous conclusions that may be reached and becomes the
best guide for

a

teacher because he takes the data presented

by the child in the context of his environment and accordingly speculates and prescribes the next interactions.

In

large measure, this is the crucial point for individualizing

instruction.

The quality of individualized instruction

depends on astute observations followed by appropriate
learning experiences leading to the achievement of both

process and content objectives of the curriculum.
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"The point of observing," says Wartofsky, "is not

merely to collect and sum up observations, but to search
for and reveal some order among the facts

(1968:121)."

To

search for order among the facts means to observe the

process as well as the product
tendencies, or transformations

What are the actions,

.

a

child experiences in

achieving an educational objective?

Mastery of the "hows"

of learning figure prominently in becoming a competent

human being and therefore most attention

observing how

a

child arrives at

a

is

given to

certain produce.

To relate to something that cannot be seen one must

develop some hypothesis about how and why that something

works or behaves the way it does.
theorize.

In other words,

one must

Therefore, comprehensive theories that can make

practice effective are essential for teachers.
For centuries there has been disagreement among

educators about the relative merits of theory and practice.
In teacher training programs,

the so-called methods courses

are emphasized at the expense of understanding the under-

lying theory.

Knowledge is more efficiently gained when

theory and practice play co-equal parts.

Phenix (1963)

explains how theory-making sheds illumination on funda-

mental verities and integrates previously disparate items
of experience.
he wants to know

He says, "Man theorizes because by nature

...

the theoretical impulse is a kind of

multifariousdivine discontent, a dissatisfaction with the
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ness of immediate actuality, leading to

a

search for

a

deeper ground of unity."
We see, then, theory and practice wed in an indis-

soluble bond, constantly renewing each other and radiating
such illumination that the most pessimistic skeptic will
be inspired to sample the efficacy of this enduring rela-

tionship.

"The worth of

a

theory," Phenix says, "is in its

power to yield insight to all who put it to the test."
Because

a

teacher cannot "see" learning take place, he has

to infer that it is.

If he has a coherent body of theory

to guide his observations,

his inferences will be supported

by that same body of theory as well.

A teacher must decide

what evidence he will accept to infer that learning has
taken place.

Observation for an Anisa teacher

"casual scanning but

a

is not

conceptually-ordered search for

evidence (Wartofsky, 1968:121)."

Whatever evidence mani-

fests itself must be interpreted in some frame of reference.
As a teacher observes, he can look for evidence regarding

the acquisition of the processes of differentiation, inte-

gration, and generalization and lend appropriate assistance

when and where needed.
Often, advocates of the "practical" equate whatever
is

theoretical with being untrue or useless.

(1970)

Hartshorne

says that "The first demand of a theory is not that

it be provable as true, but that if it were wrong,

would be some hope of finding this out."

there

Because theories
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allow us to look at old ata in new ways, and discover
new

relationships, their usefulness depends upon the extent to

which they are tried out, modified, and refined.

Orderly

testing and revision of the Anisa theories is integral to
the Mode 1 and will help keep it in the forefront o f any

teacher preparation program.
There is no way to ascertain whether or not

a

teacher understands theory unless he has an immediate op-

portunity to apply it in practice.
requires

a

Thus, the Anisa program

demonstration school, so that prospective

teachers work under supervision as they apply theory and

receive feedback on their performance.

Currently, lavor-

atory schools are in disfavor and practically "out of style."

Because most of them do not operate on the basis of

a

particular model or an explicit philosophical base nor have
a

coherent body of theory to guide practice, it

no surprise that, having nothing to demonstrate,

practically gone out of existence.
upon methods and management.
the process,

is

perhaps

they have

The emphasis is usually

If learning takes place in

it may be incidental to the major concerns

of the program.

Since many school systems no longer wish to accom-

modate the traditional practice- teaching finale, demon-

stration centers will, no doubt, become
future.

Theorists do need, of course,

to put their theories

a
a

trend in the neai

real-life setting

into practice so that they can be
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modified and refined in the face of accumulating
information about how children learn.
Laszlo (1969:96)

says

that "Theory without practice is sterile, and
practice with-

out theory is blind."

Our program is designed to show how

viable theory makes practice generative and thus productive.
Payne (1885:134) anticipated our concern for

a

comprehensive teacher training program so long ago.

He

thought teachers should be consciously aware of what they

were doing.

His classic statement follows:

There can be no doubt that the teacher
should have an accurate knowledge of the
subject he professes to teach, and especially
for this, if for no other reason--that as his
proper function is to guide the process by
which his pupil is to learn, it will be of the
greatest advantage to him as a guide to have
gone himself through the process of learning'
But, then
it is very possible that although
his experience has been real and personal, it
may not have been conscious -- that is, that he
may have been too much absorbed in the process
itself to take account of the natural laws of
its operation.
This conscious knowledge of
the method by which the mind gains ideas, is,
in fact a branch of Psychology, and he may not
Nor was it
have studied that science.
necessary for his purpose, as a learner, that
But the conditions are
he should study it.
quite altered when he becomes a teacher. He
now assumes the direction of a process which
is essentially not his but the learner's; for
it is obvious that he can no more think for
the pupil than he can eat or sleep for him.
His efficient direction, then, will mainly
depend on his thoug ht ful con s cious knowledge of
all the conditions oT the problem which he has
That consists in getting his pupils
to solve"
to learn, and it is evident that he may know
his subject, without knowing the best means of
making his pupils know it too, which is the
in other
assumed end of all his teaching:
words, he may be adept in his subject, but a
.

,

!

-

.
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novice in the art of teaching it. This
conclusion is indeed involved in the very
conception of the art of teaching, an art
which has principles, laws, and processes
peculiar to itself.
(Emphasis mine.)
From the foregoing analysis, it

is

clear that Payne wanted

teachers to know what they were doing.

embodies both an art and

a

science.

Teaching, therefore,

He said:

Teaching is not a blind routine, but an art.
An art implies an artist who works by
systematic rules. The processes and rules of
art explicitly or implicitly evolve the
principles involved in science. The art or
practice of education, therefore, is founded
on the science or theory of education, while
the science of education is itself founded
on the science of mind, or psychology.
The
complete equipment and the training of the
teacher for his profession comprehends
therefore.

.

.

(a)

A knowledge of the subject of instruction.

(b)

A knowledge of the nature of the one being

instructed
(c)

A knowledge of the best methods of in-

struction

.

This knowledge, gained by careful study and
conjoined with practice, constitutes the
training of the teacher (Payne, 1885:138).
(4)

Evaluation and Refinement of Philosophical
Foundation, Theory, and Practice
.

The Anisa Model is unique in that its theory of

evaluation is congruent with its theories of development,
pedagogy, curriculum, and administration.

Moreover,

foi

purposes of teacher preparation, each curriculum specification contains numerous ways for

a

teacher to assess

objectives.
the achievement of specific educational

As

a
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teacher interacts with children in achieving the
process
and content objectives of the curriculum, he is given
im-

mediate feedback on two dimensions in particular:

(1)

the

degree to which he arranged the environment to facilitate

learning competence, and

(2)

the degree to which he guided

interactions to facilitate learning competence.

In brief,

there must be an evaluation made of the learning experience
as a

whole--did the environments and the interactions make

it easy for learning to occur?

Did learning occur?

Within the Model, evaluation takes its definition
from the purpose of the activity or program being evaluated.
In keeping with the Anisa value theory,

evaluation centers

around an analysis of the system’s energy use (means) to
see how well purposes

use in

a

(ends)

Since energy

are achieved.

system is an ongoing process, evaluation, likewise

must be an ongoing process- -one which examines every part of
the program operation in order to provide immediate feedback
so that timely modifications may be made.

tion contains
1.

2.

3.

a

Process evalua-

number of useful components.

The information derived from an evaluation
should: be descriptive and supported with
examples, be used immediately or as near
to the actual event as possible.

There should be an ever-present opportunity
to act on the available data; this assumes
some degree of interaction and reciprocity
between the giver and the receiver of
evaluative data.
An atmosphere must be created which invites
participants to seek evaluative feedback as

^
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a

natural part of the inquiry process.

In the current theory, provision is made for the eval-

uation and refinement of data collecting instruments,
procedures, and analysis (Jordan, 1975:12).

Broadly conceived, the theory allies the purpose
of evaluation with the general heuristic,

explanatory, and

predictive functions of the scientific method.

On specific

dimensions, the theory of evaluation accounts for both

efficient and final causes.

Jordan (1975:12) explains

it

as follows:

The acceptance of subjective aim (purpose and
ideals) as final cause introduces the need for
Thus,
a new kind of perspective on evaluation.
of
the theory affirms the indispensability
recognizing internal states of the organism as
Of course,
causal influences on behavior.
internal states of the organism are extraordinarily complex and cannot be sampled directly.
The theory of evaluation therefore admits the
ineffability of many vital aspects of human
experience, thereby avoiding possible inadvertent biases proceeding from an unrecognized
assumption that whatever is not measurable is
The theory also accommodates
not important.
the notion of efficient causes reflected in
much of the current s timulus- and- response
research paradigm.

Systems philosophy and theory also support the notion
of accounting for final cause as being equally valuable as

accounting for efficient causes.

The emphasis on seeing

things whole and seeing the world as an interconnected,

interdependent field or continuum suggests that empirical
their
scientists may be called upon to abandon some of

^Summarized from Hayman and Napier (1975:4-5).
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patchwork

,

piecemeal analysis of isolated events and to

reconstruct theories along organismic lines of thought.
This is not to say that the reduct ionis tic process is

entirely useless.

Indeed, compartmentalized empirical

research has given to the world an abundance of noteworthy
knowledge.

Far too much of it cannot be made use of because

it is so isolated and no theory has been broad enough to

incorporate the bits and pieces.

It does suggest that we

need now to understand wider aspects of experience in order
to fill the existential vacuum felt by the teeming masses

in society.

Naturally, such understanding must include

subjective aim or final cause.
Teachers in pre- and in-service rarely have the

opportunity to understand evaluation in larger contexts than
the classroom test for the purpose of assigning grades on

report cards, etc., as though learning and the entire educational process is

a

"series of beginnings and endings in

which the major outcomes are quantified and packaged in
the form of grades, reports, and other product measures

(Hayman and Napier, 1975:4)."

We would contend that the

main and most important product measure

is

the degree of

learning competence achieved in all the categories of potentiality as specified in the Anisa Model.

Therefore, the

b>
larger context alluded to earlier is outlined further

Jordan (197 5 12)
:

:

.
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The theory of evaluation affirms the view
that data rarely speak for themselves, but
require interpretation which takes into
account (1) the probable accuracy and weight
or significance of the data as determined by
the type of data, their source, and the time
and means of collection, and (2) the purpose
for which the data and their interpretation
are to be used (i.e., a question of relevance).
The theory reflects a commitment to the value
of longitudinal studies and cautions against
the ready acceptance of short-term effects as
proof of significant impact.
It establishes
the comparative analysis of children's interactions with particular environments and
their developmental consequence as the focal
points of inquiry.
One can readily see that research and evaluation are man-

dated in the Anisa teacher preparation program and in the

Model as

a

whole.

The theory of evaluation, then, can be

operationalized and implemented at any level in an educational system:

for planning, for the administration of

projects and programs, for designing new test instruments,
and for "process" evaluation with children in order to

gather more efficient, updated, and correct development
data
The coherence and comprehensiveness of the theories
and the explicitness of first principles provide the means
for refining any component in the system while incor-

porating new, relevant information from multi-disciplinary
sources.

At the moment, we are incorporating the work of

systems philosophers and theorists in the refinement of
the Model.

(See Laszlo, Forrester, Bertalanffy,

et.

al.)
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The Competence Paradigms and
the Release of Human Potential

Hoagland (1971:35) reports on Francis Crick's estimation that the information contained in the chromosomes
of a single human egg is equivalent to one thousand

printed volumes of books, each as large as

Encyclopedia Britannica

a

volume of the

So much coded instruction packed

.

in space a millionth the size of a pinhead is required to

tell the next generation how to make

a

person.

The majesty of human beginnings compels one to

regard what happens after the "person
significant.

is

made " as equally

After all, the advancement of civilization

itself depends on the quality of the services, talents, and
skills individuals contribute to the culture.

We must be

concerned then with the process of becoming- -of the actualization of human potential.

The competence paradigms of the

Anisa Model are designed to facilitate the actualization of
human potential by specifying how learning takes place and
how teaching may fully support it, first for the purpose of

guaranteeing survival and secondly for the purpose of per-

petually improving the quality of survival.
means of such

a

Through the

Model, we can become responsible directors

of evolution and conscious designers of our own destiny.
We turn now to

a

discussion of the competence para-

digms in relationship to problems in teacher preparation.

These competence paradigms, it may be noted, provide
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the means for the attainment of life-long learning- the

most vital, modern educational problem in the world (International Commission on the Development of Education, 1972;

Husen (1974)

;

An International Study of the Sense of

Belonging in Industry, 1952; Friedman, 1973).
The process of constant change in every sphere of
life, makes life-long learning a necessity.

Because of the

current acceleration of change, the traditional role of the
school needs to be modified.

As Husen (1974:23)

sees it,

The central mission of the school will be
to teach the pupils to learn, to train
them to assimilate new knowledge on their
own ... we can no longer regard the years
of childhood and youth as the exclusive preserve of education, as the years which give
us all we need to know for the rest of our
lives
(Emphasis mine).
.

.

.

Weiss (1975:207) too, sees education as

a

life-long

"indivisible continuum" unpunctuated by rigid compartmentalization of time and age frames.
The learning- teaching competence paradigms also

satisfy the incessant plea for theoretical underpinnings to

provide conceptual clarity to guide the competency-based
teacher education movement.
The competence paradigms give the direction for the

solution of another recurring problem, the individualization
of instruction.

Many educational models (as defined by

their authors) aim to solve the problem of individual dif-

ferences by providing for the individualization of in

..
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stiuction:

Individually Guided Education (Klausmier,
1969);

Individu ally Guided Instruction (Glaser,
1968); Project
PL AN (Flanagan, 1967); and A Model of School Learning

(Carroll

1963)

,

In order to properly individualize instruction,

however,

a

teacher must be competent at assessing develop-

mental levels, needs, interests, aptitudes of children as
an on-going,

continuous process.

The competence paradigms

provide the missing theoretical guidelines so that researchers can begin to construct developmental scales on

variety of processes and content.

a

The accomplishment of

this goal prepares the groundwork for the individualization
of instruction, and thus prepares the way for the equali-

zation of educational opportunity.

Van Leer and Weiss (1975:226

;

211),

both advocates

of the actualization of human potentialities concept,

share common concerns about individuals who may in the

process of actualizing their potentials, suppress the potentialities of others.
tive.

Their prudent insights are instruc-

Van Leer says:
Any unbridled process, sooner or later and
The
somewhere will produce malignancy.
malignancy of unbridled development and
unbridled realization of human potential
would be the impediment and the impairment
of the realization of the potential of
others

Van Leer obviously wants boundaries established that
favor "many" instead of "one."

Weiss, on the other hand,

.
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speaks of boundaries in

a

different way.

He says:

not only can there be no global
formula of where to draw the line between
promotion of self-development and awakening
to the need for self-restraint in deference
to collective order.
Education must condition the individual to accept this degree
of indeterminacy and hence self-determination.
.

.

.

The global purpose for the actualization of human

potentialities is to increase the quality of survival for
humanity.

Therefore, "self-restraints" for the collective

good are built into the competence paradigms.

Moreover,

the actualization of potentiality is never an "unbridled"

process when the above purpose

consciousness

is

seared indelibly in one’s
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SUMMARY AND PROJECTIONS
In Chapters

I

and II, reference to problems and

unresolved issues in teacher preparation dominated the
discourse.

An attempt was made in Chapter III to view these

problems in the context of the Anisa Model,
plan for educational renewal.

In Chapters

a

comprehensive

IV and V,

a

description of the basic features of the learning and
teaching competence paradigms in the Model was given with
the aim of demonstrating how they provide conceptual clarity
for competency-based teacher preparation programs.

In

Chapter VI, the distinctive features of an Anisa teacher

preparation program were presented, followed by an explanation of how the learning and teaching competence paradigms

facilitate the release of human potential.
I

stated in the Preface that the time has come for

educators to help

a

science of education to emerge.

Anisa team efforts are clearly moving
Having

a

The

in that direction.

comprehensive Model enables us to organize vast

amounts of information about human development that would

otherwise remain in books and journals unused.

In short,

the disparate pieces of the educational puzzle now fit

together into

a

coherent whole.

No other educational model

makes this claim of coherence or comprehensiveness.

Evaluation comprises
tific endeavors.

a

significant part of scien-

Therefore, we are constantly engaged in
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self-evaluation.

Other educators are also beginning to

take evaluative looks at the Anisa Model as certain aspects
of it are being implemented in the field.

Joan Bissell and her colleagues at Harvard (1974-75
1-9)

compared the Anisa Model and its theories with other

early childhood education models and commented upon its

theoretical assumptions, definitions, and hypotheses.

Of

its assumptions they say, "Since most of the assumptions
in ANISA are of a very general nature,

the task of concep-

tualizing the applications of the assumptions to classroom
situations is left to teachers and administrators."
Theory, the more abstract it is, can accommodate

more diverse phenomena.

And

a

class of children provides
We want teachers to

the most complex phenomena of all.

know and to understand theory and how to apply it on many

different levels, under many different circumstances.

Theory that prescribes too specifically

is

bound to be

a

mere culture-bound cookbook that is what teachers already
have.

So Anisa assumptions are explicit and general,

tentionally

.

As to definitions,

they conclude that:

The definitions are comprehensive and they
Still, they are someare straightforward.
with the definicompared
when
what unique
implemented
widely
most
tions we find in
^potenThere
educational theories.
in ANISA s
disadvantages
tial advantages and
contheoretical
strategy for defining key
An
way.
cepts in a general and abstract
can
important advantage is that the concepts
.

.

.

in-

.
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be applied to a very broad range of
educational levels and problems. The
potential disadvantage is that teachers,
administrators and parents will be uncertain about the precise meaning of
the central concepts of the theory.
Of hypotheses they say, "A firm basis exists for confirming
the validity of ANISA through testing hypotheses concerning

measurable student progress in many different areas of
growth
As we proceed with implementation, testing, and

refinement of the theoretical propositions of the Anisa
Model, we invite serious, constructive feedback from in-

terested scholars from all disciplines.

In order not to

take ourselves too seriously, Ghiselin (1972:502) reminds
us that "our universe is not populated by mathematical

models, and if the organisms contradict the theories, it is
not the organisms that have to be corrected."

Model is

a

The Anisa

conceptual model, so we will always "correct"

our theories as the organisms we interact with indicate
that correction is in order.
No field evaluation is complete without taking into

account the entire implementation process and concomitant
changes initiated by it.

Lippitt (1975:232-233) explains why there is likely
"^Detailed hypotheses are found in Hambleton, Ronald
An Evaluation Study of
et. al., Final Report, 1973-74:
Selected Outcomes of the Anisa Program," Suffield, Con nectiPsychometric
cut (University of Massachusetts, Laboratory of
1974.
aruT Evaluative Research),
_
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to be resistance to accepting changes
in educational or

social practice:
Cl)
Most significant adoptions
require significant changes in the values,
attitudes, and shills of the
practioner.
This requires a deeper personal involvement in
adopting the new practice than is true in the
adoption of new agricultural, industrial, or
medical practices.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Most significant changes really are
(2)
adaptations rather than adoptions of the
innovations of others.
What is being passed
on is not a thing (e.g., a new seed, new
implement, new drug, or new machine), but is
a new social context.
.

.

.

There are no adequate procedures for
(3)
identification, documentary description and
validation of new practices. On the one hand
there is a large volume of poorly described
nonvalidated practices tempting uncritical
adoption by professional colleagues. On the
other hand, there is a great volume of creative
practice which remains invisible and inaccessible to review and consideration.
The practitioner gets very little
(4)
feedback about the effectiveness of his adoption
effort.
the teacher or mental health worker
typically lacks the criteria and the tools to
make this type of check.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The organization around educational practice
provides little stimulus for the practitioner
to take risks in searching for and using new
The practitioner remains relatively
resources.
There
invisible to colleagues and supervisors.
are few communication channels to stimulate
Furthermore,
sharing and improvement of practice.
there is a high sensitivity to the potentially
negative reaction of various publics to changes
of practice.
(5)

Lippitt's explanation makes us cognizant of several
areas of difficulty in trying to install or implement inno-

vations, particularly in education.

In the first place,
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there is some kind of program already in process
at the
local level.

reality.

Implementation procedures must deal with this

Moreover, the experience of the people who are

called upon to carry forward the new program must be used
in ways that cause them to want to change their "values,

attitudes and skills."

In order for them to be willing to

invest their energies in new programs, they must sense that
their efforts and strivings will make significant, positive,

differences in their personal lives and in the lives of
those whom they influence.

announced change makes
is

a

Commitment grows when the

lasting difference.

If the change

too nebulous or transitory, no one will feel it worth-

while to invest his energies in it.

Consequently, it (the

innovation) may flounder, cause disunity, and finally be

abandoned.

Repeated disappointments and disillusion with

educational innovations cause teachers and parents alike to
resist and often to reject any moves that mean drastic
changes for themselves and their children.

Sometimes those who come with utopian models fail
to understand the nature of change and what direction it

needs to take; those who are asked to effect the change may
be reluctant to do so for similar reasons.

change is the nature of the universe.
that we return now to the

3P.’s

In any case,

Those who propose

may well mean to return to

routine, rote, and regimentation whether such
to accomplish the goals of education or not.

a

move helps

.
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Every educational innovation demands

context."

a

"new social

To pretend that values can and will remain
un-

disturbed when the innovation comes is to deny the
reality
of the experience.

Any time we ask people to use their

energies differently, we are asking them to "change" their
values

Another critical area of difficulty in model imple-

mentation is that of evaluation.

A key factor in the lack

of success in this area, aside from a clear conceptual

foundation, is that there is

a

information about children.

Practitioners also want feed-

dearth of developmental

back about their own performance in the implementation
process.

They often do not receive such feedback and there-

fore have no basis for the constant assessment and the

monitoring of their own progress.

Skimpy resources for

process evaluation almost assures that high standards of

competence will not be sustained.
As designers of new models and new systems in

education, we need to be supremely conscious of the levels
and areas of difficulty that inhere in the implementation

process.

Any successful implementation requires the

effective involvement of the entire community at the outset
if the desired changes are to take effect.

This means that

parents, teachers, administrators, school board members and
their finance committees and community leaders must be

trained so that they have the competencies required to carry

:
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the implementation through to fruition.

Projected Courses of Action
The preparation of four classes of educational
personnel

2.

a.

Parent educators who can train parents
in the Anisa system of child rearing practices.

b.

Teachers of young children who can insure that
children can become competent learners, selfdisciplined and highly motivated.

c.

Counsellors of youth who can buttress
character formation during adolescence.

d.

Staff developers who can be hired by schools,
churches, colleges to retrain teachers and
administrative personnel in the new system.

Inter-disciplinary collaboration:
We intend to move toward more interdisciplinary

collaboration because integrative principles
encompassed in the comprehensive scheme of the
Anisa Model makes such a move possible. While we
continue to refine our concept generating theories,
we wish to be allied closely with technically
competent psychometricians whose hypothesistesting theories complement ours. Hundreds of
new instruments for assessing developmental levels
on a variety of processes need to be designed in
order to carry out at least twenty years of
longitudinal studies.
Our earnest endeavor in the Anisa Model is to help

achieve the kind of synthesis that Huxley (1971:10) proposes

Coming down to the immediate future, it is
clear that any new synthesis must be open-sided,
and that its aims must be stated in terms of
fulfillment- -greater fulfillment for more
human individuals, fuller achievement by more
human societies, a greater sense of personal
significance, more profound involvement in
the evolutionary task of cooperative world
development in all its aspects, and a radical
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shift in values from quantity of objects
and products to quality of life and living.
We must replace the idea of the Welfare
State by the Fulfillment Society.
In
preparation for this, our educational
systems should be organized so as to
provide individual fulfillment through
adventure and exploration, through physical
and intellectual participation in worthwhile projects of study and service, and
the enjoyment of love and beauty.

My hope is that this dissertation contributes in
some small measure to the aspirations espoused by Huxley
and to the goal of helping education evolve into

a

science.

.
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